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CHAPTER ONE
MEANING AND CHARAC'IERISTICS OF CONFLICT OF LAWS.

1.1 DEFINITION AND SCOPE OF CONFLICT OF LAWS.

Conflict of laws means that part of the domestic law' of each country which deais with
cases that contain a foreign element.? There are three elements in the above definition:
domestic law. country', and foreign element."
Since conflict of laws has its own rules and principles, it is as much a department of
the law as. for instance, the law of contract, tort, corporate law, or environmentai law. But

it differs from the foregoing legal categones in that they are substantive in character while
conflict of laws is rather selective and procedural. A substantive law creates and defines
the rights and duties of the parties. Procedural law establishes the means by which those
rights and duties are proved and regulates the proceedings for fmding that right at every

'

This means the local body of law or legal system of any country. Conflict of laws is said to be domestic in
character because it is the prerogative of each legaI systern to determine its conflict of Iaws rules and these
rnay vary fiorn one legal system to another.
Halsburv's Laws of Eneland (Conflict of Laws), 4' ed.. para. 601; Halsburv's Laws of Ausnalia, Volume
4. para. 85-1.
3
This is a temtory or area with a single legal system. It is usually a state or province in a federal system.
It is one element. at least, in a conflict of laws case which occun outside the temtory of the legd system
whose court is exercising jurisdiction in the case. 'Territory' means a sovereign country and in the case of
federaI countries, it means each province or state. The foreign element may be one of the parties whose
residence or domicile is in some territory other than the territorial jurisdiction of the court involved, or it
may be the location of the subject matter of the dispute, Le., where the contract w made, to be performed,
or breached, where the tort occurred, where the land or chattel is situated; or it rnay be that a court in
another territory might have jurisdiction to try the case, or it may be the Iaw governing the substantive
issues. ie., the court that will be asked to appIy foreign Iaw. Where there are two courts within the territory
of a single legal system but exercising different jurisdictions, an element which occurs outside the
jurisdiction of one of the courts but withii the territory of same legai system is not a foreign element. This is
because no other system of law has been called into question; the same legai system will be applied by the
two courts above, though exercising differentjurisdictions. It is a foreign element that gives conftict of laws
its distinctive character because it brings into question the application of another system of law. Without at
least a single foreign element, a case would not qualiSf as a conflict of Iaws case.

'

stage.' For instance, the law of tort defines a civil wrong and stipulates its correlative right
to remedy in damages. Conflict of laws does not perform a sirnila.b c t i o n ; it rather
stipulates or selects the legai system whose law of tort ought to define a padicular civil
wrong and its correlative right, or the court to try the case. Just as one can, for instance,
talk of a tortious act or a contractual right, there is no such thing as a confiict of laws right
or duty.

Though conflict of laws has its own d e s . which we examine below, those d e s
merely select the applicable legal system and do not create or define any substantive
right. Consequently, conflict of laws is just a method or technique of legal analysis.6 On
this perspective, conflict of laws is analogous to comparative law but differs fiom it in
having its own rules, which is not characteristic of comparative law.'

Conflict of laws is known by other names which are often used interchangeably. A
glance at any collection of conflict of laws books will reveal that the moa comrnon names
are conflict of laws and pnvate international law. None of these two names is entirely
without criticism. The name confiict of laws may falsely suggest that two systems of laws
are in conflict and dl the court does is to settle the clash. But conflict of laws connotes no

such thing. When conflict of laws selects a particular law among potentially applicable
laws to govem a dispute, it does not mean that those laws are competing for application or
--

' T.E. Holland, The Elements of Jurisorudence (Oxf'ord: at The Clarendon Ress, 1900, grned), p. M.

3 . 4 . Castel, "Conflict of Laws - Some Differences Between the Systems Found in the United States and
Canada.," (1 962) 1 1 American Journal of Comparative Law, 3 15 at 322.

6

are in a state of conflict. It is not infiequent that the potentially applicable laws contain
similar provisions and would have produced the same result. M e n a Manitoba court is
confionted with a choice among the laws of Saskachewan, Ontario and Quebec, it tries to
ascertain the law which, in accordance with its conflict d e s , will do justice in the matter.
It does not necessarily mean that the three laws are in conflict. The court may well fmd
the applicable law to be Ontario law, i.e., not Manitoba law. If conflict of laws were to
mean the settlement of clashing or contlicting legal systems, then every court wouid be
biased in favour of its legal system and would settle the conflict accordingly. The name
'contlict of laws' has been adopted in this meaning by such popular writers as Dicey and
~ o m s ' ,~

~i as tel'*,
~ and
h

ab ~el."

,

Similarly, the narne private international law may be misunderstood. A person who
does not appreciate the difference between public and private international laws may
Iikely think that private international law is just an aspect of public international law. This

usage is not least likely ro confuse the discerning reader who appreciates that public
international law oniy deals with the relationship among sovereign states and is, at least

in theory, the same everywhere; while private international law d e s are not the same
everywhere and deal primarily with the relationships betweeri pesons. The name 'private
international law' tries to emphasise the international character of the facts of a conflict

case which may have contacts with the legal systems of two or more sovereign states. The
7

Alan Watson, Lecal Trans~lants:An Approach to Comparative Law (Athens: The University of Georgia
Press, 1993.2" ed.), pp. 1-6.
S
Dicey & Moms: The Conflict of Laws (London:Sweet & Maxweli, 1993, 12" ed., vols. 1 and 2 by L.
Collins, et al).
P. E. Nygh,Conflict of Laws in A m l i a (Sydney: Buttenvorths. 1984).
1O
J. 4.Canel, Conflict of Lam (Toronto: Buttenvorths, 1984,5' ed.).

narne private international law has been used by sorne popular writers on the subject like
storyL2,Cheshire and ort th'^, ~estlake",and WOIK"

Some writers have equally used other names like polarized lawi6,inter-municipal
~ , trans-national law.I9 While the same subject is treated
lawl', trans-municipal ~ a w 'and
under dl of these names. which are interchangeable. this thesis will adopt the narne of

conflict of laws for our project.

1.3 SCOPE OF CONFLICT OF LAWS.

Conflict of laws performs three major functions. First, where a case contains a foreign

element it is the conflict of laws rules that determine whether the court asked to exercise
jurisdiction in the case actuaily has jurisdiction. The c o d i c t of laws d e s of every legal

system contain elaborate d e s for determining the question of jurisdiction in a conflict of
Iaws case. Assume that a Nigenan domiciled in a state in Nigeria and a Canadian
domiciled in Manitoba entered into a contract in Winnipeg to be performed in Nigeria,

and a question arose in a Manitoba court as to the nghts of the parties under the contract.
A court in Manitoba will apply the province's conflict of laws d e s to determine whether

E. Rabel, The Conflict of Laws: A Com~arativeSfudv (Am Arbor: The University of Michigan Press,
1950.
ed.).
" J. Stoiy. Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws (Boston: Fiilliard, Gray,and Co., I834), p. 9.
Cheshire & North: Private International Law (London: Butterworths, 1992, 12' ed. by P. M. North and J.
J. Fawcen).
14
J. Wenlake: Private International Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1925,7' e d by N. Bentwich).
15
M. Wolff, Private InternationaI Law (London: Oxford University Press, 1945).
16
T.Baty, Polarized Law (London: Stevens and Haynes, 19l4), p. vi
l7 F. Harrison, lurismudence and the Conflict of Laws (Oxford: At The Clarendon Press, 1919).
pp. 130-131
l8 G. dkcUn, Trans-municipal Law (Ankara: Universitv of Ankara, 1968), p. 12.
19
P. C. Jessup, Trans-national Law (Yale University Press, 1956), p. 2.
"

'

jurisdiction lies in that court or in a court in Nigeria. If it decides that it has jurisdiction,
then it will proceed to the next stage of a codict of laws case; othenvise it will strike out
the action for want of jurisdiction. Second, codict of laws determines which of the
potentially applicable legal systems will provide the d e for the decision. In other words,
it selects the applicable law. This is a fundamental and common function of conflict of

laws. This is technically called 'choice of law,' which we shall explain in detail later.
Once the legal system providing the d e of decision hzs been chosen by the
application of choice of law d e s , then conflict of laws will have finished its function. It
withdraws for the chosen legal system to determine the substantive rights of the parties.
Using our above example: where a Manitoba court, after assuming jurïsdiction, decides
by the application of its conflict of law d e s that the contractuai rights or liabilities of the
parties will be detemiined according to a Nigenan state law, then the conflict rules of
Manitoba would have finished their functions and wiIl Ieave the matter to be decided in
Manitoba according to the Nigenan state law. The Manitoba court would then ask for the
proof of the Nigenan law on the point and apply it. Third, sometirnes conflict of laws
performs a third function, ie., it determines the circurnstances and conditions for the
recognition and enforcement of a foreign judgment. Assuming the Manitoba court gave
judgment in favour of one of the parties who seeks enforcement against the judgmentdebtor's propew in Ghana i.e., another country. From the point of view of Ghana, t h ~ t
Manitobajudgment is a foreign judgment. A Ghanaian court asked to enforce it would

have to apply its local conflict of law rules to detemillie whether that judgrnent could be
recognised and enforced in

ha na?'

1.4 CHOICE OF LAW.

Choice of law is the second stage in the conflict of law process. It is the technique by
which the applicable law in a case with a foreign element is chosen. But choice of law, as
known to conflict of laws, should not be confused with whatever choice of law may exist

in another discipline. A distinguishing feature is that for choice of law to arise the case
itself m u t be a conflict of laws case, Le., it m u t possess a foreign element as defmed
above. Here is a classic choice of law situation:
Defendant and W. were validly mamied in Hungary,their domicile of origin. They left
Hungary with the intention of going to Israel to make their permanent home. While en

route, in Italy, they were divorced by a gett which, although recognised as a valid divorce
in Israel, was not recognised by either Hungarian or Italian law as a valid dissolution of
mamage. Eventually defendant and W. reached Israel where they acquired a domicile and

where they had the status of single persons. While still domiciled in Israel, defendant
went to Ontario on a visit where she mamed the plaintiff, who was domiciled in Ontario.
Subsequently, in Ontario. the plaintiff sought a declaration of nullity on the ground that

"

Shilarly, in Mohamed v. Knort (1969) 1 Law Reports Queen's Bench, p. 1, an English Court recognised a
valid custornary law mariage, though not vdid under Engiish law, between a thirteen year oId Nigerian girl
and a Nigerian man twice her age, both domiciled in Nigeria but were in Engiand at the tirne of the suit, as
conferring the statu of a 'wife' on the girl and therefore removed her from the ambit of the Chiihen and
Young Persom Act 1963, c. 3 7, of England.

defendant's marriage with W., who was still living in Israel, had not been dissolved by a
divorce recognised by Ontario law. 2 1

On the facts of the above case, it is purely a conflict of laws case for the Ontario court.
There were so many foreign elements: the defendant and W. mamied in their domicile of
origin in Hungary, the divorce by gett in Italy, the recognition of the gett in Israel. and the
subsequent domicile in Israel. The facts of the case touched on four countries or different
jurisdictions. The Ontario court having assumed jurisdiction, on the basis that the plaintiff
and the defendant. by marriage to the plaintiff, were domiciled in Ontario, the next
important question became which law would determine the vaiidity of the divorce by gett,
since the nullity of marriage sought by the plaintiff depended on the validity of the gett.
The above question typically lies within the province of choice of law. The Ontario court
would in the instant case apply that part of its conflict of laws known as choice of law to
select the legal system that would determine the vaiidity of the divorce by gett.?2
It is possible to have a case without a foreign element but which nevertheiess involves

some choice of courts or of law. Such a case may, literally speaking, present a choice of
law situation, but strictly it does not quaIi@ as a choice of law in conflict of laws. because
of the absence of foreign element. Take another instance: the cornmon law of England for

centuries did not recognise legitimation of a child by subsequent maniage of its parents,
but ecclesiastical law did. Now a question arose as to the legitimation of a child born to

English parents who subsequently got married in England. We know that the decision

"

The facts are taken from the Canadian case of Schwebei v. Ungm (1964) 42 Dominion Law Reports (2d),
622.
^ In the above case it was held that Israeli law govemed the validity of the divorce by gen. since it was the
law of the defendant's domicile at the time of her marriage to the plaintiff, and that by that law the divorce
by gett was valid.

would vary depending on whether the matter was taken before a common law or an
ecclesiasticai court, or whether the common law or ecclesiastical Iaw was applied.
Whatever choice such a case might involve, it is not a choice of law known to conflict of

laws because it had no foreign element. Al1 the facts occurred in England. We c m
complicate the facts and say that the child was bom in The Netherlands to English parents
who subsequently got manied there and that Dutch law recognises legitimation by
subsequent marriage. These new facts would give the case the colour of conflict of laws.
Foreign elernents have emerged: birth and subsequent marriage in The Netherlands. The
question of whether legitimation should be according to English law or Dutch law
becomes a perfect question of choice of law." Likewise in a purely local case involving a
juvenile, the choice between the application ofjuvenile law and the ordinary law does not
raise a question of choice of law, because there is no foreign element.

ft is mainly because of this choice of law function that the entire subject could be
classified as procedural law as distinct from substantive law? Procedural law, as aated
above? does not decide the right of the parties but regulates the proceedings for fmding
that right at every stage. Substantive law, however. defines the rights of the parties.

Contlict of laws is selective in nature. It is a technique. It does not concem itself with the
23

Similar facts and question occurred in: In re Goodman 's Trust (188 1) 17 Law Reports Chancery Division,
266.
F. K. Juenger submitted: "For centuriesjurists have drawn a line to separate choice of law, cm the one
hand, from jurisdiction and the recognition of foreign judgments on the other. The choice of the applicable
law is regarded as a "substantive" matter, whereas jurisdiction and recognition are considered to be
'procedural." Functionally, however, the three topics are intertwined": Choice of Law and Multistate Justice
(The Netherlands: Maninus Nijhoff Publishers, I993), p. 3. This bifürcation of confïict of laws into
substantive and procedura1 aspects does not exist, Choice of Iaw function cannot correctly be descnied as a
substantive matter. Upon the selection of the applicable Iaw, choice of Iaw funnion is &ly
exhausted
and the defurition of the relevant rights are Ieft to the chosen law. Since choice of Izw merely selem the
applicable faw and does not define or create any right by itsetf, it is patently wrong to describe it as
substantive in character.
page I .

p.

''

substantive rïghts of the litigants. Once it selects the applicable law, it withdraws for that
substantive law to decide the rights of the parties. 1cannot imagine any conflict of laws
nile that directly decides the substantive rights of parties in a case. It is tnie that conflict
of laws d e s help the courts in their quest for justice, but they do so mainly by ensuring

that the appropriate substantive law is chosen. When a contlict of laws d e , for instance
the proper law doctrine in contract, seeks to give effect to the intentions of the parties, it
does so by selecting the substantive law of a state that would actualise the parties'

intentions. The conflict of laws rule does not by itself give effect to those intentions but
helps in the process of effectuating them.

SOME EXAMPLES OF CHOICE OF LAW RULES IN ACTION:
(a) Law of domicile or lex domicilii: this is a choice of law rule which determines the

applicable law on the basis of the domicile of one or both parties to a case. Comrnon law
domicile means a penon's permanent home, Le., where a person has actually taken up
residence wiîh the intention of living there for an indefinite time. For instance. the Ontario

court in our earlier example was asked to declare the maniage between the plaintiffand
defendant a nullity on the ground of the defendant's incapacity to marry, due to her earlier
subsisting rnarriage which was allegedly not dissolved by the gett. The court could, and it
did, refer the matter of capacity to many to the Iaw of the defendant's domicile at the t h e

of her marriage to the plaintiff, i.e., lsraeli Iaw. Therefore, the lex domicilii was employed
as the choice of law d e which selected Israeli law as providing the d e of decision.

However. domicile is not always easy to ascertain. We have already noted that it is

composed of two elements: residence and intention to reside indefinitely. A person's
intention to reside in a place indefinitely may require al1 mariner of evidence for proof.
Let us assume that a Nigerian took up residence in Manitoba where he got a Lucrative
job. While in Manitoba he has not made up his mind as to whether he would return to

Nigeria. He has lived in Manitoba for twenty years but still maintains contact with fnends
and family in Nigeria. He never visits Nigeria again. If he dies in Manitoba, where shall

we locate his domicile? Can we presume his intention to reside indefinitely in Manitoba

from his long period of stay there? Assuming further that he told some people that he
would not go back to Nigeria again, wouid that expressed intention be d e c i s i ~ e ? ~ ~
Consequently, in ascertainhg a person's domicile, the court looks at al1 the circumstances
of the case and every piece of available evidence which can establish the fact and

intention of domicile.
(b) The national law or Zexpatriae: this is a choice of law rule based on the nationality

of a litigant. For instance. the court could in a conflict of law case hold that a padcular

issue wodd be decided by the national law of a Party. In that case, where the national law
of the party is different fiom the law of his domicile, the national law prevails. But it is

not always easy to ascertain what is a penon's national law. For instance, when a court

refee a particular issue to the national law of a Nigerian or Canadian person, the reference
becomes difficult to interpret because in these two countries we have not a single but two
-

-

- -

-

--

The Privy Council has held that a person's declaration as to his domicile is not conclusive and that the
court would weigh it against other pieces of available evidence: Casdagli v. Casdagli (19 19) Law Reports
Appeal Cases, 145 at 173: "Intention may be (and in most cases is) gathered fiom what a person does, not
rnereIy from what he says," Lord Dunedin. In Manitoba, however, the issue of domicile would be
determined under The Domicile and Habituai Residence Act, RS.M, c. D - 96,whkh creates a statutory law
of domicile slightly different from the common law d e s on the matter. For instance, Section 3 abolished the
comrnon rules on the domicile of a married wornan, and the common law mies on the revival of the domicile
of origin.

systems of law: the federal law and the state or provincial law. As citizens of these
countnes are each subject to the simdtaneous application of both systems of law, which
of the systems constitute the national law? Or are both systems the national law? In that

case. what if the two systems have conflicting provisions on the p d c u l a r matter? In the
type of situations above, a further supplementary d e is required to make the reference

identie the national law more accurately.
It is for each legal system to devise its supplementary d e . Again, the national law

becomes almost meaningless in the case of penons with multiple nationdities. An
instance is Nigeria where its constitution allows multiple nationality to Nigerian citizens
by birth." Where a Nigerian citizen by birth emigrates to Canada where he also acquires
the Canadian citizenship, which of these two countries signifies his nationaiity? Having
become a national of two countries, where shall we locate his national law? Obviously, in

this type of situation. each legal system needs a supplementary rule to identi&
specifically the national law of a person with dual nationality. For instance, it may be
provided that this person is a national of the particula. country where he is actually
domiciled; or one of the countries where he is habitually resident; or the country where he
carries on his business. Another problem with identi@ng the national law is where a
person is stateless. For instance, a person rnay leave state A for state B in such
circumstances that he has lost his nationality of state A but without acquiring the
nationality of state B. He has therefore become stateless and a reference to his national
law may become meaningless. Again, a legd system may solve this problem by providing

that the national law of a stateless person is the law of his domicile or habituai residence.

" Section 28 (1) of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution (Lagos: Federal Govemment Rinters).
11

In this reality, the courts in Canada and Nigeria use domicile, not nationality, as a
comecting factor for detemiining the governing substantive law.
(c ) The lex loci confructusmarks the choice of law d e for where a contract was
concluded or made to govern most rnatters arising frorn the contract?* But the greatest
dificulty with this rule is ascertaining the place of contract. Where a contract was
concluded Uiside an international flight from Canada to Nigeria, or inside a ship in the
middle of an ocean, where is the place of the contract? It is obvious that we may not get a
unanimous opinion on that. To avoid this type of problem, parties to a contract may
expressly or impliedly provide for a particular legal systern as governing d l disputes
Otherwise, the court may. in ascertainhg the place of the
arising fiom the c~ntract.'~
contract. subject it to a legal systern well beyond the contemplation of the parties.
(d) A similar mle marks law of the place of performance of a contract or lex loci

solurionis. This rule selects the law of the place where the obligations under a contract are
to be performed as the applicable law. especially in some questions of illegality of
performance. But then there is the similar problem of ascertainment of the place of
performance of the contracnial obligations. That place may be fomiitous. Where is the
place of performance of a contract if performed on an international highway during the

course of a journey by road fÎom Manitoba to New York, or inside an international flight

" Robinson v. Blond (1 760)97 English Reports, p. 7 17 at 7 18 (judgment delivered on 22 May 1760 by
Lord Mansfield); Holman v. Johnson (1775) 98 English Reports, p. 1 120 at 1 121 (judgment delivered on 5
JuIy 1775 by Lord Mansfield). However, Canada and Nigeria now use the proper law of contract as a
comecting factor to the applicable law.
Vira Food Products Inc. v. U- Shipping Co. ( 1939) Law Reporîs Appeal Cases, p. 277; R v.
Internationai Truitee (1937) Law Reports Appeal Cases, p. 500: "The legal p ~ c i p l e which
s
are to guide an
English Court on the question of the proper law of a contract are now well settled. It is the law which the
parties intended to apply. Their intention will be ascertained by the intention expressed in the contract if
any, which will be conclusive. if no intention be expressed the intention will be presumed by the court kom
the t e m of the contract and the relevant surroundhg circwnstances,l" by Lord Atkin.

"

fiom Toronto to Paris? Because opinions rnay Vary on these problems, the court rnay
ultimately identi* a place of performance which rnay be different fiom the place
contemplated by one or both of the parties. Therefore, parties to a contract usually make
detailed provisions as to the applicable law, including the law govemhg performance.
(e) Law of the place where a toa is committed or [ex loci delicti: this choice of law d e

in tort selects the law of the place of the tort as the applicable law defining the liabilities
arising fiom a tortious conduct. The preference for the law of the place of ton could be
explained on the ground that every legal system or government has a right or interest in
ensuring that penons and property within its temtory are protected against wrongful,

injurious or tortious acts. However, the place of tort rnay not be easy to identifi. If while
on the Nigerian side of her border with Ghana I set a fire which crosses the borderline and
causes damage in Ghana. where is the place of tort? 1s it in Nigeria where the act that
caused the damage was done or in Ghana where the resultant darnage ~ccurred?~*
An
aircrafi as a result of negligent repair in Canada crashes in the course of its fiight fiom
Canada to Holland and severely injures the survivors: where is the place of the tort? 1s it
in Canada, where the negligent act took place. or in whatever place it is ascertained to
have cra~hed?~'
Again, a Company in Nigeria produces cernent which is distributed al1
30

In George Monro Ltd v. American Cyanamid and Chetnical Corporation ( 1 944)Law Reports King's
Bench. p. 432 at 440, Goddard L.J. observed: "It rnay be that in some cases an act which would be regarded
as tortious in England would not be regarded as tortious in America, and vice verm. Therefore, it would be a
very strong thing for an English court to exercisejurisdiction ovet an Amencan in respect of an act
comitted by him in America, aithough some damage rnight be alleged to be suffered in EngIand, when the
act in America might not be considered by the courts of that country to be tortious at aI1,"
" In KiIberg v. Northeast Airfines (1 961) 172 Northeastern Reporter (2d) 526 at 527-528, Chief Iudge
Desmond of the New York Court of AppeaIs observed: "Modem conditions make it unjust and anomaious
to subject the travelling citizen of this State to the vaying Iaws of other States tfirough and over which they
rnove.,.. His plane rnay meet with disaster in a State he never intended to cross but into which the pIane has
flown because of a bad weather or other unexpected developments, or an airplane's catastrophic descent
rnay begin in one State and end in another. The place of injury becomes entirely fortuitous. Our courts
should if possible provide protection for our own State's people aga& unfair and anachronistic treatment

over the world. The Company imports the raw materials for the cernent fiom Liberia The
cernent is bought by a Canadian Company that retails it. A Canadian buys the cernent and
the house with which it was built collapses as a resuit of defect in the raw material with
which the cernent was produced.
in the above scenario, where is the place of tort? 1s it in Liberia where the raw

materials were bought or in Nigeria where the raw materials were used to produce the
cernent or in Canada where the defective cernent was distributed?
There are three approaches to solving the question of place of tort:
1. It could be taken to be the place where the act that caused the h m took place.

The problem with this approach is that the defendant might have acted in several places in
which case it will be dificult to determine the place he acted.
2. The second is to regard the place of ton as the place where the injury was suf5ered.
Again, the injury could be distributed in more states than one. making it difficult to
determine the state of injuy.
3. Lastly, the place of tort could be taken to be one of the places in which any of the facts

of the case occurred and whose law is more favourable to the plaintiff?2

of the lawsuits which result fiom these disasters. There is available, we fin4 a way of accomplishing this
confomably to our State's public policy and without doing vioIence to the accepted pattern of conflict of
law niles."
In England, it seerns the approach to the ascertainment of the place of a multi-jurisdictional tort is to apply
what is called the 'substance' test. This was the test suggested by Lord Pearson when he delivered the
judgment of the Privy Council in DistiffersCo. (Biochemicals) Ltd v. Thompson (1971) Law Reports
Appeal Cases, 458 at 468: "The right approach is, when the tort is complete, to look back over the series of
events constituting it and ask the question, where in substance did this cause of action aise?" It was applied
by the Court of AppeaI in Cas~eev. E. R Squibb & Sons Ltd. (1980) 1 Weekly Law Reports, 1248 at f 252;
and more recentIy in Meta11 & Rohstofv. Donaf&on Inc. ( 1 990) 1 Law Reports Queen's Bench, 39 1 at 446,
where Slade L.J. observed: "In our judgment, in double locality cases our courts should first consider
whether, by reference exclusively to English law, it can properiy be said that a tort has been committed
within the jurisdiction of our courts, In answering this question, they should apply the now well familiar
*'substance'* test previously appIied in such cases as Distitiers Co. (Biochemicals) Ltd v. Thompson (197 1)
A-C. 458, Custree v. ER Squibb & Som Ltd. (1980) 1 W.L.R. 1248 and CordobaShippingCo. Ltd v.

''

The Suprerne Court of Canada in Moran v. Pyle National (Canada) ~ t dhad
. ~to ~
grapple with the problem of the ascertainment of the place of tort, especially in a product
liability ton. The plaintiff brought in Saskatchewan an action for the wrongful death of

her husband. n i e defendant was an Ontario corporation and the claim was for negligence
in the manufacture of a light bulb. The plaintiff sought leave to serve the writ out of
Saskatchewan, as was required by Saskatchewan des, and relied on the ground that the
tort had been committed in Saskatchewan. The Saskatchewan courts had refused leave,
holding that no tort (the tort consisting in the aileged negligent manufacture in Ontario)
had been committed in the province. The Supreme Court, in a judgment by Dickson J.,

reversed the decision of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal. The Supreme Court laid
down the test of real and substantial c o ~ e c t i o nas the cnterion of the place of tort, Le.,
where damage was suffered by the plaintiff in a state where the defendant foresaw or was
deemed to have foreseen that his negligently manufactured goods would, through the

normal channels of trade, be distributed. Dickson J., observed:
Generally speaking, in determining where a tort has been committed, it is unnecessary, and unwise,
to have resort to any arbitrary set of rules. The place of acting and the place of h m theories are
too a r b i t r q and inflexible to be recognized in contempomy jurisprudence. In the Distillers' case
[Disriilers Co. (Bio- Chemicais) Ltd v. Thompson, (1 97 1 ) 1 All E.R. 6943 and again in the
Cordova case [Cordova Land Co. Ltd v. Victor Brus. Inc. (1966) 1W.L.R. 7931 a reai and
substantial connection test was hinted at. Cheshire, [Private International Law, 8' ed., p. 18 11, has
suggested a test very similar to this; the author says that it would not be inappropriate to regard a
tort as having occurred in a country substantially affected by the defendant's activities or its
consequences and the law of which is likely to have been in the teasonable contemplation of the
parties. AppIying this test to a case of careless manuhcture, the following rules c m be formulated:
National State Bank, Ekabeth, New Jersey ( 1984) 2 Lloyd's Rep. 9 1. If on the application of this test, they
find that the tort was in substance committed in this country, hey c m thenceforth wholly disregard the rule
in Boys v. Chaplin (197 1) A.C. 356; the h c t that some of the relevant events occurred abroad will
thenceforth have no bearing on the defendant's liability in tort, On the other hand, if they fhd that the tort
was in substance committed in some foreign counw, they should apply the d e and impose liability in tort
under English iaw, only if both (a) the relevant events would have given nse to liability in tort in English
Iaw if they had a11 taken pIace in England, and (b) the aIleged tort would be actionable in the country where
it was committed,"
j3 (1975) 1 Canada Suprerne Court Reports, 393, (1973) Dominion Law Repom (3d) 239.

where a foreign defendant carelessly manufàcnires a product in a foreign jurisdiction which enters
into the noma1 channels of trade and he knows or ought to know bath that as a result of his
canlessness a consumer may well be injured and it is reasonably foreseeable that the pmduct
would be used or consumed where the plaintiff used or consurned it, then the f o m in which the
plaintiff suffered damage is tntitled to exercise judicial jurisdiction over that foreign defendant.
This rule recognizes the important interest a state has in injuies suffered by person within its
territory. It recognizes that the purpose of negligence as a tort is to protect against carelessly
inflicted injury and thus that the predominating element is damage suffered. By t e n d e ~ ghis
products in the market place directly or through normal dimibutive channels, a manufacturer ought
to assume the burden of defending those products wherever they cause h m as long as the forum
into which the manufacturer is taken is one that he reasonably ought to have had in his
contemplation when he so tendered his goods. This is particularly m e nf hgerous!y defective
goods placed in the interprovincial fïow of commerce,

Because of the questions necessitated by the sometimes fortuitous character of the place
of tort, some legal systems, e.g., some States in Arnenca and, to some extent, England,

have adopted another choice of law d e to p v e m the place of tort: the proper law of tort.
This is the legal system that has the greatest connection or relationship with the parties
and the conduct occasioning h m .
( f ) Law of the place where a thing is situated or the [ex situs is the choice of law ruie

that selects the law applicable to immovable property. Where land or immovable property
is the subject matter of a conflict of laws case, most legal systems, e.g., Nigeria, Canada,

and England, usually provide that the applicable law shall be the Iaw of the place where

the land or the immovable property is situated?' The lex situs d e seems to be in accord

with comrnon sense, because an opposite ruie could produce strange resuits and hinder the
enforcement of judgments. For instance, let us asnime that a Manitoba court exercised
jurisdiction in a conflict of Iaws case conceming land in Nigeria The court made a
declaration granting absolute title to one of the parties in the case. The law of the place in

Nigeria where the land is situated does not recognise individual ownership of land which
j4 Re Zilberman 's Estate: Chochinov v. Davis, Davis and Davis (1 980) 4 Manitoba Law Reports (26) 325 at
331,

is vested in the government. Since the Manitoba court's judgment is in direct confiict with
the law of the place where the land is situated, its enforcement in Nigeria may meet with
serious difficulties and non-recognition.
(g) Law of the forum or lex fori meam the legal system of the country whose court is

exercising jurisdiction in a conflict of laws case. For instance, rnatters of procedure are
always govemed by the lexfori. But when is a matter one of procedural or substantive
law? This is called the problem of characterisation in conflict of l a ~ sDoes
. ~ ~one

characterise a statute of limitation as one of procedure to be govemed by the le...fori, or of
a substantive matter which may be govemed by a foreign law? Most common law systems

charactense a statute of limitation as procedural in nature, while most continental civilian
A court not rninded to apply a foreign law, Le.,
systems charactense it as s~bstantive?~

eager to apply the lexfori. could hide under characterisation theory, by which the

particular issue could be classified as procedural. A court is more able to do this because,
under confiict of laws, it is within the jurisdiction of each legal system through its courts
to characterise or classi@ a particular d e of law, even if it is a foreign law. For instance,
it is within the competence of a Nigerian court to characterise the Canadian statute of

limitation. Even though the particular statute rnay be regarded as substantive in Canada, a
Nigerian court may characterise it as procedural so as to obviate its application in Nigeria,

because rnatters of procedure are governed there by the lex fori.
--

j5

-

-

G.E. Lorenzen. "The Qualification, Classification, or Characterization Roblem in the Conflict of Laws,"

Yale Law Journal 743.
Tolofsn W. Jensen ( 1994) 120 Dominion Law Reports (4' ) 289 at 3 19: "Thecommon law traditionally
considered statutes of limitation as procedural, as contrasted with the position in most civil Iaw countries
where it has traditionally been regarded as substantive. The common law doctrine is usually h b u t e d to the
17th century Dutch theorist Ulrich Huber.. ..1 must confess to &ding this continental approach persuasive.
The reasons that forrned the basis of the oId common law tule seem to me to be out of place in the modem
conte*" La Forest, J (SCC).
( 194 1 ) 50
j6

(h) Law of the place where a mariage is celebrated or the lex loci celebrationis selects
the law that govems the fonnal validity of a marriage. For instance, a Nigerian boy and
girl under twenty-one years mvel to Canada where they get married in accordance with

Canadian law. The celebration of the marx-iage is valid under Canadian law but invalid
under the Nigerian law. because of the absence of their parents at the marriage ceremony.
Where a question arises as to the formal validity of this mariage, it will be referred to the
Canadian law as the [ex loci celebrationis; and since it is formally valid under that law it
is fomaily valid everywhere. Thus in Dalrymple v. Dalrymple, a wife brought an action
for restitution of conjugal rights against the husband. The main issue in the case was the
validity of their Scottish marriage per verba de praesenti and without religious
ceremony." The wife was a Scot while the husband was an English man; but at the
relevant tirne, i.e.. the time of the marriage. he was quartered with his regiment in
Scotland. When the question of the formal validity of that Sconish marriage arose in an
English court, Sir William Scott observed:
Being entertained in an English court, it must be adjudicated according to the principtes of English law
applicable ro such a case, But the only principle applicable to such a case by the law of Engiand is, that
the validity of Miss Gordon's marriage rights m u t be tried by teference to the law of the country,
where, if they exist at all, they had their origin. Having h i s h e d this principle, the law of England
withdraws altogether and leaves the legal question to the exclusivejudgment oithe law of ~cotland."

It should be noted that choice of Iaw niles, some of which we have noted above, identifi the
g particular issue in court
goveming connectingfactor, Le., the incident, factor, or nile c o ~ e c t i n the
with the substantive law to be applied.

" This type of mariage is not valid under the common Iaw but valid by ecclesiastical law.
" ( 1 8 1 1)

16 1 English Reports, 665 at 667.

1.5 AMERICAN REVOLUTION

The theoretical approach by Arnerican writen to the whole question of conflict of laws and

connecting factors has been revolutionary. The American approach, otherwise called American
Revolution, is so complex and varied that it cannot be adequately discussed in a work of this nature.
Some of the American writes who have treated the subject theoretically include D. F. avers;' B.
~urrie,"' J. H. ~eale:' A. A. ~hrenzwei~;'~
L. M. ~eese," E. G. ~ o r e n z e nand
, ~ H. E. ~ n t e m a ?
Cavers started the break with traditional methods in conflict of Iaws. The traditional approach is
based on single contact connechg facton like, lex s i t ~ slex
, ~loci
~ delictiP4'and lex loci
contractz~s.~~
He derided these choice of law d e s or connecting facton for being ,in his opinion,

"jurisdiction-sele~tin~.'~~
He believed that when a court is faced with a conflict of Iaws case, it is
"not idly choosing a law; it is determining a controversy. How can it choose wisely without
considering how the choice will affect that controversy? "50 He submitted that the court has a duty to
look into the content of the laws potentiaily applicable and apply the law that will meet the justice of
the case.

Currie's approach which he called, "govemmentd interest" analysis is slightly different fiom
Cavers'. He was dissatisfied with the traditional approach which, he alleged, does not take account
of the forum government's interest. He believed that the courts have a heavy duty to promote the

39

D. F.Cavers, "A Critique of the Choice-of-Law Problem," ( 1933) 47 Harv. L. Rev., 173.

" B. Currie, Selected Essavs on the Conflict of Laws (Duke University Press, 1963 ).
" J. H. Beale, A Treatise on the Conflict of Laws (New York: Baker, Voorhis, 1935).
A .A. Ehrennveig, Private International Law (New York: Oceana hblications, 1967).
" E. E. Cheatham & L.M.Reese. "Choice of the Applicable Law," (1952) 52 Columbia L. Rev. 959.
"
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E.G.Lorenzen. "Territoriality, Public Policy and the Confiict of Laws," (1924) 33 Yale LJ.736.
H.E. Yntema, 'The Hombook Method and the Conflict of Laws," (1928) 37 Yale LJ. 468.
Law of the place where a thing is situated.
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Law of the place where a wrong or tort is committed,
48
Law of the place where a contract was made,
Cavers, supra, note 39, p. 173 at 194.
Ibid., p. 189
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fonun's interests. nius, "assessement of the respective values of the competing legitimate interests
of two sovereign states, in order to determine which is to prevail, is a political function of a very
hi& order. This is a function that should not be committed to courts in a democracy.'"'

Currie opined that when a court is confionted with a case possessing a foreign element, it should
look into the laws potentially applicable to discover the governmental policies expressed in thern.

Then. the court wodd apply the law of the state whose goverment has the greatest interest in the
application or enforcement of its poli~y.S2
The relevant policies and govermental Uiterests can be
discovered by the ordinary processes of construction and interpretation. According to him, a true
confiict only arises when more than one state can legitimately assert such an interest. He thought that
foreign law ought to be preferred to local law ody when the forum has no interest in the application
of the policy behind its own law. "The traditional systern of conflict of laws." Currie observed,
"counsels the courts to sacrifice the interests of their own states mechanically and heedlessly,
Currie's theory shows undisguised
without consideration of the policies and interests in~olved."~~
preference for the /ex fori ( local law ) in the resolution of cases with foreign element. He observed:

....The sensMe and clearly constitutional thing for any court to do, confronted with a nue conflict
of interests, is to apply its own law. ln this way it can be sure at least that it is consistently
advancing the policy of its own state. It should apply its own law....simply because a court should
never apply any other law except when there is a good reason for doing so.""
Another American approach, espoused by Yntema and Reese, is that which totally rejects the
necessity or desirability of choice of law rules. It is called "choice-influencing considerations." The
exponents of this approach suggest that Uistead of having choice of law d e s that wodd
5l

C h e , supra, note 30, p. 182.
This approach was adopted by the Court of Appeals of New York in Babcock v. Jackson 19 1 N.E. 2d 279

at 283, where Fuld, J. observed: "Justice, fàirness and "the best practical result".... may best be achieved by
giving controlling effect to the Iaw of the jurisdiction which, because of its relationship or contact with the
occurrence or parties, has the greatest concem with the specific issue raised in the litigation. The merit of
such a rule is that "it gives to the place 'having the most interest in the probIem' paramount controt over the
legal issues an'sing out of a particular FdctuaI conte&' and thereby allows the forum to appIy "the policy of
the jurisdiction 'most intirnately concerned with the outcome of [the] particular litigation'."

automatically choose the applicable law, the judges should be given some guidance by spelling out
for them the considerations they could legitimately draw upon in making a selection among

contlicting laws." This approach gives a lot of judicial discreation to the judges in conflict of laws
cases,
Generally, the American revolutionary approach is a rejection of the classical method of the

cornmon law which is still applicable in Nigeria and ,to some extent, England and Canada.

1.6 INTERSTATE AND INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT OF LAWS SITUATIONS.
A peculiar charactenstic of conflict of laws for some countries like Nigeria Canada, and

the United States of America is that it has both interstate and international dimensions. An
intentate, or in Canada interprovincial, codlict situation poses a question of choice of
law between the legal systems of two states or among three or more states. in such

situations the facts of the case ordinarily have contacts with more states than one within a
single political temtory, ie., a state as defined in both the political and international law
senses. Exarnple: A was a passenger in a car driven by B and was injured in an
automobile accident in Abia State of Nigeria as a result of B's negiigent dnving of the
car. A and B were residents of h o State of Nigeria where B's car was insured and

registered. C, another car owner involved in the accident, was a resident of Rivers State of
Nigeria where his car was registered and insured. The laws of these three states have
conflicting provisions in respect of the issues arising from the accident. A brought an
53
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action in h o State High Court against B and C, clairning damages in respect of the
injuries he sustained in the accident. The question that naturally arises is, which of the
three states' laws will provide the rule of decision? It should be observed that al1 the facts
of our hypothetical case occurred in the Nigerian federal state, as a sovereign country,
though in different countries in the conflict of laws sense. The h o State High Court will
be faced with the question of the application of sister states' laws, i.e., Abia or Rivers
States? There is no question of the application of the law of another country, e.g.. Canada
or Ghana.
This type of conflict is identified as an interstate conflict of laws. It is prevalent in

countries that operate a federal system of government where we have legally independent
units within a single political temtory. Unitas, systems, like England, do not have
interstate conflict situations, because there is only a single system of law u n i f o d y
applicable throughout the temtory. On the other hand, the international confiict of laws
dimension is the common situation where the facts of a case have contacts with two or
more countries in the political sense, i.e., a court in Nigeria faced with the application of
English or Austrian Laws. Generally, the above conflict of laws d e s we have discussed
are designed for the international conflict of laws situations. But they also apply to
intemate situations with modifications and adaptations depending on the particular legd

system and the need to achieve justice in a case?
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Such considerations include: prediciability of results; maintenance of interstate and international order;

the relevant policies of the forum; the protection of justified expectations; application of the better d e of

law.

" As P. E. Nygh, submitted: "Does there exûr a special law of intra-Austraiian confiicts as distinct from
international conflicts? JudiciaI opinion, so tàr, has steadfastly denied the existence of a law of intra-

The concept of intemal conflict of laws is analogous to the interstate situation we have
described above. But intemal conflict of laws is pecdiar in that it is solely concemed

within the legai system of a country, in the conflict of laws sense. Intemal conflict
situations arise because of the different aspects of a local legal system. Exarnple: h o
State laws comprise the Ibo customary law, the received English law, and the state's local
legislation. Assume: H and W, an Ibo man and woman respectively, were subject to Ibo
customary law but married in Irno State according to Christian rites under the state's
received English law. H died intestate and a question arose in h o State High Court as to
the law that would govem the succession to his estate. 1s it the Ibo customary law,

received English law or the state's legislation? It should be obsemed that the facts of this
hypotheticai case do not involve any contact with another state in Nigeria or another
country, e.g., England. It is a straight question of choice among the different aspects of the
Imo state laws. Legal systems that have intemal conflict problems usually make
legislation or evolve d e s that take care of such problems. In the Nigerian case of Cole v.
Cole. where a similar problem arose, Griffith, J., observed:
The position of a man and a woman who many according to Christian rites is entirely different.
Christian mamiage imposes on the husband duties and obligations not recognised by native Iaw....In
fact, a Christian marriage clothes the parties to such rnmiage and their offspring with a status
unknown to native law?'
Australian conflicts. As Windeyer J said in Pedersen W. Young (1964) 1 10 CLR 162 at 170: "ïhe States are
separate countries in private international law, and are to be so regarded in relation to one another."
This statement certainly reflects the basic attitude of Australian courts. Generally speaking, they have
applied to intra-Australian confiicts the same rules as are applicable to international conflicts. There was
certainly no suggestion on the part of any of the justices of the High Court in Anderson's case that the
confiict of laws between New South Wales and the Australian Capital Temtory should be resolved by d
e
s
in any way different fiom those which are normally applied to resolve conflicts in international
situations.. ..It is thetefore m e to Say that, generally speaking, an Austraiian court will apply the same rules
to an intra-Australian conflict as to an international conflict unless directed to do othenvise by the Australian
Constitution, a federal or state statute or a temtorial ordhance": Conflict of Laws in AustraIia (Sydney:
Buttenuorths, 1984; 4' ed.), p. 6.
( 1898) 1 Nigerian Law Reports, 15 at 22.

"

The learned j udge then applied the received English Iaw.
However, the Privy Council on an appeai fiom Ghana reached a dserent conclusion in

Coleman v.

han^:^ which posed the question of internai confiict of laws. There the

deceased. Stephen Coleman, an Osu man, first married a woman cailed Adeline Johnson
and had three children by her, al1 of whom survived him. Later he manied the appellant's
mother, Wilheimina, under the Marriage Ordinance and had five children by her, of whom
the appellant was the sole survivor. Wilhelmina died in 1940. During the lifetirne of

Wilhelmina the deceased lived and cohabited with the respondent, Shang, and had ten
children by her. Afier the death of Wilhelmina the deceased married the respondent in
accordance with customary law. The issue in the case was whether the appellant or the
respondent was the proper person entitied to the grant of letten of administration of the
estate of the deceased? If English law was applicable. it would be the appellant; but if
customary law applied then it wouid be the respondent. On the appellant's submission
that the deceased0sChristian marriage displaced the application of customary law, the
Privy Council observed:
The first submission of counsel for the appellant was to the effect that on the proper construction of the
Ordinance the only persons entitted to any portion of the two-thirds share of the personai estate of a
deceased person dying intestate are his widow whorn he had married under the Ordinance or the issue
of such mariage, and any persons clairning under a rnarriage contracted by any native customary law
are relegated to such share of the remaining one-third as they can establish under that Iaw. This is the
constniction which appears to have been put upon the section in sorne decisions of the courts in Ghana
fiom time to time and would seem to have been adopted by the trial judge ....Their Lordships are
unable to accepr this construction....s9

The Privy Council in granting joint letten of administration to the appellant and
respondent opined:
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NonetheIess, having regard to the attitude of the courts of this country to the status of parties validly
manied by the laws of the country of the domicile.. .their Lordships are of opinion that in dealing with
personal property in Ghana of an intestate domiciled in Ghana, and vaIidly married in that country in
accordance with its laws, the courts of Ghana are not precluded fiom making a grar~tof letters of
administration to a lady who was validly rnarried to the intestate at his death by reason only of the use
of the words "widow" and "wife" in the singular in the Act of Henry 8 and the Statute of Distriiution.
Apart fiom the Interpretation Ordinance their Lordships would hold that in the application of those
statutes to Ghana the courts of that country would be entitled to appIy the words "wife" and "widow"
to al1 persons regarded as lawfil wives or widows according to the law of Cihana.*

Because an intemal confiict of laws situation does not usually have any contact with
the legd system of another country, at least in the political sense, it is doubtful whether it

could be treated as a conflict of laws topic in the strict sense of the term, i.e.. as defmed
above (p. 1). Much as internai contlict of laws situations, as s h o w above, involve a

quenion of choice of law in the literal sense of the term. the absense of a foreign element
makes conflict of laws an inappropriate designation for interna1 conflict situations.
Conchsion:
Having noted the meaning and essentiai characteristics of conflict of laws, we shall now
proceed to discuss the evolution of the subject in Nigeria.
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CHAPTER TWO

HISTORICAL CONTEXTS FOR THE EVOLUTION OF CONFLICT OF
LAWS IN NIGERIA.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

ffiowledge of the history of conflict of laws in Nigeria, the ideas behind its
development. and the numerous problems that beset the application of its principles, is
in itself the history of the socio-economic structure of the society, between feudalism
and capitalism. Conflict of laws often found more fertile soi1 for germination in

societies with capitalist tendencies, like the Italian city-states of the fourteenth and
fifieenth centuries. Its histoncal context identifies the themes that matter in the
development of laws in Nigeria.

In Egypt. Rome and the Greek city-states, their citizens had dealings. contacts and
commercial intercourse with foreigners which ought to have raised the question of
contlict of laws in disputes arising fiom such intermingling and transactions. The

Egyptians traded with the Greeks; the Romans traded with most parts of their world,
e.g.. the Carthaginians and Europeans; and the Greek city-states traded among

themselves and with their neighbours. What was the law applied by the courts of each

of these ancient peoples in the settlement of disputes which had foreign elements? It
does not seem that clear choice of law d e s as known today and described in the
previous chapter were developed and applied by the courts of these ancient States. But
it appears that disputes which arose fiom intercourse with foreignea were settled in a

pecuiiar manner by means of treaties and bilateral agreements1under which the
application of the local legal system was extended to foreigners. For instance, under
the bilateral agreement between Rome and Carthage, law applicable to Roman
citizens alone,jus civile, was extended to Carthaginians. In addition, Rome appointed
a special magistrate, the praetor peregrinus, to adjudicate disputes between Romans
and foreigners or between a foreigner and another in Rome. However, thepraetor
peregrinus did not settle such disputes on the basis of niles analogous to contemporary
choice of law d e s in conflict of laws, but relied on general notions of faimess and
justice. The body of law emanating from the praetor peregrinus ' decisions formed the
part of Roman law known asjus gentium.

But it was in the Italian city-states in the Middle Ages that a scientific approach
was adopted towards the solution of disputes arising fiom transactions and intercoune
with foreigners. They had separate courts, laws and magistrates for that purpose. The

city-states were legally and politically independent and had huge trading transactions
and intercourse among themselves. A citizen of Bologna would conclude a contract in
Padua with a citizen of Modena to be performed in Florence. Such transactions had
contacts with four city-states whose laws were not necessarily identical in respect of
issues arising frorn the contract. The question became: what law was applicable to

such disputes? The Roman jurists of this period, the glossaton, of which Accursius is

an example. tried to answer such questions by means of glosses on the Justinian Code.
However, this approach was fictitious because that Code did not have choice of law
d e s as identified earlier.'

' Rudolph Sohm, The Institutes: Histow And Swtem of Roman Private Law (London: at The Clarendon
Press, 1940), 65-66; P. Vinogradoff,The Collected Paoers of Paul VinomadoK vol. ii. Jurisprudence
(Oxford: at The Clarendon Press, I928), 260-261.
A celebrated seventeenth century wrîter stated: "1. It often happens that transactions entered uito in
one place have force and effect in the temtories of a different state, or have to be adjudicated upon in

'

The post-glossators, e.g., Bartolus, approached the question of applicable law
engendered by intercourse with foreigners from the perspective of statutory doctrine.
A statute was used by the post-glossators to refer to al1 laws of a city, whether they

. ~ statutory
emanated fiom custom, legislative enactment, or executive a ~ t sUnder
doctrine, a statute was real if things were mentioned first, and personal if penons were
mentioned fint." Real statutes applied to al1 things within the temtory of the sovereign
who enacted it and had no force outside the temtory of that enacting sovereign.
Personal statutes followed a person everywhere and had force within and outside the
temtory of the enacting sovereign. By this anaiysis a court in Modena, for instance,
could apply the persona1 statute of Padua but not its real statute. It was often a matter
of great controversy whether a statute was real or penonai. 1s a statute on conveyance

of land to minon real because it mentions land. or personal because it mentions
persons?

This statutory doctrine approach continued in France in the sixteenth century.
France equally had the problern of conflict of laws arising fiom its diversity of
regional laws, Le.. coutume, mainly written, varied fiom province to province and had
to apply to inter-provincial trade. The foremost exponents of the statutory doctrine in
France were Charles Dumoulin (1500-1 566)' who established the principle that the
law rnutually intended by the parties, or presurned to have been intended by them,
another place. Moreover, it is well known that the laws of evecy nation differ in many respects, for since
the breaking up of the provinces of the Roman Empire, Ciuistendorn has been divided into alrnost
innumerable nations, not subject to one another and not sharing the same system of goverment. It is not
surprising that there is nothing on the subject in Roman Iaw, for since the sovereignty of Rome extended
to al1 parts of the world and was regulated by a uniform Iaw it could hardly give nse to a conflict of
different laws": Ulrich Huber ( I 636-94) De Conflictu L e m Diversarum in Diversis Irn~eriis:
Praelectiones, vol. ii, book 1. Tit. iii: Leipzig, 1707 (a translation of it is appended to D. J. LleweIyn
Davies' article: "The Influence of Huber's De Conflictu Legurn on English Private international Law,"
( 1937) 18 British Year Book of International Law, pp. 64 -78.
A. K. Kuhn: Comparative Cornmentaries on Rivate International Law (New York:The Macmillan
Company, 1937), p. 4.

'

should apply to disputes arising from their contract; and D'Argentre (15 19-1 B O ) , who
added a third class of statute: rnixed statutes, ie., statutes that mentioned both persons
and things. He considered rnixed statutes to be in the nature of real statutes which did
not have extra-territorial application.

This statutory doctrine adopted in the Italian city-states, France, Germany, and later
in Amerka by Samuel Livermore, bears close resemblance to modem choice of law
rules. Choice of law d e s , e.g., Iex domicilii, lex contractus, and lex loci delicti, ensure
that in certain circumstances the court of a country could apply foreign law as

providing the rule of decision. Likewise, the statutory doctrine gave extra-temtorial
rffect to foreign law where such law was personal, as defined above. in the same way
that a modem court can hold that legitimation is govemed by [ex dornicilii and

therefore apply foreign law if it is the law of domicile, a court in Padua would apply
the statute of Modena if it deait with the legitimation of Modena citizens, Le., was a

personal statute and gave effect to it.
However, the Dutch theorists in the seventeenth century, notably Paul Voet (1 6 19-

771, Ulrich Huber (1636-1694) and Johannes Voet (1647-1714), did not base the
soiution for conflict of law problems on the statutory doctrine. They resorted to the
comity doctrine as the basis of their solution to disputes mising fiom international
transactions or intercourse. The Netherlands, like France, was divided into
independent provinces with theu own separate legal systems. Intercoune among these
provinces and between them and other countries ensured the emergence of c o d i c t
problems. The Dutch jurists tried to respond to such problems on the bais of the
cornity doctrine under which foreign law was applied by reason of the comity or

1

Bartolus on the Conflict of Law. e d and tram. by J.
19 14), pp. 45-46.

H.Bede-(Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

fnendly relations existing between nations.' The implication seems to be that a Dutch
province applied a foreign law, e.g., English law, not on the b a i s of lucid choice of
law d e s but solely on the gound of whether or not fnendly relations existed between
it and England. What happened when, for instance, the relationship between it and

England became fiosty? Would English law then be inapplicable? However. we know
today that courts give recognition to foreign law in order to obviate the injustice that
would arise by doing the contrary. When courts apply foreign law, it is not out of any
courtesy or respect to the foreign country. For instance, when a court holds that a
marriage celebrated in a foreign country would be determined, as to its fonnai validity,
by the foreign law, it so held not because of any fiiendly relationship or respect for
that foreign country but because of the injustice that might have arisen if the local law
was applied to determine the validity of that mariage. It could be that under the local
law the marriage is fomally invalid, though formaily vaiid by the foreign law under

which it was celebrated: with the result that the children of the marriage might be
legitimate. i. e.. by virtue of valid celebration of the parent's marriage, under the
foreign law but illegitirnate under a local law which had no connection with the
celebration of the marriage in a foreign country.
The point is that in The Netherlands the comity doctrine was employed in a way

similar to the modem function of choice of law d e s , i-e., used as the basis for the
application of a foreign law to a case having a foreign element.
"For the purpose of unfolding the difficulty of this parti*cularlyinhicaie subject we shall fornulate
three maxims, which being accepte4 as undoubtedly it appears they should be, seem to cIear the way
for us for the solution of the remaining questions.
2. They are these:
1.Thelaws of every sovereign authority have force within the boundaries of its state, and bind al1
subject to it, but not beyond.
2.Those are held to be subject to a sovereign authonty who are found within its boundaries whether they
be there permanently or ternporarily.

It was in England and Amenca in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that choice
of law d e s as we know them today were developed for conflict of laws. lnstead of
approaching the question of conflict of laws f?om the perspectives of the statutory and
comity doctrines, the judges in these countries applied judicially developed d e s of
selection, i.e., choice of law d e s , to such questions. For instance, in Holman v.
Johnson, Lord Mansfield observed: "There can be no doubt, but that every action tried
here must be tried by the law of England; but the law of England says, that in a variety
of circumstances with regard to contracts legally made abroad, the laws of the country

where the cause of action arose shall govern."6Thus, lex loci contractus as a choice of
law rule was recognised and applied in that case. Some of the jurists responsible for
the formation of confiict of laws rules both in England and America, include J. story,'

'

'

C. ~ e n t , 8A. V. ~ i c e G.
~ ?cheshire,lo J. ~estlake,' and F. ~arrison.

2 . 2 PRE-COLONIAL NIGERIA
Where then is Nigeria in this configuration of conflict of laws history? As an
independent nation on 1st October 1960, Nigeria gained its sovereignty fiom British
colonial nile.l3 In 1914, the northem and southem parts of the country, hitherto
separately administered by British colonial govemment, were amalgamated by Sir

Fredenck Lugard. Before colonialism the amalgamated territories consisted of
3.Those who exercise sovereign authority so act from comity chat the laws of each nation having been
applied within its own boundaries should main their effect eveqwhere so fat. as they do not prejudice
the power or rights of another state or its subjects." Huber, suDra note 2.
( 1775) 98 English Reports, 1 120 at 1 121 (delivered on July 5, 1775).
7
Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws (Boston: Hilliard, Gray,& Co., 1834).
Commenm-es on Amencan Law (Boston: Little, Brown, & Co., 1873).
The Confiict of Laws (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1993, 12' ed., by L. Colluis, et al).
'O Private International Law (London: Butîerwonhs, 1992, 12' ed., by P.M. North and JJ. Fawcetr).
" Private international Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1925, 7med, by N. Bentwich).
"Juris~nidenceand Conflin of Laws (Oxford: at The Clarendon Press, 1919).
Nigeria Independence Act, 1960,8 & 9 Elizabeth II, c. 55.

'

''

politically and legally independent tribes. Earlier, about 1898, Flom Shaw, who later
became Lady Lugard, had suggested in an article for The Times that the several
British protectorates on the Niger be known collectively as bligeria.lS

Long before the emergence of the British colonialists on the temtory now known
as Nigeria, and the subsequent colonisation of the people thereof, the geographical

m a now called Nigeria had bcen thc abodc of ammg and independent Iüngdons. As
Crowder put it:
Within its fiontiers were the great kingdom of Kanem-Bomo, with a known history of more
than a thousand years; the Sokoto Caliphate which for nearly a hundred years before its
conquest by Britain had ruled most of the savannah of n o h e m Nigeria; the kingdom off fe and
Benin, whose art had becorne recognised as amongst the most accomplished in the world; the
Yomba Empire of Oyo, which had once been the most powerîùl of the States of the Guinea
Coast: and the city-states of the Niger Delta, which had grown paxtly in response to Ewopean
demands for slaves and later palm oil; the largely politically decentralised Igbo-speaking
peoples of the south-east, who had produced the fmous Igbo-Ukwu bronzes and terracottas;
and the small tnbes of the Plateau, some of whom are descendants of the people who created
the famous ~ o tern~ottas.'~
k

In Nigeria the history of the legal science known as contlict of laws has been
largely neglected by the few Nigerian jurisprudential writers on the subject.16 Their
discussion of the subject starts fiom the date when English law was received into
Ngenat7, Le.. 1863 for Lagos and 1900 for the rest of the country. No senous
inquiry has been made on the position before the reception statutes. Nigerian writers
seem to content themselves with an a priori conclusion that the Nigerian precolonial legal regime did not have conflict of laws des18 and, by extension, such
problems. It seems therefore a sisyphean task for the legal historian to attempt a

construction or exposition of conflict of laws in pre-colonial Nigeria.

14

A.H.M. Kirk-Greene, "Who Coined the Name Nigeria?" West Afica, 22 December 1956, quoted in
M. Crowder. The Storv of Nigeria (London: Faber and Faber, 1962), p. 1 1.
IS
Crowder, suma note 14, p. 1 1.
l6 For instance: A. O. Agbede, Themes on Conflict of Laws (Ibadan: Shaneson Ltd., 1989); A. Yakubu,
Harmonisation of Laws in Afi-ica (ikeja: Malthouse Press Ltd., 1999).
l7 A.E.W. Park The Sources of Nieenan Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1963), pp. 16-20.
18
Agbede, supra note 16, p. 28; Yakubu, swra note 16, p. 25.

Our initial survey of the general history of contlict of laws teaches us that two

factors must be sirnultaneously present before any issue of conflict of laws c m arise:
social and economic interaction by people of different sovereign states, and a
diversity of legal regimes. The whole history of conflict of laws is intemwied with
these facton. Until people begin to cross their national, state, local, or tribal
boundaries and intermingle with one another, there can be no foreign element in
disputes. As Memll noted:
The introduction of steam power for purposes of locomotion by sea as well as by land, and
the employment of telegraph wires and subrnarine cables, have Ied to a marvellous increase
in travel and commerciaI intercourse. and to corresponding increase and cornplexity in the
relations existing between numerous individuah, and the governrnents and laws of states
other than their own. The vast immigration From almost al1 parts of Europe to Amerka,
with a view to permanent settlement and naturalization, the establishment by thousands of
individuals of their residences in foreign countries without any transfer of allegiance, and
the extra-territorial operations of numerous corporations, have given rise to many
interesting and important questions growing out of the conflict of ~ a w s . ' ~

The

ilis

gentium in ancient Rome was the product of transnational movements.

Such movements, and the subsequent intermixture between people of different legal
backgrounds, gave birth to conflict of laws in the Italian city-states of the fourteenth
century and later in France, The Netherlands, Germany, England and the United
States and Canada. According to the recent authors of Cheshire and North: "The
raison d e f i e of pnvate international law is the existence in the world of a number

of separate municipal systems of law - a number of separate legal units that differ
greatly from each other in the d e s by which they regulate the various Iegal relations

arising in daily life.'"' Pave1 Kalenskf echoed the same sentiment:
It is generaIly known that most textbooks and systems raise as the conditions of the origin and
existence of private international law on the one hand the fact that there exist in the world
parailel to each other many sovereign states with different Iegal systerns and, on the other hand,
that the citizens of these states, who are non-sovereign subjects, Le., natural and legaI persons,
19

A. B. George Merrili, Studies in Com~arativeJuris~rudenceand the Confiict of Laws (Boston: Little,
Brown, and Co., 1886), p. 1.
'O Cheshire and North, Private International Law (London: Buttenvonhs, 1992.12th ed., by P.M. North
and J. J. Fawcett), p. 3.

establish contacts and relations of civil law (or family law), Iabour iaw or procedural character.
Of course, it should be seen that the two aforesaid preconditions are fàr fiom being static and
that in the past decades they have undergone a very dynamic development2'

Many questions &se in the application of the above p ~ c i p l e sto the Nigeria.
situation:
(1) Were there contacts and deahgs between the various independent primordial
and pre-colonial Nigenan tribes?

(2) Were those tribes regulated by different and divergent legal d e s or customary
Iaws?
(3) If the answer to both of the above is yes, then how was the ensuing conflict of

laws resolved?

Here. we shall explore possible answen to the above questions.
Within the northem part of Nigeria there had flourished the Kanem-Bornu
Empire, Sokoto Caliphate, and the Hausa states of Gobir, Katsina, Rano. Daum,

Kano, Zaria. Kebbi. Z a m f m Nupe. and Gwari. There were intemhgling,
communication and contacts among these groups. There was kom eariiest times
intensified commercial intercourse amongst these northem Nigerian kingdoms and
states. and between them md the outside world, especially Algeria and Morocco,

through the Sahara desert. The corollary was the introduction of Islam in the
northern part of Nigeria in about the eleventh century. According to Crowder:
West Afncans participatecl eagerly in the growing trans-Saharan ûade, which brought them
much needed salt Eiom the desert, as well as clotfies, weapons, horses and beads. The new
states of the Western and Central Sudan &O mded among thernselves. Kano cloth, for
instance, was to becorne much prized Éhroughout the Western and Central Sudan. One of
the most emordinary achievements of these empires, Eorn the accounts of Arab tmvelIers,
was their maintenance of s e c m of trading conditions over vast areas of West AfKca
" Pavel

Kalensw, Trends of Private International Law (The Hague: ManUius NijhofZ 1971), p. 28.
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Probably the most important results of the Sahara trade were the penerration of the Sudan
by I s l m and the introduction of writing.l

The introduction of Islam in the noahem part of Nigeria meant the regirne of
Islamic la#,

as both are axiornatically inseparable. Even today, Islamic law is the

a . common
~ ~
application
personal law of Modems in the northem part of ~ i ~ e nThe
of Islamic law in northem Nigeria left no room for choice of law problems. The

legal system was a monistic one, analogous to the unitary legal system in England
which, in the formative stage of conflict of laws,

fnstrated its growth and

development in that country.
Even before the introduction of Islam in northem Nigeria about 1080 A.D.,"
trading contacts had existed amongst the various tribes in the northem part of
Nigeria and arnong hem and the outside world. The trade was by means of barter.
At this pre-Islamic penod? one would expect that the commercial intercoune

amongst these northern Nigeria tribes and the outside world must have engendered
some conflict of laws problems. However, that was not to be. The econornic system
of exchange. i.e., barter, left Iittle room for substantial disputes requiring choice of
law considerations.

There were also trading contacts between the tribes in the northem region of
Nigeria and the kingdoms of the forest in the southem part of Nigeria, especidly the

Yoruba kingdom. According to a leading authority on Yoruba history:
Light and civilisation with the Yorubas came fiom the north with which they have always
retained connection through the Arabs and Fulanis. The centre of life and activity, of large
populations and industry was therefore in the interior, whilst the Coast tnies were scanty in
-

-

- Crowder, supra note 14, p. 25.
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That was the year a Kanem king, Mai Hume,convened to the Islamic hith. Islam was introduced into
the neighbouring Hausa states in the fourteenth cenhuy.

number, ignorant and degraded not only fiom their distance from the centre of light, but also
through their demotalking intercourse with Europeans, and the transactions connected with the
oversea slave trade.'6

Crowder made the same point when he said that, "...Indeed there is strong reason to
suppose that from an early stage Hausa and Yoruba traded with each otl~er."~'
Again, the trade was by barter. As argued below, the barter system did not yield
disputes that warranted the application of conflict of laws d e s .
Thus f a , the indigenous legal system, i.e.. customary laws of these tribes and
kingdorns. had no occasion to ponder conflict problems. Economic activities camed
on by a system of barter where, presumably, the goods were exchanged on the

boundary lines, could hardly have given rise to substantial disputes in the area of
conflict of laws. As Diamond noted, "barter presupposes something of an objective

standard of values, a preliminary stipulation as to the form which the return is to
take. and an instantaneous retwd2* The inability of this medium of exchange to
raise disputes which would have necessitated a discussion of choice of law in precolonial Nigeria is evidenced by Diamond's postulation:
To sum up. the only commercial transactions of importance, except among ûibes who possess
currency, are ready barter and credit barter. and among the few mies who use currency, cash
sale and loan of money are added. There is little else. Of these transactions, ready barter and
29
cash sale produce little litigation.

Thus in the northem part of Nigeria the barter system and the subsequent unitary

legal system resulting fiom the introduction of Islam h d e r e d growth and
development for d e s of conflict of laws.
However, this conclusion presupposes that the barter transaction went on

smoothly and successfully. The parties involved in the exchange were mutually

'7

"
"

Rev. Samuel Johnson, The Historv of the Yombas (Lagos: CSS Bookshops Ltd., 1921), p. 40.
Crowder, supra note 14, p. 43.
A.S. Diamond, Primitive Law (London: Watts & Co., 1935), p. 393
Ibid., pp. 400-40 1.

satisfied with their bargains and no objections were raised by any of them after the
barter transaction. For instance, a Kano man in pre-colonial Nigeria subject to
Islamic law as his customary law exchanged his hone for the gold of a Gao man in
Western Sudan who was subject to Gao customary law. The Kano man was happy
with the gold and the Gao man was happy with his horse. No dispute arose and

therefore no question of whether Islarnic law or Gao custornary law was applicable

to that transaction arises. But if we complicate these facts, then a lot of difficulties
interpose. Assume that the Kano man subsequently discovered that the gold he
received in exchange for his hone was not genuine. He felt cheated and wanted his
horse back. His Islamic law, in furtherance of our assumption, allowed him to get
back his-horse in the circumstances. On the other hand, the Gao man was not

inclined to retum the horse and relied on his customary law which, for instance,
provided that after an exchange of the goods in a barter transaction, the parties were
automatically discharged fiom any liabilities arising from the contract, and goods
already exchanged could not be returned.

The above facts face two conflicting systems of law, i.e., Islamic law and Gao
customary law. Also, the parties involved in the case were subject to these two
divergent legal systems. Whether the action was brought in Kano or Gao, there
would be the question: which of the two systems of customary law would provide
the d e of decision? And if the barter transaction had taken place in a third tribal

temtory, e.g.. the Yoruba Kingdom of Oyo, the compiexity would double because
the question would be whether it is the Yoruba customary law, Gao customary law,
or Islamic law that shouid govem the case? There is no doubt that the type of barter

we are analyshg is of a litigable nature and could raise questions within the
province of conflict of laws, i.e.. the question of choice of law.
It is not clear how these pre-colonial tribes and kingdoms resolved the type of
questions raised by the above hypotheticd case. In other words, there seerns to be no
evidence that specific choice of Iaw d e s , or other ascertainable niles of selection of

the app!icable law. :xre applied. We think thm the absence of this evidence
suggests that barter transactions giving nse to Iitigable disputes must have been few
in those pre-colonial times. This can only be explained on the basis that the actual
exchange in a barter transaction must have been preceded by long and detailed
negotiations between the parties, during which they aied to ascertain the quality of
their individuai goods, terms of exchange and allowances for unexpected or latent
defects. This level of circumspection and wisdom on the part of the traders is
expected, knowing that one or both of the traders involved in the barter transaction
might have corne fiom a long distance that involved travel for weeks or months. For

instance. it was likely that the man from Gao, present day Ghana in West Africa
m u t have travelled for severai weeks or months on the back of a camel, the only

means of transportation then, across the Sahara desert before getting to Kano in the
present day Nigeria. It is therefore not unexpected that such a man would try to
obtain the most favourable bargain and take care of the minutest aspect of the
contract, especially with respect to latent defects in the articles of exchange. For
instance, if he reasoned that the horse might have a latent disease, and that returnhg
it after the barter exchange rnight be legafly and practicdy impossible because of

the distance involved, he might decide only to accept the horse in exchange for an
iderior merchandise in his store instead of his gold, and then take the horse as he

found it. The Kano man would likely operate on the same reasoning. He knew that

his customer came fiom Gao, a far away land and that getting back his exchanged
horse, if things went wrong, might be practically impossible in the circumstances.
He would then take care to bargain in such a way that, if the gold tumed out to Se
fake, he would not lose cornpletely. For instance, he could subject the gold to the
strictest examination and could even hire local experts to examine it for him. If he
had doubts he could refuse to accept the gold in exchange. But if he decided to take
the risk, then he could accept the gold only in exchange for an iderior article of his.
other than his horse, and then live with the consequences of his bargain.
The above type of circurnspection naturally would leave little room for litigable
disputes arising from barter. But where this level of prudence was not exercised then
the scenario changes and the problem of the applicable system of law cornes to the
fore. We have already said that there seems to be no evidence that any d e s of
selection of the applicable law were applied by these tribes. But we can speculate
that such disputes might have been settled on the b a i s of the local law, i.e.. the lex

fori. Ln other words, the court where the action was brought would apply the
customary law of the tribe to which that court belonged. This hypothesis is based on

the fact that in pre-colonial times, the legai systems of the above tribes were
elementary. The means of communication and travel were at the rudimentary stage,

mainly by horses and camels. in fact, came1 was metaphoricdy called 'the ship of
the desert.' The judiciai system was dso basic. Some like the Hausas and Yorubas

had something like formai courts, while the Ibos lacked any formal court structure
and disputes were senled democratically. These early legal systems, without law
reporting, juristic writing, publication and distribution of legal commentaries,

coupled with the difficulties in communication and travel, must have inhibited
cross-fertilisation of legal ideas and were unlikely to have generated adequate
knowledge of legai systems obtainable in other tribes. Proof of other tribal or
custornary laws must have been dificult, if not impossible, in the circumstances.
Even in modem tirnes, judges do not envy legai situations requiring proof of a
foreign law." One can then guess how absurd it must have been to expect a court of

one tribe to establish by proof the customary law of another tribe, probably in a far
away land. Consequently, one would imagine that the courts of each tribe applied

its tribal or customary law to disputes between a mernber of its tribe and a foreigner
or between one foreigner and another. That was the law with which it was most
familiar. Therefore, if such a primitive court ever assumed jurisdiction in the matter,
it would apply its tribal law. On this postulation, one could generally Say that

litigable disputes arising from barter transactions in the pre-colonial period must

have been rare and settled on the basis of the /ex fori or the local law of the tribe in
which the action was brought.

The Ibos in the eastem part of Nigeria also had contacts with their neighbours in
the Middle Belt and the various ci@-states of the Niger Delta. These contacts were

mainly by way of trade carried on by barter. According to Dr. Osmund Anigbo:
The Hausa\Yoruba traders can be regarded as the oldest settlers in the lbagwa community
(Ibo tribe). Oral tradition traces the permanent settlement to the history of a long war
fought between ibawa Aka on the one hand and a combined force of Obukpa, Lheakpu
Awka and Itchi on the other. The Hausa and Yoruba t n i had been fiequenting the Nkwo
;O

In a situation that required an EngIish judge to establish what was the law of Spain on a particular
point. the judge lamented: "ltwould be difficult to imagine a harder task than that which faces me,
namely, of eGounding for the iüst tirne either to this counny or to Spain the relevant law of Spain as it
wouId be expounded by the Supreme Court of Spain, which up to the present tirne has made no
pronouncernent on the subject, and having to base that exposition on evidence which satisfies me that on
this subject there exists a profound deavage of le@ opinion in Spain and two conflicting decisions of
courts of inferior j~sdiction,"Wynn-Pany I: Re Duke of WeIlineton (1947) Law Reports Chancery
Division, 506 at 5 15.

market, bringing with them horses, dried fish and dismen. The market offered palrn oil in
exchange.3 1

On the relationship between the Ibos and the city-states of the Niger Delta in the

south southem part of Nigeria Obaro Ikime stated: "The mode of life of the ItsekKi
people (one of the tribes on the Niger Delta) has been detennined by their
environment. The Itsekiri u e primarily fishermen and, like their Ijo neighbours, are
known as suppliea of fish and 'crayfish' to the peoples of the hinterland (i.e.. the
~bos).'"' And Crowder added that, %e Ijo traded with the peoples of the hinterland,
who were mainiy lgbo and Ibibio....The Ijo exported dried fish and sait, which they

panned in the sait water creeks, to the peoples of the hinterland, in exchange for
vegetables and tools, particularly those made of ir~n.'"'~As we have already noted,
this type of trading contact based on the barter system codd not, generaily speaking,

generate conflict of laws problems. But this is subject to the rnisgivings expressed
on the litigable aspects of barter based on the hypothetical case above. Generalising
on the socialisation pattern in pre-colonial Nigeria, Dr. Eteng opined: "Periodic
markets, themselves symbolizing the underdeveloprnent of the pretolonial
distributive and exchange systems, provided occasions for barter and information

ana diplomatic exchanges among contiguous c~mmunities."~~
We cm now posit that for problems of conflict of laws to arise fkorn inter-tribal
or trans-boundary contacts, such contacts must be of such quaiity and intensity as to

affect personal or family status or profoundly entail commercial contracts of a
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litigable nature. These factors were seemingly absent in the tribal contacts we have
so far examined. Kalensw rightly points out:

....in order for private international law to progress further, it was necessary for the initial,
sporadic contacts beween non-sovereign subjects subordinated to the Iaws of different states
and juridically exceeding the boundaries of a single jurisdiction to grow to a certain level both
quantitatively and as regards the general and essential character of such contacts for the life of
socieyJ5
Obviously, this required a level of contact lacking in pre-colonial Nigerian societies.

exchange and gave littie room for disputes, there was no question, for instance, of a
contract concluded in the Yoruba kingdom between Hausa and Yomba merchants
being litigated in the local courts of Kanem-Bomu or Benin Kingdom. However,
this is only in respect of simple barter transactions that were concluded successfully
without disputes thereafler.
Though we have reasoned above that most barter transactions in the pre-colonial
penod must have belonged to this class, Le., raising non-litigable disputes, it is
entirely possible that some barter transactions might have given rise to litigable
disputes. In that case the analysis above on the suggested method of solution is also

germane here. There is no authoritative evidence that at this penod people fiom one
tribe dorniciled or permanently resided in another tribe, e.g.. a Yoruba man, in the

thirteenth century or earlier, taking up permanent residence in the Ibo area. The
insularity of the Nigerian pre-colonial tribal societies, the difficulties in
communication and travel, and the differences in laquage, manners, culture, and
political organisations must have made inter-tribal residence or senlement
unattractive. As such, intercourse among pre-colonial Nigenan tribes must have
I.A. Eteng, "Changing Paof Sociaiization and their impact on National Development," in E. C.
Amucheazi, ed,, Readines in Social Sciences: Issues in National DeveIo~rnent(Enugu: Fourth
Dimension miblishing Co. Ltd., 1WO), p. 348.
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been superficial and transitory Concomitantly, the local jurists of these tribes never
had the opportunity to ponder over the application of their local or customary laws

to foreignen. Equally untested was the resourcefulness of Nigerian customary laws
in resolving cases with foreign elements. However, one writer has confidently
asserted the contrary, Le.. that Nigeria's customary law has d e s of conflict of laws:
The problem of choice of law arises in court where citizens have relations or transactions with
foreigners. Ir aiso arises where this arises exna-rerritoriaily. I n e soiurion is ofien founa in
established rules of conflict of laws or what is sometimes caIIed private international Iaw.
There is even here a greater problern of this kind because customary laws mainly vary from
place to place and as between famiIies or kindred. There are however areas of cornmon ground.
Nonetheless it cannot be suggested that customary law is devoid or [sic]mfes for solving
issues of conflict of ~ a w s . ~ ~

This is quintessentid a priori reasoning. Suffice it to Say that the analysis thus far
challenges Onyechi's postulation. But he might well be right with respect to some
barter transactions that could actually give nse to disputes, as shown in the above

hypothetical case of a barter exchange between a Kano man and Gao man.
However. Onyechi did not tell us how customary law resolved such disputes with
multi-tribal contacts. What were those customary law " d e s for solving issues of
conflict of laws?" 1s there any evidence of them? These points were not adciressed
by him but, as already exarnined in detail, insofar as litigable disputes arose f?om

barter transactions, it seems that such disputes were settled by the customary law on
the b a i s of lexfori. It is for the reasons canvassed above that we agree with P.C.
Lloyd's conclusion:
With each Yoruba group clairning that its own customary law differs fiom that of its
neighbours there seems to be scope for conflicts of laws. In hct such conflict does not seem to
have arisen, This is partly because the alleged differences in Iaw between the traditiond
kingdoms refer often to variant customs and not to any differences m the basic legal systern.
Land cases are always heard by the court within whose area ofjurisdiction the Iand is situated
and they are judged according to the local law. It is conceivable, fhough 1 recollect no case,
35
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that a stranger might daim that in his home t o m a gant of land similar to that he gained in his
new settlement would confer greater rights; but the rights granted to a stranger are those usual
in the grantor's tom, and the stranger well knows this. Cases involving the divorce or
37
idteritance laws are almost invariably taken by strangers to their home towns for settlement.

It remains to add that the legal situation did not change even with exploration of the
River Niger and the emergence of the British merchants on the coast of Nigeria
about the sixteenth century, which led to trading relationship between members of
the coastal tnbes of Nigeria and the British traders. This relationship ultimately

resulted in the political subjugation of the Nigenan people.

2.3 CHRONICLE EVIDENCE FOR COMMERCE AND CONFLICTS

Duriny the era of slave trade which reached its peak about the seventeenth and early
nineteenth centuries, and its Victorian replacement with legitimate trade, the British
merchants maintained the rconomic system of trade by barter. The implication of

this system for conflict of laws in Nigeria has already been noted, and justifies the
lengthy quotation of James Barbot, descnbing the operation of the barter system
between the British merchants and Nigerian coastal middlemen:
The king had on an old fashion'd scarlet coat, laced with gold and siIver. very rusty, and a fine
hat on his head. but bare-footed: ail his attendants showing great respect to hirn and, since our
coming hither. none of the natives have dared to corne aboard of us. or sel1 the least thing, till
the king had adjusted trade with us.
We had again a long discussion with the king and PeppreI his brother, concerning the rates of
our goods and his customs. This Pepprel, being a sharp blade, and a mighty talking Black,
perpetually making objections against something or other, and teasing us for this or that Dassy,
or present, as well as for drams, etc., it were to be wish'd thaf such a one as he were out of the
way, to facilitate trade.. ..
Thus, with much patience, a11 our matters were adjusted indifferently, after their way, who are
not very scrupuIous to find excuses or objections, for not keeping literalIy to any verbal
contract: for they have not the art of reading and writing, and therefore we are forced to stand
to their agreement, which often is no longer than they thuik fit to hold it theniselves....We
adjusted with them the reduction of our merchandiie into bars of iron, as the standard coin,
viz: one bunch of beads, one bar.. ..The price of provisions and woods was dso regulated.
-

C. Lloyd, Yoruba Land Law (London: Oxford University Press, 1962, for the Nigerian M t u t e of
Social and Econornic Research, Ibadan, Nigeria), p. 26.

" P.

S k î y king's yams, one bw, one hundred and sùay slave's yarns, one bar; for fi@ thousand
yams to be deliveted to us. A butî of water, two rings. For the length of wood, seven bars,
which is d e r , but they were to deliver it ready cut into our boat. For a goat, one bar. A cow,
ten or eight bars, according to its bigness. A hog, hvo bars. A calf eight bars. A jar of pairn oil,
one bar and a quarter3'

The last clause of the k t paragraph above, '*orsel1 the least thing, till the king had
adjusted trade with us," is explained by the detailed examples which show that Barbot
was not referring to conflict between the customary laws of the Nigerian tribes on the

coasr and Engiish iaw. Barbor was just descnbing die narure of the baner uansaction

between the English merchants and Africans, which a M e r passage fiom hirn will

Barbot's account herein generally shows that the trading system. if it was limited

to the type of instantaneous exchange implied in the passage, was immune to
commercial disputes of any litigable nature. This is evident h m the fact that actual

exchange in the barter transaction referred to by Barbot w u preceded by days of
negotiations during which every aspect and detail of the contract were mutually
agreed by the parties. Barbot recounted:
On the twenty f i f i in the moming, we saluted the Black King of Great Bandy, with seven
guns; and soon after fired as many for captain Edwards, when he got aboard, to give us the
most necessary advice concerning the trade we designed to drive there. At ten he returned
ashore, being again saluted with seven g u s ; we went ashore also to compliment the King,
and make hirn overtures of trade, but he gave us to understand. he expected one bar of uon
for each slave more than Edwards had paid for his; and also objected much against our
bafons, tankards, yellow beads, and some other merchandise, as of little or no demand there
at that time.
Ttie twenty sixth, we had a conference with the King and principal natives of the country,
about trade, which Iasted From three a-clock till night, without any resuh, they insisting to
have thirteen bars of iron for a male, and ten for a fernale; objecting that they were now
scarce. because of the many ships that had exported vast quantities of late. The King treated
us at supper, and we took leave of h h .

The twenty seventh the King sent for a barre1 of brandy of thirty five gallons, at two bars of
iron per gallon; at ten we went ashore, and renewed the treaty with the Blacks, but
concluded nothing at all, they being full of same mind as before.
j8 lames Barbot, An Abmact of a V o w e to New Calabar River or Rio Real i
n the vear 1699, m l a t e d
and published in Churchill: A CoIletion of Voyages and Travels, 3" eb, 1744 - 1746. (London:
Printed by Assignment h m Messrs. Churchill et al.), pp. 459-460.

The twenty eight, we sent our p h a c e up the river to Dony, for provisions and
retieshrnents; that village being about twenty-five miles fiom Bandy. Transacted nothing
with Blacks of Bandy al1 this day,
The twenty ninth, had three jars of pah-oil, and being fou1 weather, did not go ashore.
The thirtieth, being rrshore, had a new conference which produced nothing; and then
Pepprell, the King's brother, made us a discourse, as fiom the King, importing, He was
sorry we would not accept of his proposais; that it was not his fault, he having a great
esteem and regard for the Whites, who had e ~ c h e dhïm by trade. That what he so
earnestly insisted on thirteen bars for male, and ten for female sIaves, came fiom the
country people holding up the price of slaves at theu inland markets, seeing so many large
ships resort to Bandy for them; but to moderate matters, and encourage trading with us, he
would be content with thirteen bars for males. and nine bars and two b r a s rings for
fernales. Upon which we offered thirteen bars for men, and nine for women, and
proportionably for boys and girls, according to their ages; after this we parted, without
concluding anything farther.
On the first day of July, the King sent for us to corne ashore, we staid there till four in the
aftemoon, and concluded the trade on the terms offered them the day before; the King
promising to corne the next day aboard to regdate it, and be paid his d~ties.'~

The above apparently shows that Barbot was describing the trading conditions of

barter between the European merchants and African traders. That transaction carried
with

if

the potentiality of conflict of laws problems because the N o groups, ix..

Europeans and Africans, were subject to at least two different systems of law. There
is no doubt that disputes arising fiom such transactions would have raised the

question of choice of law, Le., is it the Afiican system of law or the system to which
the European merchants were subject that would provide the mle of decision? But it
seems that the occurrence of the above type of problem or dispute was rnitigated by
the detailed and lengthy negotiations that preceded the actual barter exchange. With
the type of transaction described by Barbot, in which the parties mutually came to

satisfactory terms before the actual exchange, disputes which would have
necessitated conflict of laws problems were practically avoided. If the entire barter
transactions on the Nigeria. coast were carried on solely on the basis of Barbot's
description, ie., muhially accepted negotiated tems foilowed by insbntaneous
exchange of goods, one would have been ternpted to conclude that conflict problems

did not &se. However, things did not remain entirely as Barbot described. He gave
another side of the barter transaction, i.e., credit barter, which was full of
potentialities for conflict of laws problems.
According to Barbot, the European merchants gave credits in the fonn of goods
to

the Afncan Kings and merchants. The Afncans paid back the credit with slaves

and other commodities needed by the Ewopeans. The credit system evisted prebably
to facilitate trade and ensure that the European merchants spent less tirne on the

Afican Coast; with the credits the Afncans would keep the slaves and other goods
ready before the Europeans made a r e m trip. Barbot described the credit system:
We also advanced to the King, by way of loan, the value of a hundred and fi@ bars of Uon,
in sundry goods: and to his principal men. others, as rnuch again. each in proportion of his
quality and abiliq.

To captain forty. eighty bars. To another. forty. To others, twenty each.
This we did, in order to repair forthwith to the inland markets, to buy yams for greater
sxpedition; they employing usualIy nine to ten days in each journey up the country, in their
long canoes up the river?

The questions then become: did the Afncans pay back the credits or Fulfil their
own obligations under the credit barter? If not, how did the European merchants

react or enforce payments? If so. did the method of enforcement generate disputes?
How were those disputes settled? Which legai system was applied to the settlement
of such disputes? Barbot's account did not answer most of the above questions, but
he described the method of repayment:
It is custornary here for the King of Bandy to treat the officers of every trading ship, at their
first coming, and the officers r e m the treat to the King,sorne days before they have their
compliment of slaves and yams aboard. Accordingly, on the tweIAh of A u p t , we treated
the King, and his principal officers, with a goat, a hog, and a barre1 of punch; and that is an
adverrisement to the Blacks ashore, to pay in to us what they owe us, or to h i s h with al1
speed, what slaves and yarns they have contracted to supply us with, else the King compels
them to it. At that time also such of the natives as have received h m us a present, use to

present us, each with a boy or girl-slave in requittaI. According to this custorn we treated
the Blacks ashore on the fifieenth of August, and invited the Portuguese master to it, as also
the Black ladies; the King Iending us his musick, to the noise of which we had a long
diversion of dances and sports of both sexes, some not unpleasing to behold....
On the twenty second, we let fly our colours, and fired a gun, for a signal to the Blacks, of
our being near ready to sail, and to hasten aboard with the rest of the slaves, and quantity of
yams contracted for?'

Barbot has just described the custorn by which the Afncans paid back their loans or
discharged their own obligations under the credit barter transaction. According to
him. the African King ensured that the f i c a n merchants paid back their loans and

in fact enforced repayment in that he, "compels them to it." That is clear.
But what of the loan given to the a c a n King himself? How was repayment by
the King enforced and by whorn? Where the Afncan King refused to pay back his

loan and a dispute naturally resulted, what law was applied to the resolution of that
dispute? Barbot did not give any due to the answers for the above questions. His
silence on the point may well mean that the Afiican k g hirnself was not found
wanting in repaying his own loan. Otherwise, he would have recorded such an

important event which would have had the effect of disrupting trade and advenely
afTecting the relationship between the European and African merchants. But one
thing seems to be clear: disputes which resulted or would have resulted fiom such

credit transactions involving people fiom different legal and political backgrounds
obviously belonged to the field of conflict of laws. As we shall see later, the
Frequency of similar disputes in the nineteenth century led to establishment of a
specid type of court called 'the court of equity,? not in any way connoting the
Chancery Court in England which developed its principles of equity.

Agah, during this era, the British merchants mereiy conducted thei. transactions
on the Nigerian Coast without any settiement or intention to settie in the Nigerian

territory. This is particularly tme in the early periods of their presence in Nigeria,
i.e., about the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The Afiican land, its peoples and

cultures were strange to them and malaria resulting fiom mosquito bites ensured a
very high mortality rate on the part of the foreigners. This was such a serious
impediment to senlement that most parts of West Afica, including Nigeria, were
euphemistically cdled the 'White man's grave.'

It was not until the British

merchants started residing in Nigena on a more permanent basis, probably following
the discovery of a malaria prophylactic, i.e.. chloroquine. in the early nineteenth

century, that senous and full disputes of a conflict of laws nature began to arise.
Trade disputes between Nigerian merchants and British traders Ied to the latter's cal1
to their home govemment for help and protection. The British goverment reacted
by appointing a first British Consul, John Beecroft to Nigeria in 1849. He was

himself a British merchant and already familiar with the trade and politics of the
Niger

elt ta." The consul's primary duty was to protect the lives and property of the

British traders." We shall presently discuss how the conflicts between the British
and Nigerian merchants were settled.
Having described?as the primary evidence allows, the extent and effect of social

and economic interaction in Nigena to the penod of the arriva1 of European traders,
mainly British. the next step is to establish the existence of the diversity of tribal or
customary laws in pre-colonial Nigeria

'L

[kirne, supra note 32, p. 14.
Ibid,

2.4 CUSTOMARY LAW AND SYSTEMS

There is no doubt that each of the various pre-colonial Nigerian tribes had, and still
has, its own tribal, native, or customary law which exclusively applied to it, and was
different in sorne ways fiom the customary legal system applicable in another tribe.
Even today one speaks of Yoruba customary law, Ibo customary law, and Islamic

lm that is zpplicable in the n o ~ h e r np x t of Nigeriz a4ccordinpto Justice -4.G.
Karibi-Whyte, ''the various customary laws are indigenous to the ethnic groups and
were formulated by them to meet the different social challenges in their
development over the ages. Islarnic law does not enjoy the same natal ongin, and
like English law is exotic.'*

Similarly, Mr. Justice Dan ibekwe (as he then was)

stated extra-judicially:
In the beginning, the various communities which made up what is today known as Nigeria were
developing in their own simple ways. It is however, correct to Say that, those communities were
not integrated as is the case now. In the process of tirne, each community had evolved into an
organized society. Each had its customary law and, in rnarry cases, the= were sanctions behind
such ~ a w ' ' ~

Since different social, political and even religious mctures obtained in these

tribes, the customary laws emanating therefrom were bound to diverge. As Yntema
put it:
In early times, when the IegaI order was intimately c o ~ e c t e dwith actual or supposed kinship
groups and was part of the peculiar religious and social structure of the particular comrnunity,
law was inalienably personal. It was inconceivable, for example, that the ius civile, the
comrnon law of the Roman citizenry, shouId be availabk to aperegrine in Rome or, vice
versa, that an Athenian in Attka should daim the protection of some barbarian custom. This
identification of local law with the interem of the social gmup has by no means disappeared"

A. G.Karibi-Whyte: The Relevance of the Judiciw in the Politv - in Hinorical Persuective (Lagos:
Nigenan Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, 1987), p. 3 1.
D. O. Ibekwe, "Confiict of Cultures and our Cutomary Law," in T.O.Elias, S.N.Nwabarq et al.,
eds., Afncan Indi~enousLaws (Nsukka: University of Nigeria Press, 1974; proceedings of workshop
held in Nsukka, Nigeria, 7 - 9 August 1974), p. 297.
H. E. Yntema, "The Historie Bases of Private International Law," (1953) 2 Amencan Journal of
Comparative Law, 297 at 297-8.

''

"

Similarly, Ezra Zubrow opined that: "This universality of legal systems is probably
matched only by their divesity. They range kom systems based on kinship to
property, fiom secular to religious principles, and fiom consensual to dictatorial

FinalIy on
impositions. Different societies have differing mixes at various ti~nes.'~'
this point, Professor Nwabueze has stated: "It should be explained that customary
law is not a single body of law throughout the country. Far fiom that being the case,
customary law is as various as the nurnber of independent cornmunities comprised
in ~ i ~ e r i a . ' " ~
It should be emphasised that the existence of a multipticity of tribal or customary
laws in pre-colonial Nigeria and the exclusive application in a tribe of its customary
law. did not generate legal pluralism. Legal pluralism implies the simultaneous
existence and interaction of two or more different systems of law, one of which is
superior to the o t h e r ~ in
. ~pre-colonial
~
Nigeria where the customary law of a tnbe
was the only applicable law. the question of interaction with or subservience to any

other law did not naturally arise.
Although the pre-colonial Nigerian societies had their different custornary laws,

Le., existence of legd diversity, the emergence of conflict problems of choice of law
depended on the view one takes of the apparently superficial social and econornic
interaction, and the impact of the barter based economic system. in other words, if
one takes the view that the barter system actually led to disputes, then that is a
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strong argument for the existence of conflict of laws problems at that period; but a
contrary view of barter may mean that conflict of iaws problems did not exist. We
have already examined both perspectives. However, whatever dispute arose,
between individuals nom different tribes or between natives and European traders,
it was settled in a clearly identifiable pattern and without reference to any judicial
process.'O
This naturaily takes us to the Iast question: what was the mode of resolution of
disputes. if any, arising from inter-tribal contacts? The first approach will be to
tackle the mode of dispute resolution before the advent of Europeans. Thereafter, we
shdl examine the style of dispute resolution in the colonial era.

The argument here on dispute resolution in pre-colonial Nigeria is without
prejudice to the earlier suggestion that the lex fori was likely applied to disputes of a
conflict of laws nature. The following is in the nature of an alternative argument. In
pre-colonial Nigeria disputes that resulted from the superficial inter-tribal contacts
were not referred to any adjudicatory body. This might have been due to the ethnic
and tribal nature of the different customary laws. During this period, violence was
usually and fieely resorted to in the senlement of such disputes. Few references will
sufice. Professor Obaro lkime stated:
The development of the palm oil trade had another effect on Itsekin - Urhobo relations.
Although through the system of pledges and 'diplomatic mariages' it was ofien possibte to
maintain FriendIy relations between the middlemen and the producers, disputes between the
Urhobo and the ltsekiri were not always resolved peacefully. Sometirnes the ïtsekiri traders,
offended by the non-tiilfihent of promises made by their Urhobo custorners sent their slaves,
usually described as their 'boys' to raid the villages of the offenders concerned; the idea was
that slaves taken during such a raid would, by working for the Itsekiri, eventualIy make good
the loss sustained by the non-fulfihnent of the obligations previousIy agreed on. Oace under
way such raids tended to become indiscriminate, since the 'boys' did not always confine their

" For traditionaljudicial pmcess: E.K. Quashigah "Reflections on the Judicial Rocess in Traditional
Afnca," (1989 - 1990) 4 Nigeria. furidical Review, 1.

depredations to specific individuals or villages. This practice usualIy referred to as 'chopping'
was to be frowned upon by the British administration in the years afier 1891

."

Violence and self-help as dispute resolution methods were characteristic of
'primitive' law. niey were equally employed by the Greeks, a s Vinogradoff noted:
As Frequently happens in ancient law, distress was used as a means of obtaining justice by
self-help. Another feature of the procedure was that distress or reprisais are not necessarily

directed against one's opponent, but might be levelled against relatives of his or even
against his counrrymen at large. Such cases were considered as a justified taking of
hostages."

And Gluckman added that: "In polysegmentary societies there may be no
authoritative means of settling disputes between opposed segments and hence there
is resort to vengeance or ~elf-hel~."*~
The advent of colonialism at least initially did not alter the above mode of
dispute resolution. The Europeans naturally refused to submit to legal regdation by
custornary law. which was considered alien. However. Nwabueze submitted: "At

first these foreign traders resorted to the traditional tribunais for the senlement of
their disputes with the natives."" No authonty was cited for this proposition. What
he said could have been true of Canada but definitely not Nigeria. The Canadian

position has been stated by Bradford W. Morse: "There is in fact a wealth of
information indicating that early travellers, traders and

COlonists

willingly chose to

accept local Indian law as governing their affairs in the Canadian

c rai ries."^^

Certaidy this was not the position in Nigeria because the prevailing barter system

'' Ilcime, supra note 32, p. 7.
" P. Vinogradoff, The Collected Pa~ers
of Paul VinoeradoK vol. 1 1. Jurisprudence ( M o r d : at The
Clarendon Press, 1928), p. 260
53 M. GIuckman, Ideas and Procedures in Afncan Customarv Law (Oxford: University Press, 1969), p.
69.
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entailed in~tantaneous'~
return which, generally speakhg, hardly generated litigable
dispute.
Again, this point is substantiated by the account of James ~arbot:" "they

(Aficans) have not the art of reading and writing, and therefore we are forced to
stand to their agreement, which often is no longer than they think fit to hold it
thernselves." Thus, with t l s mequal bargaining power, the question of mort, by
the European traders, to the customary laws or traditionaf tnbunals did not &se and

could not have arisen. Professor Crowder clearly made the same point:
The palm-oil traders were as rough a lot as the old slave traders, and well deserved their title
'palm oil Rufians.' The Afiican chiefs could not actually brhg these traders before their own
courts, so they resorted to the expedient of imposing collective punishment on the European
community through the banning of trade. This was Fdirly effective, since conditions on the
Coast were such that most traders were very anxious to get back to Europe as quickly as
possible, and could stomach no delays. The ban on trade was always absolute because of the
strict control Afncan chiefs exercised over theù subjects. There was no 'scabbing*on the
African part, to use a modem trade-union tem. On the other han& the Europeans found it
dificult to combine effectively, since whenever a European community stuck out for lower
prices. there was usually one of their number willing to trade at the AWcan's priceJ8

The imperative of some form of adjudicatory body to resolve disputes between
Afncan and European traders did not arise until the latter began to senle on a more

permanent bais in the larger temtory that became Nigeria. Consequent upon this
settlement, disputes between Nigerian and British merchants increased. These
disputes were clearly of the nature of conflict of laws since they naturally involved
the question of which legal system, i.e., English or customary law, was applicable?
Since the British merchants were reluctant to employ the traditional process of

dispute resoluti~n~
they appealed to their home government for help. This, as we
have already noted, led to the appointment of the f b t consul, i e . , John Beecroft,

'6

Diamond, s u ~ r anote 28, p. 393.
Supra note 38, pp. 459 - 460.
Crowder, supra note 14, p. 123.

whose prirnary responsibility was the protection of the lives and property of British
traders in the Niger Delta.
The various consuls did not apply any judicial form of inqujr or technical d e s

of justice: rather, they resorted to intimidation and violence against the Nigenan
traders whenever there was a dispute between them and their British counterparis.
n i e modus opermdi of the British consul was p p h i c d l y capnired h the account of
tkime:

But while he (i-e., John Beecrofl) was actually in the districf the people of the town of
Bobi, Ied by their chief Tsanomi, attacked and Iooted Horsfail's factory. The cause of the
attack is not known but, judging fiom subsequent incidents, it is unlikeIy that it was
u n d e d e n out of sheer desire for loot. Beecrofl was fiIled with great indignation. In a note
to the nava1 authorities, he requested that a gunboat be sent to the Benin River to mete out
condign punishment: 'the sooner a man of war an-ives the more pleasing it will be for me,
for these scoundrels must be well chastised with powder and shot.' This was characteristic.
Beecroft was detemined to leave no doubts as to the power and authority which the consul
could bring to bear on these peremial disputes benveen white traders and the delta peoples.
The gunboat requested did arrive, and Beecrofl proceeded to bombard and bum down
Bobi, thereby establishing the pattern of AbBritish relations in this as in other paris of
the delta: whenever a dispute arose behveen British traders and the delta middlemen, the
latter had ahost invariably to face punishment irrespective of the rights and wrongs of the
cil~e.5~

No doubt. dispute settiement based on gunboat diplomacy hindered trade, and
rven social intercourse between AfKcans and Europeans. Both parties set out to find

a formula for the resolution of such disputes with traces of foreign elements. This
resdted in establishment of a 'Court of Equity' in 1854? for the adjudication of
disputes between Afncans and Europeans. It was cornposed of Afiican rniddlemen
and European supercargoes, Le., the foreign traders as they were known, and
presided over by the latter in monthiy rotation. It's judgment was confinned by the

Afiican king!'

The court of equity was described by Dr. Baikie, who explored the

River Niger up to Lokoja in Nigeria:
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kime, suura note 32, pp. 15- 16.
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A commercial or mercantile association was, by the exertions of captain Witt and others
fonned, the mernbers k i n g the chief white and black traders in the place, and the chair is
occupied by the white supercargoes in monthly rotation. Al1 disputes are brought before this
court, the merits of the opponents are determined, and with the consent of the king, fines are
levied on defaulters. If any one retUses to submit to the decision of the court or ignores its
jurisdiction, he is tabooed, and no one trades with him. The natives stand in awe of it, and
readily pay their debts when threatened with ir6'

Disputes before the court of equity obviously had a foreign element and were most
likely to have involved the question of choice of law, ie., was it English law or
African customary law that would provide the rule of decision? However, the court

of equity did not decide disputes before it, based on any axertainable pattern or
system of law. Rather, it based its decisions on general notions ofjustice?
n e emergence of these courts of equity in various parts of Nigeria after 1854,
though it entertained problems in the nature of conflict of laws, did not lead to the
introduction of a fuit system of codict of laws or its d e s in Nigeria. This is
because the court of equity did not decide disputes before it on the bais of choice of
law. Le.. which of the potentially applicable laws would provide the rule of

decision? It is historicdly in the nature of pure equity, as employed in the English
court of Chancery, that the judge's 'conscience' mled according to reason and

On 30 July 1861, King Dosunmu of Lagos ceded Lagos to Acting Consul,

McKoskry. in r e m for a yearly payrnent of one thousand and thirty pounds
sterling. Consequently, a governor was appointed for the newly acquired colony of
Lagos in the person of Henry Stanhope Freeman. This appointment marked the

beginning of a permanent British colonial administration in Nigeria. Obviously, an

administration of this nature required a complete legal system for effective
Baikie: Narrative of an Exolorine Voyage uo the Rivers Kwora and Bime in 1854, p. 356, quoted in
Nwabueze, suura note 48, pp. 5 1-52.
A. O. Obilade, The Nigerian Legai System (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1979), p. 18.

"

operation. This led to the introduction of English law in the colony of Lagos in

1863:~ subsequently extended to the rest of the country.64 By the Supreme Court
Ordinance of 1 8 6 3 ~ 'the
~ first Supreme Court was established for the colony of
Lagos. The above Ordinance was subsequently repealed and replaced with the

Supreme Court Ordinance of 1876? This statute received into the colony of Lagos
the common law of England. the doctrines of equity, and statutes of general

application in force in England on 24 July 1874.

In 1900, both northem and southem Nigeria were declared British protectorates
and a Supreme Court was established for e a ~ h . ~The
' common law of England,

doctrines of equity and statutes of general application in force in England on 1
January 1900 were received into each protectorate. The reception of English law
was continued and

confhed

by many statutes passed aîter Nigeria's

independence68

Thus. the reception of English law into the colony of Lagos in 1863 and the rest of the
country in 1900 marked the introduction in Nigeria of complete and mature d e s of
contlict of laws denved fiorn England.

'' Ordinance No.3 of 1863.
64
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Conclusion.
This legal histokal reconstruction has concentrated on the state of conflict of laws in

Nigeria from the pre-colonial period to establishment of full British administration in
Nigena in 1863. The existence of conflict of laws during this penod c m be mirrored
from the barter economic system and was conditioned by it. There were two
arguments on the impact of barter: fmt ,that barter was preceded by such
circurnspection, prudence and detailed negotiation that disputes of a confiict of laws
nature which might have arisen were practically averted; and second, that the barter
system. especially the credit barter, actually resulted, or were likely to have resulted, in
disputes which belonged to conflict of laws. Disputes which came before the court of
equity in the nineteenth century were clearly of conflict of laws nature. To the extent
that conflict of laws probiems existed during the penod under review, there was no
clear evidence of the rules which were adopted in the resolution thereof. Apart fiom
the traditional settlement by war, reprisals, gunboat diplomacy, and reference to the

court of equity, which did not apply any systematic body of principles or rules,
disputes of a conflict of laws nature were likeiy settled by application of the Zexfori.
because of the peculiar difficulty of proving foreign law during that penod. We
conclude that a full system of conflict of laws, as we know it today, was introduced
into Nigeria in 1863.

in the next chapters, we shall discuss the state or sources of confiict of laws in
Nigena in the colonial penod from 1863 to Nigeria's independence in 1960, and fiom
that date to the present period. The primary evidence for conflict of laws in Nigeria
during the colonial period, which are stiil valid sources today, were the reception of
English common law, doctrines of equity, and statutes of general application.

CHAPTER T m E

ENGLISH LAW AS A SOURCE OF CONFLXCT OF LAWS IN NIGERIA AND
CANADA.

In the following chapters we shall discuss the sources of conflict of laws in Nigeria in
the colonial and post-colonial periods. As such, it becomes imperative to clarie what

we mean by sources of conflict of laws. The term 'sources of law' could be used in
many senses and in different ways. It may refer to al1 those quarters or materiais kom
which we obtain knowledge of the law, e.g., religious practices, customs, books,
treatises, statutes, law reports, and expert opinions. It may also be used to indicate the
mode or process through which a d e of law comes into force, e.g., whether the law
was enacted by the legislature, or emanated fiom usage, or is a regulation made

punuant to a statutory power. The term could also be employed to show the authority

for a d e of law, Le., the person, institution or sovereign that has given that d e its
authoritative character. Consequently, sources of law could come under two major
categories: material or historical, and legal or formal sources.'
Material or bistorical sources of law wirl cover al1 those sources fiom which one
obtains knowledge of the law. The first sense in which we undentand sources of iaw

above can come under this category. Here we are not so much concemed with the
legai validity of a d e as with gening information that will advance our knowledge of
that rule. Matenal or historical sources serve rnainly inteilecnial purposes. We refet to

' T.E. HoIland, The Elements of Jurîs~rudence(Oxford: at The Clarendon Press. 1900,9'
C.

K. AIIen, Law in the Makinq (Oxford: at The Clarendon Press, 195l), p. 1.

ed.), p. 52;

them not in justification of a legal act or othenvise, but to show the origin or the b a i s
of a legal prescription. Material or histoncal sources usually m e r the question: why

is a legal nom in its present form? For us to understand why the offence of bigamy is
practically not prosecuted or enforced in Nigeria, we have to wade into the customary,
religious and matrimonial practices of the peoples who are essentially polygamous.
'This exercise does not attenuate the offence of bigamy but explains the liberal attitude

of the state towards practitionea.
However, legal or formal sources of law refer to a the authority for a d e . This
covers the second and third senses in which the tenn was used above. The question

here is usually one of legal validity of a d e : what is the source of authority of that
rule? Does the d e emanate from a sovereign or state, backed by sanction? Is it of
such a positive nature that the courts will enforce it? Legal or formai sources provide

justification or excuse for an act or conduct. The forma1 or legal source of our civil
and criminal law is the will of the Nigerian State backed by sanctions which Nigerian

courts enforce. On this reasoniog, whatever d e s are enforced by the courts constitute
formal or legal sources of law. in Nigeria, the most important formai or legal source of
law is the 1999 Nigerian Constitution.

However, Austin, in his analyticai positivism, lunited the sources of law to only the

fomal source. Accordingly, he said:
The expressionfontes jurk or sources of law, is of course metaphoncal, and is used in two
meanings. in one of its senses, the source of a law is its direct or immediate author. Now the
immediate author may either be the sovereign (who is the ultimate author of al1 law) or a
person or body legislating in subordination to the sovereign. in the latter case it is an improper
use of the metaphor to descriie the immediate author as the source. Individuals or bodies
legislating in subordination to the sovereign, are more properly reservoirs fed fiom the source
of al1 law, the Supreme Legislanue, and again emitting the borrowed waters wtiich they receive
fiom that fountain of law. For convenience, however, i adopt the expression source of Iaw as
meaning the authon fiom whom it ernanates immediately.' [Emphasissupplied by author]

'J. Austin, Lectures on JunSDrudence or The Philoso~hyof Positive Law (London: John Murray,
Albemarle Street, 1904, Students Edition, Lecture xxviii), p. 254.

Because we are looking at all the materials in Nigeria fkom which knowledge of the
conflict of law rules can be obtained, we therefore adopt the broder classification of
sources of law as both historicaVmaterial and formaMegal sources.

3.2 RECEPTION OF ENGLISH LAW.

The source of conflict of laws during the colonial period was English law which
was received into the country. Reception of law is an immemonal legal phenomenon
by which foreign law is introduced to a local legal system.' It connotes the

transmigration or transplantation of a particuiar legal system! in this case, it meant the
transmigration of English law to the Nigerian legal system. This is by no rneans
peculiar to Nigeria. In the Middle Ages, many countries in the continent of Europe
received Roman law into their various legal systems. Probably the Law of Twelve
Tables (circa 43 1 B. C.E.), which is the earliest example of legal codification in the
Roman law. was inspired or based on the laws of Solon of the ancient ~reeks.' The
provinces of Canada and many States of America received English law at early stages

of their development.
Reception of foreign law into a local legal system usuaily leads to two
consequences: legal pluralism and legal acculturation.6 Legal pluralism is the corollary
of a practice adopted by the British colonial administration in Nigeria by recognising
and allowing the continued operation of the indigenous customary law, dongside the

Park, The Sources of Nieerian Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1963),p. 15.
Lord Denning called it legal 'transpIant' in Nyali Ltd v. Attorney-General, (1955) 1 Ail England Law
Reports 646 at 653; Alan Watson equally uses the phrase "Legal Transplants," which he defined as ,
.the moving of a rule or a system of law fiom one country to another or f?om one people to another";
Leeai Transplants: An A ~ ~ r o a ctohCom~arativeLaw (Athens: University of Cteorgia Press, 1993, 2d
ed,), p. 2 1.
Watson, supra note 4, p. 25.
The discussion of these concepts is based on an assumption of a colonial situation in which the country
that received foreign law is or was subject to colonial nile.
A. E. W.
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received English law.' As Lord Wright said in Oke Lanipekun Laoye & ors. v. Amao

ï h e poiicy of the British Governent in this and other respects is to use for purposes of the
administration of the country the native laws and customs in so far as possible and in so f3r as
they have not been varied or suspended by statutes or ordinames., ..The courts which have
been established by the British Govemment have the duty of enforcing these native laws and
9
customs, so far as they are not barbarou, as part of the law of the land.

Therefore, as a legal phenomenon, legai pluralism means the simuitaneous operation
of two or more legai systems in the same territory in which the local system is
subservient to the foreign one.'' This has led to the problern of intemal conflict of

laws in Nigeria. For instance, a court in Nigeria may be called upon to decide which of
the several systems of law applicable in the country will provide the d e of decision in
a particular case , i.e.. is it the received English law, customary law or local
legislation? Many States in Nigena have legislation deaiing with this type of intemal
conflict of laws on the bais of the law binding between the parties.' Consequently,

' In recognition of the pre-existing system of the administration of justice, the Native Courts
Proclamation 1900, No. 9 of 1900, established Native or Customary Courts to administer customary
law in cases involving natives of Nigena: B. O. Nwabueze, Machinew of Justice in Nigeria
(Buttenvorths: Afican Law Series No. 8, 1963), pp. 70 - 77;A. O. Obilade, The Nigerian Legal
Svstem (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1979), pp. 22 - 29.
S(19JJ) Law Repons Appeal Cases, 170 at 172- 173.
1. Schapera similarly opined that: "nie general poiicy of the Adminisûation has been to preserve the
tribal authority of the chiefs and the laws and customs of the people, 'subject to the due exercise of the
power and jurisdiction of the crown, and subject to the requirernents of peace, order, and good
government.' Consequently, apart fiom certain changes regarded as essential, there was as little
interference as possible with the traditional foms of government and jurisdiction": A Handbook of
Tswana Law and Custom (London: Frank Cass & Co. Ltd., 1938), pp. 4 142.
10
M. Hooker, Lemi PluraIisrn (Oxford: at The Clarendon Press, 1979, p. 6; EA Zubmw, "The Impact
of FoIk Law on the Deveiopment of the EarIy State," Commission on Folk Law and Legai PIuraIism
(Ottawa: Indian and Northern Affiirs: Papers of the Symposia on Folk Law and Legal Pluralism, 1 1th
International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological sciences, Vancouver, Canada, August 19 23, 1983), p. 335; Russell Smandych and Rick Linden rightly stated: u....bciassical iegal plmlism' have
typically been concerned with descnibing and explaining how new (usually European) Iegal systems and
laws brought by colonizers are superirnposed on indigenous customary laws and pre-existing methods of
dispute-sealement and social control": Russell Smandych and Rick Linden, "Co-existing Forms of
Aboriginal and Private Justice: An Historical Study of the Canadian West," in Kayleen M. Haziehurst,
ed., Legal Piuralism and the Colonial Legacy (EngIand: Avebury, Ashgate hiblishing Ltd., 1995), p. 4.
fl
For instance, section 30(3) Customary Courts Law of Lagos State, Cap, 33, 1973, which we shall
discuss in detail in the next chapter.

Osuagwu v. ~ d d i e r 'held
~ , that Ibo customary law, and not Islamic law, applied in a

civil case between two Ibos resident in Kaduna State, where Islamic law applies to the
predominant Modern population of that state. Thus in Nigeria, legal pluralism and the
consequent interna1 confiict of laws d e s have been histoncally conditioned. They
have their special advantages in a multi-tribal country like Nigena. For instance, legal
pluralism and the intemal conflict of laws d e s fashioned upon it ensure the security
of transactions and that legitimate expectations of the parties are met, on the ground

that an Ibo can hxdly reside or transact business in northem Nigeria where Islarnic

law, alien to him, obtains. But he does so in the hope and belief that Islamic law does
not necessarily apply to him unless he consents to its application.
Recent attempts of some states13 in northem Nigeria to reverse this historical fact
of legal pluralism to monism has affected the peace and uni@ of the country. It
illustrates the wisdom of making legislation reflect historical experience. Northern
Nigeria inhabited mainiy by Moslems, has started discussions in their legislatures
with a view to introducing strict Sharia or Islamic law. When this proposed legislation

takes effect, Sharia wil1 become compulsorily applicable and enforced by the courts on

al1 persons within those States, irrespective of their non-Moslem religion or customary
law or the received English law, none of which will be applicable. The effect will be

that, in most matters of civil and criminal law, Sharia or Islamic law, which is strictly

meant for Moslems, will apply universally, regardless of religion or tribe. Where an

Ibo in Zamfara State commits a crime, he will be charged under the religious Sharia
law instead of the Pend Code based on the received law. It is not that the received
English law is preferable to the Sharia but that the law of a religion to which he is not
" (1959)

Nigerian Law Reports 39.

an adherent is applied to him. 1s it not an indirect and compulsory conversion to the

Islamic faith? Does it not intnide on his right to freedorn of thought, conscience and
religion under Section 38 of the 1999 Nigerian ~onstitution?'~
Again, the proposed
legislation will produce the result that a civil suit in a Zamfara State court between
two Ibo residents will be decided in accordance with Islarnic law. Thus, the court will
determine the parties' rights by a law to which both are strangers!
The problem is brought into sharper focus when we assume that the two Ibos are
husband and wife, married under Ibo customary law and seeking dissolution of their
marnage in a Zamfara court. Does the application of Sharia to such a divorce suit meet
the ordinary expectation of the parties to be regulated by their own Ibo customary law?
Would it not be an affront to their sense of justice and bring law into disrepute? Could
they have contemplated that coming to reside in Zamfara State would 'convert' them
to MosIems ovemight? Does such legislation promote national unity, social
integration and justice as declared in the Fundamental Objectives and Directive
Principles of State Policy under chapter two of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution? Also,
will such legislation not irnpinge on the right to peaceful assembly and association and
the right to fieedom of movement, which allows every Nigerian to reside in any part of

Nigeria, respectively guaranteed under sections 40 and 41 of the 1999 Nigerian

Constitution?

'3 E.g,, Zarnfara, Kaduna, Niger and Sokoto States: The Globe and Mail ( Canadian), ïhursday, 24
February 2000. p. A 13.
14
The section cwrently provides: "38(1) Every person shall be entitled to Çeedom of thought,
conscience and religion, including ûeedom to change his reIigion or belief, and freedom (either alone or
in community with others, and in public or in private) to manifest and propagate his religion or belief in
worship, teaching, practice and observance
(2) No person attending any place of education shall be required to receive religious instruction or take
part in or attend any religious ceremony or observance if such instniction, ceremony or observance
relates to a religion other than his own, or a religion not approved by his parent or guardian
(3) No religious community or denomination shall be prevented h m providing religious instruction for
pupils of that community or denomination in any place of education maintallied whoIIy by that
community or denomination,"

It will be interesting to see how the Nigerian courts will constitutionally
characterise this proposed legislation. Clearly, it has a destructive potential for the

present practice where codicting claims are decided by application of intemal
conflict d e s , which dlow the application to a party of the system of law to which he

is subject and which meet legitimate expectations of the parties. Expectedly, this
proposed legislation, even before becoming fully operational, has produced some
violent demonstrations and riots by non-Moslem Nigerians resident in the northem
States. More than one thousand people have so far been killed in such riots15which
threaten the stability of the country.
On the other hand legal acculturation is the second result of reception of law,
manifested in most Canadian provinces. It emerges from the non-recognition of the
existing local legal system or the total assimilation of the local system into the foreign

legal system. As such. there is an exclusive application of the received foreign law.
Legal acculturation and pluralism have been distinguished by a French
a n t h r ~ ~ o l o ~ i However,
st.'~
P.G.Sack seems to prefer the term legd unification to
legal acculturation. He has vividly demonstrated that legal pluralism or unification is a
matter of ideological orientation."
-

-

-- -

15

"Dozens killed in religious riots in Nigeria: March by Christians opposed to introduction of Islamic
law sparks clashes in Kaduna" The Globe and Mail (Canadian), Wednesday, 23 February 2000, page
A9.
l6 Norbefl Rouland, Lepal Anthmpoio~~
(London: ï h e Athlone Press, 1994, tianslated frorn French by
Philippe G.Planel), p. 292 :"The acceptance of a foreign system by an indigenous system can lead to
coexistence between the two systerns. Often the indigenous cornmunities continue to follow their own
law, the received law only being applied by the state institutions of that socieîy. However, a more
thoroughgoing process of IegaI acculturation may resuk Either it is unilateral (only one of the legal
systems is modified, or even eliminated) or it is reciprocal (each of the systerns is modified through
16
contact)."
17
P. G. Sack, "Legal Pluralism: lntroductory Comments," in P. Sack, E. Minchin, eds., Lepal Pluralism
( I986), p. 1. quoted in G. R. Woodman and A. O. Obilade, eds., Afncan Law and Legal Theory (New
York University Press, 1999, p. 54: "Legal plurdism is more âhan the acceptance of a plwaiity of Iaws;
it sees this plurality as a positive force to be utilised mther than eliminated. Legai pluralism thus
involves an ideological cornmitment. However, this cornitment takes the form of an opposition to
rnonism, dualisrn and any other fom of dogmatim instead of prescriiing a certain, positive course of
action. Moreover, the refiisal to treat the pIuraiity of law as a positive force aIso impIies an ideological

...

As in Nigeria, any British subjects upon settlement in what becarne the province of

Manitoba, Canada, &er 1870, continued to be subject to the application of English
law which, under English colonial constitutional doctrine, followed them there.
However, the local law, if any, existing before the settlement was not recognised. The
concomitant Iegal acculturation has been lucidly described by ~ a v e m a n nBut
' ~ the
question is: why was it legal p l d i s m in Nigeria and legal acculturation in Canada,
when both countnes were subjected to the same overlord? Why the differing
discriminatory practices? What informed the non-recognition of the local d e s by the
British administraton in Canada? 1s there any discemible pattern or principle in this
differential colonial treatment of the indigenous legal systems? Was it based on racial
hatred or just an arbitrary action? Or were the local inhabitants to be blamed for their
action or inaction in that regard? The answers may not be found with certitude. but
examining the British colonial policy and practice may give an insight to some of
these pro blems.

stance. It means.. .that the plurality of law m m be temporarily tolerated as a necessary evil: it forces us
to adopt a senes of essentially undesirable compromises, it prevents us fiom fully implementing other.
positive goals which demand that this plurality be overcome. in short, the counterpart of legal pluralism
is an ideotogy which airns at a global unification of law and which deserves the ugly label 'legal
unification'."
" Paul Havemann, "The Indigenization of Social Control in Canada," Commission on Folk Law and
Legai Pluralism. etc., sui>ranote 10, p. 353,: "The Canadian state has never tolerated autonomy for
indigenous people whether it was in terms of plurality within the legd system, other spheres of social
control, or political action. Stark illustrations of this are offered in the Canadian Government's
unwillingness to accommodate the Metis Nation under Louis Riel in the 19' century or grant any
significant measutes of sovereignty to Indian people in the second half of the twentieth century. To find
indigenous people with any form of formal legal autonorny in North Amenca, the irony is that one has
to look to the U.S.A. There, indian Tnial Courts and Codes of law exist, while in Canada they do not,
Indeed, little or no 'customary' law has been received into Canadian law, let alone survived in a

3.3 MODE OF RECEPTION

The method of reception of English law in a particular temtory depended on the
rnanner of its acquisition by the British go~ernment.'~
A temtory could be acquired by
settlement, conquest, cession, annexation. or treaty, i.e., treaty of protection. These
have been classified into two broad categories, viz., settled and conquered temtories.
Apart fiom acquisition by settlement, d l other methods corne under the category of

conquered temtory. Under English colonial constitutional practice, a settied colony
was deemed largely uninhabited and politically unorganised at the time of first arriva1

by Britisn subjects. Such settlen were seen to have brought English law with them. By
contrast. conquered colonies were deerned, before settlement, to have had some fom
of legal and political system. Presentiy, we shall pursue this distinction.

But fint. what is the legal signification of a colony? Temtones acquired by the
British govemment were designated as colonies. Etymoiogically, the word derives
from a latin word, coloni. meaning Roman citizens who settled outside Rome and
became farmen or colonia, the land itself upon which the settlement was made.
Statutorily. it was defined in section 18(3) of the Interpretalion Act, 1889":
The expression colony shaIl mean any part of Her Majesty's dominions exclusive of the British
Islands, and of British India, and where parts of such dominions are under both a central and a
local legislature, al1 parts under the central IegisIature shall, for the purposes of this definition,
be deerned to be one colony.

coherent form, though a Iittle customary usage has." Manitoba Supplementq ProvlSions Act, RxC. c.
12.1.
19

J. E. Cote, "The Reception of Engiish Law," (1977) 15 Alberta Law Rev., p. 29; A. G. Kanbi-Whyte,
The Relevance of the Judiciary in the Polity- In Historical Perspective (Lagos: Nigerian lnstitute of
Advanced Legal Studies, 1987), p. 12.
'O 52 & 53 Victoria, c. 63. This seems to be the earliest Interpretation A a on the matter Hdsburv's
Statutes of Endand (London: Butîerworths & Co., 1930, ln ed., Vol. IS), p. 992.

Sir Kenneth ~ o b e r t s - ~ r a ?has
' cnticised this statutory definition for including
temtories which, etyrnologically speaking, are not colonies." However, he added that
"it is difficult to find an alternative definition.'"

What amounts to British Settlement

has also been defined in section 6 of the Interpretation Act of 1 88924(U.K.):
any British possession which has not been acquired by cession or conquest, and is not for the
time being within the jurisdiction of the legislature (constituted othewise than by virtue of that
Act or the Acts thereby repealed) of any British possession.

C.J. Tarring, relying on Lord Mansfield's decision in Campbell v. H ~ I z ~subrnitted
',

that. "British subjects cannot take possession in their own right of a foreign country.

No colony can be settled without authonty from the c r o ~ n . "But
~ ~Roberts-Wray
disagreed with this legal proposition:
Read IiteraIly, this c m o t be good law. It is inconsistent with the authorities quoted above: it
is not true as a statement of fact: and unauthorised settlement constitutes no civil wrong or
criminal offence known to the law. Lord Mansfield admitted that the point was not material to
the question being argued.. ..It is more probable, howevcr, that he meant only that senlers
could not add to the Sovereign's dominion without the authonty of the crown."

This debate need not detain us. But the definition of settled colony adumbrated above,
by any meaning of English constitutional law, has been swimming from the beginning
in a legal fiction's sea!
How can one contend, for instance, that as late as the seventeenth century,
specifically 1670,part of Rupert's land, now Manitoba, was uninhabited or was found

"

Sir. Kenneth Roberts-Wray, Commonwealth and Colonial Law (London: Stevens & Sons, 1966)' pp.
4 0 4 1 :"The definition was never altogether appropriate. If it had been given its correct etymological
meaning it would not perhaps have acquired its unpopularîty. 'Colony' is, of course, apt to describe
either a nurnber of people who have gone abroad and settled in a new country or the country which they
inhabit (if it is not part of a foreign state); but not territories, such as those in West Afiica, where
Europeans have for many y e m gone as missionaries, traders and administrators but rarely to make
permanent homes."
As he explained in note 2 1.
Roberts-Wray, supra note 2 1, p. 41.
" Supra, note 20.
(1 774) 1 Cowp.204 in 98 English Reports 1045
' 6 C.J. T
&g, Law Relatine to the Colonies (London: Stevens & Haynes, 1893,2d ed.), p. 35.
Roberts-Wray, supra note 21, pp. 100-10 1.

"

out by British settlers, Le., the Hudson's Bay Company, who that year were given a
charter by their government? What of the Aboriginal inhabitants? 1s this an implicit

way of asserting a docility in the Abonginal population? Of course, if the British
settlers had been seriously confionted or aîtacked, as in Nigeria, they would have
readily recognised the prior habitation of Rupert's Land by the Aborigines. Conquered
colony, on the other hand, is a broad designation that includes temtories acquired by
various means other than settlement. This category embraces temtories acquired by

cession. annexation, treaty, and conquest.
The above distinction between settled and conquered colonies is of the utmost
constitutional and legal importance, especially for Nigena and Canada. This
distinction explains the discriminatory practice of the British colonial govemment in
recognising the indigenous laws in some of its colonies, e.g., Nigena and New
Zealand, and refusing the sarne recognition in others. e.g., Canada and Australia. The
distinction in the mode of colonial acquisition, and the discrimination in the
recognition of indigenous laws, have been emphasised by some English constitutional
writers" and judges. Thus, the rule was that, since settled colonies had no population,
otherwise presumed in law to be uninhabited. the settlers took with them d l the

English law became the presumed legal
immunities, privileges and laws of ~n~land.*'
system of the colony. The question of existing indigenous law did not arise: if there
was no previous population known to English law, no previous law could have
existed, because law cannot thrive in a vacuum.

''

Tarring, supra note 26. p. 4 ,: "Colonies are forrned either by senlement of an unoccupied or
barbrous country, or by conquest or cession fiom other nations. These different modes of acquisition
cive rise to corres~ondingdifferences in the laws to which a coionv becomes subiect on its foundation,"
prnphasis added.]
"The seitlen who established senled colonies took with them dl the rights of British subjects,
particulariy the right to be gianted representative goverment in the shape of a bicameral legislature

The legal position has been Mly stated by Lord Blackburn in the case of The
Lauderdale peerage3*:
When the province of New York was founded by the English settlers who went out there, those
English settlers carried with them al1 the immunities and privileges and laws of England. The
Engiishmen in a province which had been so settled were as ûee Englishmen, with as much
privilege, as those that remained in England. It is tme that it is only the law of England as it
was at that time that such settlen carry with them; subsequent legislation in England altering
the law does not affect their rights unless it is expressly made to extend the province or the
31
colony.

The headnote of Blankard v. ~ a l d ydelivered
~ ~ , by Holt, C.J.,lent the issue greater
penpicuity: "Where an uninhabited country is found out and planted by English
subjects, al1 laws in force here are immediately in force there; but in the case of an
inhabited country conquered, not till declared so by the conqueror." English law
enhanced iteslf both ways!
As already noted. conquered temtones retained application of their indigenous

laws until changed by the conqueror, i.e., the colonial master. The logic behind this

seemed to be that such conquered temtories were already inhabited prior to the
conquest and had a functional legal system. 1s this not a modest, if not subtle,
concession to the strength and resistance of the indigenous people in the conquered
temtories? In some places, like mon parts of Canada where the colonial master
seemed to have encountered no resistance fiom the indigenous population, it was
convenient for the British govemment to hold that the area was uninhabited and dius

with a nominated upper house and an elected lower house, on the mode1 of British Parliament": M.
Wight British Colonial Constitutions 1947 (Oxford: at The Ciarendon Press, 1952), p. 5.
'O (1 884 - 85) Law Reportr 10 Appeal Cases 692 at 744-745
E. C. S. Wade and G. G. Phillips similarly stated: "When settiers w e x e d for the Crown temtory
which had no civiiised system of law, the law of the coIony was the cornmon Iaw of England and, in so
far as it was applicable, the statute Iaw existing at the time of the settlement. The crown couId grant
institutions, but could not take away rights; it had no powers of legislation; nor could it impose a tax. It
folIowed that in such colonies changes in the constitution, Iike al1 changes of law, could only be effected
by Acts of the United Kingdom Parliament": Consti*tutionaiLaw (London: Longmans, Green & Co.
Ltd., 1960,6' ed.), p. 390.
( 1 795) 9 1 English Reports 356.

''

"

to be declared a settled colony with al1 its legal consequences, Le., the erection and
exclusive application of English laws.

The legal position of the conquered temtories was set out by Lord Mansfield in
Campbell v. ~ 0 1 1 ~ ~ :
1 will state the propositions at large, and the first is this:
A country conquered by the British arms becomes a dominion of the king in the right of his
crown; and, therefore, necessarily subject to the Iegislature, the Parliament of Great Britain.
The 2d is, that the conquered inhabitants once received under the king's protection, becorne
subjects, and are to be universally considered in that light, not as enemies or aliens.
The Sd, that the articles of capitulation upon which the country is surrendered, and the articles
of peace by which it is ceded, are sacred and inviolable according to their m e intent and
meaning,
The Jth, that the law and Iegislative goventment of every dominion, equally affects a11 persons
and al1 property within the limits thereof: and is the rule of a decision for alI questions which
arise there. Whoever purchases, lives, or sues there, puts hirnself under the law of the place. An
Englishman in Ireland, Minorca, the Isle of Man, or the plantations, has no privilege distinct
from the natives.
The Sth, that the laws of a conquered country continue in force until they are altered by the
conqueror: the absurd exception as to pagans mentioned in Calvin's case, shews the
universality and antiquity of the maxim. For that distinction could not exist before the christian
era; and in al1 probability arose frorn the mad enthusiasm of the Croisades. In the present case
the capitulation expressly provides and agrees that they shall continue to be govemed by their
own laws, until His Majesty's further pleasure be known.
The 6th. and last propositions is, that if the king (and when Isay the king, 1 afways rnean the
king without the concurrence of Parliament,) has a power to alter the old and to introduce new
laws in a conquered country, this legislation being subordinate to his own authority in
Parliament, he cannot make any new change contmy to fundamental principles.. ..34

The rule: that indigenous law remained in operation in conquered temtories until
changed by the colonial govemment, did not extend to indigenous constitutional law.

The constitutional aspect of the indigenous law ceased to exist kom the moment of
conquest or cession.3s Thus, the native inhabitants could not resist the enforcement of

English law on the ground that it did not derive from their customary law. Finally, the

" ( 1 774) 98

EngIish Reports 1045.
pp. 1047-1048.
55
Hood Phillips rightly comrnented: "The laws of the conquered colony, other than constitutional law,
so far as they are consonant with out p ~ c i p I e of
s right and justice, continue to exist unless and until
altered by the conqueror. Hence Roman-Duich law obtains in Ceylon, and old French law in Mauritius
and the Seychelles, while there are traces of Twkish law in Cyprus and of Spanish Iaw in Trinidad and
Tobago. If there are no laws, those entrusted with the management of the coIony must govem in
accordance with right and justice": D. H.J. Chaimers and Hood Phillips: Constitutional Law (London:
Sweet & Maxwell, 1946), pp. 534-535. h d according to Taning, "laws contrary to the fundamental
principles of the British constitution cease at the moment of conquest": Tarring, supra note 26, p. 23.
" Ibid.,

above exploration of the legal distinction between settled and conquered colonies is
sumrnarised in the observations of the Master in the case of Freeman v.- airl lie.'"
Apart fiom Lagos which was acquired by cession following a conques?, other

parts of Nigeria were mainly acquired by various treaties of protection concluded at

different times between each of the native d e r s and the representatives of the crown
on behaif of the British g o v e ~ e n t 3 8Nigeria
.
as a whole cornes under the conquered
colony category.
The situation in Canada was different.The west-centrai part of Canada was the
subject of a royal Charter granted in 1670 by the British monarch, Charles II, to the
Hudson Bay Company. The company was authorised under its charter to make laws
for the administration and good govemment of the territory granted to it. Such laws
were to be in accord with the laws of England. Pursuant to its charter, the company
established trading posts in various parts of the temtory for the execution of its fur
trade. The above has led to the conclusion that the whole of western Canada, including

î6

( 1828) 18 English Reports 1 17 at 128: "1 apprehend the true general distinction to be in effect, behveen
countries in which there are not, and countries in which there are, at the time of their acquisition, any
existing civil institutions and Iaws, it being, in the first of those cases, matter of necessity that the British
settlers should use their native laws, as having no others to resort to; whereas, in the other case, there is
an established lex loci, which it might be highly inconvenient al1 at once to abrogate; and, therefore, it
rernains till changed by the deliberate wisdom of the new tegislative power. In the former case, also,
there are not, but in the latter case there are, new subjects to be govemed, ignorant of the English laws,
and unprepared, perhaps, in civil and political character, to receive them. The reason why the mies are
laid in books of authority, with reference to the distinction behveen new-discovered countries, on the
one hmd, and ceded or conquered countries, on the other, may be found, 1 conccive, in the fact, that this
distinction had always, or almost always, practically corresponded with that, between the absence and
the existence of a ler loci, by which the British settlers might, without inconvenience, for a t h e , be
governed; for the powers fiom whom we had wrested colonies by conquest, or had obtained them by
cession, had ordinarily, if not always, been civilized and christian States, whose institutions, therefore,
were not wholly dissimiIar to our own."
" "Thus. on 30' Iuly 186 1, Dosunmu ceded Lagos to Acting Consul McKoskry in r e m for a pension
of £ I.030 a year. The handing-over ceremony was concluded by the singing of the British National
Anthem by t h e hundred local schoolchildren, conducted by two missionaries. A Govemor of the
colony of Lagos, Henry Stanhope Freeman, was appointed and there began a new era in the history of
British relations with that part of the Coast, an era which inaugurated the new temtory of Nigeria":
Michael Crowder, The Storv of Nigeria (London: Faber and Faber, 1962)- p. t 36
Sir Udo Udoma, Historv and the Law of the Constitution of Ni~eria(Lagos: Malthouse Press Ltd,

1994)- pp. 1-46.

present day Manitoba, was a settled c ~ l o n As
~ ?we
~ have aiready noted, this
charactensation carries the assumption that the present Manitoba was, in the
seventeenth century, uninhabited and politically unorganised! However, this
assumption has been doubted by recent sociological midies. Russell Smandych and
Rick Linden h l y stated:
The arriva1 of the Hudson's Bay Company in western Canada also marked the beginning of
European economic and cultura! Intrusion hto a rer&ow that had for many centunes been
po~uiatedbv aborininal ~ e o o l who
e had their own com~lexset of cultural and social
institutions. includine customarv laws and traditional rnethods of dimute resolution and social
control.~~
[Ernphasis added.]

If the above is accepted, Manitoba would be more appropriately regarded as a
conquered temtory rather than a settled one. One is only left to wonder why the
British colonial govemment, against the trend of authorities and histoncal fact of an
irnmemorial Aboriginal population in Canada decided to treat that colonial temtory as
a settled colony.
Apart fiom the mode of acquisition, the clearest f o m of reception of English law in
any temtory is by Iegislation. in the previous chapter, we noted how English law was
for the first time statutorily introduced to the colony of Lagos in 1863 and the rest of
the country in 1900. A more recent statute, which adopted the formula of reception in
the much earlier statutes, is Section 45 of the Interpretation
45(1) Subject to the provisions of this section and except in so far as other provision is made

by any federal law, the common law of England and the doctrines of equity, together with the
statutes of general application that were in force in England on the 1st day of lanuary, 1900,
shall be in force and, insofar as they relate to any matter within the exclusive legislative
competence of the federal legisiature, shall be in force elsewhere in the federation.
(2) Such imperid Iaws shalI be in force so Far only as the limits of the local jurisdiction and
local circumstances shall permit and subject to any federal Iaw.

39

Cote, supra note 19, p. 89.
Hadehum, ed., SUDW note 10, pp. 1-2.
41
Interpretation Act, Cap. 89, Laws of Nigeria, 1958.

'O

Similar formulations can be found in the statute books of former British dependencies.
For instance, a Manitoba statute provides:
5.4 Subject to the provisions of this Act, the laws of England relating to matters within the
jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada, as the same existed on the fifieenth day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy, were fiom the said day and are in force in the Province, in
so far as applicable to the Province, and in so far as the said laws have not been or are not
hereafier repealed, altered, varied, rnodified or effected by any Act of the Parliament of Great
Britain applicable to the Province, or of the Parliament of Canada;l;!

The Nigerian statute specified parts of the English law received: common law of

England, doctrines of equity and statutes of generai application. The Manitoba
legislation, on the other hand, adopted a monolithic reception formula: 'the laws of
England.' Since the comrnon law, doctrines of equity and statutes of general
application in England received into Nigeria are al1 parts of the laws of ~ n ~ l a n d , "
which were received into Manitoba, there is no substantid difference in the nature or
quantum of Engiish law received into both Nigeria and Manitoba. We shdl now

consider important matters arising fiom the above reception statutes.

3.4 PARTS OF ENGLISH LAW RECEIVED
A. Common Law and Equitv.

Common law and equity refer to those principles of law developed in England by
the original courts of common law: Cornmon Pleas, Queen's Bench, Exchequer, and
the equity court of chanceryu Common law has, in English legal parlance, many

different denotations. At its broadest it can mean the Anglo-American system of
jurisprudence. More narrowly, it means the unenacted non-statutoryportion of the

" Manitoba Supplemenrary Provisionr Act, RS.C. 1927,

C. 124, S. 4.
has been held that, "'English Iaw' includes any relevant statute law. ûtherwise one wouid expen to
find the standard phrase 'the cornmon law of England and the doctrines of equity": Briggs, LA.,in
HussanafiR Dedhar v. Speciaf CommlSsioner, etc., of Lands (1957) East f i c a Protectorate Law
Reports, p. 104 (C.A.).
u
A. al lot^ "Reception of the Comrnon Law in the Commonwealth - Some Probtems of the Resulting
Pluralisrn," (Lagos: Academy Press: Proceedmgs and Papers of the Sixth Commonwealth Law
Conference held in Lagos, Nigeria between 17&-23" August, 1!#O), p. 162.

" It

general law of England. And, more narrowly still, it means that part of the unenacted
laws of England which is not equity.45 Because equity was not expressly included in
the Manitoba statute, i.e, Manitoba Supplemenfary Provisions Act, R.S. C.. c. 124,
S.

4 there was doubt as to whether it was implied in the received laws of ~ n ~ 1 a n d . J ~

The express reception of equity in Nigeria saves it fiom the above debate.
The received comrnon law d e s form the buk of Nigeria. d e s on conflict of laws.
A few examples will suffice. Domicile is a concept used to determine a person's
personal law, i.e., the law that fumishes the rule of decision in most matters of his
status and family relations. The meaning of domicile is therefore of the utrnost
importance. It is the relationship which exists between a person and a particular
locality . It is therefore the law of that locality that applies when a question of his
status arises for detemination. Domicile of choice was defined in Moorhouse v.

LO~P:
The present intention of making a place a person's permanent home exists only where he has
no other idea than to continue there without looking forward to any event, certain or uncertain.
which might induce him to change his residence. If he has in his contemplation sorne event
upon the happening of which his residence will cease, it is not correct to cal1 this event a
present intention of making it a permanent home. It is rather a present intention of rnaking it a
temporary home, though for a period indefinite and contingent,48

This definition has been adopted by the Nigerian courts, apparently relying on the
reception statute. In the case of Fonseca v. Passmen, Thomas,J., held: "To establish a
45

A. Allott, "The Common Law of Nigeria," in Nieerian Law: Some Recent üevelo~ments(London:
British Institute of International and Comparative Law, 1965:A Report of a Discussion Conference held
behveen Mach t 3 and 16, 1964, under the auspices of the British institute of International and
Comparative Law, at St. Catherine's, Cumberland Lodge, Windsor Great Park), p.34.
46
Cote submitted: "For want of express gram of equitablejurisdiction, the local courts seem to have
taken this (Le., 'laws of England') to refer only to the niles of the courts of law, but not those of
equity, ...This would be nothing more than an antiquarian cirriosity now were it not the hct that the Iate
Dr. Falconbridge...has suggested that similar rules ifpply everywhere, apparently even in settled
cotonies. He contends that a general reception of English law did not include equity, and that it would
be introduced only by a statute which either established a court of equity or (Iike the English Judicature
Acts) gave the powers of courts of equity to the ordinary courts. ..,The simple answer to this seems to be
that Dr. Fa1conbridgeystheory is wrong, and equity is an mtegral part of English law. In other words, the
common-law rule of reception covers equity too, and statutes on reception shouid (whenever possible)
be interpreted in the same way": Cote, suDra note 19, pp. 57-58.

domicile in Nigeria the merefactum of residence here is not sunicient.. ..There must
be unequivocal evidence of unimus manendi or intention to remain pennanently.''g
Similarly, Coker, J., held in Udom v. Udorn:
The subject m u t not only change his residence to that of a new domicile, but also mut have
settled or resided in the new temtory cum animo manendi. The residence in the new temtory
must be with the intention of rernaining there permanently. The unimus is the Kxed and settled
intention permanently to reside. Thefacmm is the actua1 residence-so

Another area in which the Nigerian courts have received the English common law
rules is on the law relating to the dependent domicile of a married woman. At common
law. the domicile of a man is communicated to the wife immediately upon marriage.

The comrnon law position, which was statutorily changed in England in 19735'. and in
most Canadian provinces, was lucidly stated by the recent authors of Cheshire and

Until 1974, the rule was that ihe domicile of a husband was cornmunicated to his wife
immediately on mariage and it was necessarily and inevitably retained by her for the duration
of the rnarriage. This rule was much criticised as "the last barbarous relic of a wife's servitude"
and was abolished by section I of the Domicile and Matrimonial Proceedings Act, 1973. The
domicile of a married woman as at any time on or afier 1st January 1974 shall, instead of being
the same as her husband's by virtue only of marriage, be ascertained by reference to the same
factors as in the case of any other individual capable of having an independent domicile.

However. the common law d e on the matter still applies in Nigeria. Consequently,

De Lestang, C.J.,held in Machi v. ~ a c h i 'that,
~ "it is trite law that the domicile of the
wife follows that of the husband and.. .. [that] the wife cannot have a domicile

"(1863) 10 House of Lords Cases 272.
48
49

'O

Per Lord Cranworth at pp. 285-286.
( 1958) Western Region of Nigeria Law Reports 4 1 at 42.
(1962) Lagos Law Reports, p. 1 12 at 1 17; Adqremi v. Adeyemi (1962) Lagos Law Reports,

p. 70 at

72.

Domicile and Matrimonial Proceedings Act. 1973, c. 45 (U.K.). This statute is not applicable in
Nigeria because under Nigeria's reception statute, only English statutes which existed and were in force
in England on 1st January 1900, were received,
Cheshire and North, Rivate International Law (London: Buttenvorths, 1992, 12' ed.), p. 163:
HaIsbWs Statutes of England and Wales (London: Buttewonhs, 2000,4' ed., Vol. 27), pp. 576,716.
(1960) Lagos Law Reports 103 at 104.

''

different fiorn that of the husband while the marriage lasts." In Adeyemi v. ~deyerni'~,
Onyearna J. (as he then was), held that, "the domicile of a married wornan is that of
her husband while the mamage subsists and indeed a divorced woman retains her
former husband's domicile until she changes it."

In the area of tort, Nigerian courts have equally received the cornmon law conflict
of laws rules. The common law position was stated by Willes, J., in the case of

Phillips v. ~ ~ r e ~ ' :
As a general rule, in order to found a suit in England for a wrong alleged to have been
committed abroad. two conditions must be fblfilled. First, the wrong must be of such a
character that it would have been actionable if committed in England...[and]secondly, the act
must not have been justifiable by the law of the place where it was done.

In Benson v. rlshiruj6, the Nigerian Supreme Court relied on Phillips v. E y e , supra.

and held:
After considering this and other authorities cited to us we are satisfied on the following points:
The rules of the common law of England on questions of private international law apply in the
High Court of Lagos. Under these mies, an action in ton wi11 lie in Lagos for a wrong alleged
CO have been cornrnitted in another part of Nigeria if two conditions are futfilled: first, the
wrong m u t be of such a character that it would have been actionabte if it had been committed
in Lagos: and secondly, it must not have been justifiable by the law of the part of Nigeria
where it was done: Phillips v. Eyre. These conditions are filfilled in the present case. 57

Examples of adherence by Nigerian courts to comrnon law niles can therefore be
multiplied indefinitely. It serves to demonsirate the importance of the reception statute
that brought English law into Nigeria Therefore, an ascertainment of the scope of

English law received into Nigeria is a prerequisite to any determination of the extent

and quantum of English c o d i c t of laws d e s received into Nigeria.

" ( 1962) Lagos Law Reports 70 at 70
" (1 870) Law Repom 6 Queents Bench 1 at 28-29.
(1967) Nigenan Monthly Law Reports 363
Ibid., p. 365,per Brett. J.S.C; for similar decisions: Amanambu v. O w o r ( 1966) 1 Al1 Nigeria Law
Reports 205; Ubanwa & others v. Afocha & University of Nigeria (1 974) 4 East Centrai State of
Nigeria Law Reports 308.
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S c o ~ of
e Received Common Law.
Here the question is: does the cutsff date of January 1st 1900, apply to common
law and equity as well as statutes? One answer to the above question will delineate the

scope of English law received into Nigeria. Manitoba in Canada is saved the agony of
the following debate by its monolithic reception of the 'laws of England' on the

fifieenth day of July 1870, i. e., by its, ie, Manitoba Supplementary Provisions Act,
R.SC. 1927, c. 124. S. 4, simply receiving 'the laws of Engiand' on that cut-off date
without speci@ng its aspects, e.g., common law, equity, and statutes. Therefore, it is
apparent from a literal reading of the Manitoba reception statute that the cut-off date

of 15 July 1870 applies to al1 parts of English law it received which constitute 'the
laws of England.' What was received into Manitoba is not current English law but that
law as it stood on the 15 JuIy 1870. For instance, rules of common law and equity that
evolved in England d e r 15 July 1870 ought not to be applicable in Manitoba because
they would be outside the Manitoba cut-off date.

In Nigeria there is no doubt that the limiting or cut-off date of January I st, 1900
applies to the English statutes of general applications8;but the question is whether it

equally applies to common law and equity? Allott and Park had a celebrated debate on
this issue. While Allott argued that the limiting date also applied to common law and
equity, thereby discountenancing the application of changes in Engiish common law
after 1900 Park, on the other hand, contended that it is the curent common law and
equity that was received into Nigeria. Allott's argument was based on the histoncd
d e of construction and comparative analysis. He contended that, in the Iight of the
history of the reception statutes and the comparative judicial decisions on them, it
must have been the legislative intention that only common law and equity as it stood

in 1900 was re~eived.'~
Allott's position seems to be supported by the Nigerian case
of Solomon v. Afiican Steamship CO!',

where Petrides, J., held:

the statutes of limitation.. .were statutes of general application in force in England on January
1, 1900, and they in comrnon with other statutes of general application which were in force on
that date, are together with the cornmon law and the doctrines of equity which were in force in
England on the same date, in force within the jurisdiction of this court.6'

Park's position finds anchorage in the literal d e of construction and the practice of
courts. Accordingly, he submitted:
Dr. Allott7sarguments, upon close examination do not hold good, And his position is not in
accordance with the actual practice of the courts. ...In deciding issues on points of common law
and equity they base themselves on English cases without making any atîempt to discriminate
between those decided before and after 1900.62

This view is supported by United Afiica Co. Ld v. SoAa ~ w o a d ewhere
~ ~ , the Judicial
Committee of the Pnvy Council, on appeal fiom Nigeria, applied the common law
rule enunciated only in 19 12 in Lloyd v. Grcice, Smith & CO.*

Though Cote professed to take a middle position. regarding Canada, he seems actually
to support Park's contention!'
-
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Park, suora note 3, p. 20; A, Alloti., New Essavs in AFrican Law (London: Butterworths, 1970), p. 60.
He raid: "But in interpreting any statute, it is reasonable and indeed necessary to have regard to the

generaI state of the law and the general opinion thereon irnmediately prior to the passing of the statute,
to the meanings habitually artributed to the terms used therein, to the constitutional practice of the time,

and to the way in which the statute has been consistently interpreted by the judges. It is also necessary to
examine the history of provisions of this type in our coIonia1 law, and the way in which legislatures and
judges in other colonial territories - in AErica and elsewhere - have viewed the matter. It is this
historical and comparative approach 1 respectfiilly suggest has been somewhat under-emphasised in the
recent criticisms to which I tefer": Allott, supra note 45, p. 38.
60
( 1928)9 Nigerian Law Reports 99
61
Other cases to the same effect are: ibingira v. Ugcanda ( 1967) Eastern Atnca Law Reports 4 5 at 450;
Barcfays Bank D.C.O.v. GufuMiffers,Ltd. ( 1 959) Eastern Africa Law Reports 540 at 548; Re An
..lppiication by Jiwa (1977) Eastern Afnca Law Reports 749 at 75 1; Besson v. Easaji-Aflibhoy(1 906) 2
East Afiica Protectorate Law Reports 8; Catteral v- Catteral(l847) 1 Robertson, English Ecclesiastical
Reports 58 1.
62
Park supra note 3, p. 22.
63 (1 955) Law Reports Appeal Cases 130.
( 1912) Law Repom AppeaI Cases, p. 7 16, where the H o u e of Lords held, reversing the Court of
Appeal, that an employer was vicariously IiabIe for the torts of his employee committed in the course of
his employment, even when the tort was committed solely for the employee's benefit.
65
He opined: "Therefore, the best m e r is the middle vîew. Admittedly the common 1aw develops,
but it is its iiving growing body which was transplanted to the various commonweaiîh temtories, and
not a petrified version of it. As one Canadianjudge said, "1 do not agree that the common law is any
more static in British CoIurnbia than in England-" (R v. C h e r e (1955) 17 Western Weekly Reports
(New Series) 3 17 at 322) The American view is patently the same. Therefore, one shouid even look

"

Park's position makes the most legal sense because any attempt to limit the
applicable common law to its state in 1900 would be unduly restrictive and
inconsistent with the dynamisrn of law in society. A contention that only common law

as it stood in 1900 is applicable wodd warrant the application of old d e s to modem
conditions which were not within the contemplation of those d e s . It would likely
impede legal development in Nigeria by its being shut out of recent modifications and
refinements of old common law d e s in England and elsewhere. A recent example of
such changes in the comrnon law is the House of Lords decision in Boys v. ~ h a ~ l i n ~ ~ ;
the House of Lords modified the common Iaw rule posited in Phillips v. ~ ~ r e by
",
introducing the element of "flexibility." The facts were :Both parties were British
servicemen stationed temporarily in Malta. The plaintiff was injured in a road accident
by the adrnitted negligence of the defendant. Both parties were off duty at the time.

Under Maltese law the plaintiff was given a right of action to recover pecuniary loss,
but no right to compensation for pain and suffering and the plaintiff would be able to
recover only f53 special darnages. Under English law the damages would be E2,000.

By a strict application of the old cornmon law rule in Phillips v. Eyre, the damages
will be assessed according to Maitese law, which was less favourable to the plaintiff.

But the House of Lords modified the mle in Phillips v. Eyre by introducing the
element of flexibility. which enabled it to determine damages according to English

law. Lord Hodson held that English law was applicable on the basis of a flexible
interpretation of Phillips v. Eyre, justified on grounds of public policy and in line with

the Amencan Restatement on Conflict of ~ a w s . 6Lord
~ Wilberforce held that Phillips
askance at any interpretation of a local statute introducing Engiish law which wouId impose a cut-off
date on the common Iaw": Cote, s u ~ r anote 19, p. 57.
06
(1971) Law Reports Appeal Cases 356.
" ( 1870) Law Repom 6 Queens Bench 1.
68
Supra note 66, pp. 377-380.

v. Eyre must be, "made flexible enough to take account of the varying interests and

considerations of policy which may arise when one or more foreign elements are

Now, if Allon's position were to be the law, a Nigeria. court would be required to
exclude the concept of flexibility70introduced by Boys v. Chaplin, in its application of
the cornmon law d e in Phillips v. Eyre. This concept enabled the plaintiff who
suffered legal injury in Boys v. Chaplin to be adequatrly compensated. But Park's
Mew will give Nigerian judges the desired latitude to apply the modified d e in Boys

v. Chaplin. on the basis that only current common law was received.This, flexibility,

will enable them to provide justice in individual cases.

The foregoing debate was judicially confirmed in the recent Nigerian Supreme
Court case of Nigerian Tobacco Co. Lld. v. ~gzcnanne." One of the issues raised in
the lead judgment of Kutigi, J.S.C., was whether the cornmon law doctrine of commoa
employment abolished in England in 1948" was still part of the common law received
into northem Nigeria by Section 28 of its High Cotcrt Law, 19jj,73which
provides:
38. Subject to the provisions of any written law and in particular of this section and of sections
26.33, and 35 of this law (a) the common law;
(b) the doctrine of equity; and,
( C) the statutes of general application which were in force in England on the 1st day of
January, 1900
shall, i n s o h as they relate to any matter with respect to which the legislature of Nonhern
Nigeria is for the time being competent to make Iaws, be in force within the jurisdiction of the
court.
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Suara note 66, p. 39 1
This is because the concept was only intmduced in 1971 by the case of Boys v. Chaplin, supra, Iong
afler the Iimiting date of 1900,
" (1 995) 5 Nigerian Weekly Law Reports (Part 397) 54 1.
Law R e m (Personal Injuries) Act 1948, 1 1 & 12 George VI, c. 4 1.
73
High Court Law Cap. 49, Laws of Northem Nigeria, 1963, vol. 1 1.
70

"

A priori, Kutigi, J.S.C., in the lead judgment, opined:
"First, it is doubtless that the year 1900 in section 28( c) above is only applicable to statutes of
general application. The common law and doctrines of equity in Section 28(a) & (b) could only
respectiveiy rnean the current common law and current doctrines of equity.""

Consequently, his Lordship held:
So cleariy in whichever way one looks at it the comrnon 1aw of England adopted under section
28(a) of the High Court Law above did not and could not have included the doctrine of
comrnon employment which had been abolished in England in 1948. Consequently therefore
when the cause of action. the accident hercin, o c c m d on 5" A@. l!J?6. the dcfcncc of
common employment was no longer available because it had been abolished in England as
long ago as 1948 even before the High Court Law of Northern Nigeria was enacted in 1955.
The learned trial judge was manifestIy in error when he held as he did above that the doctrine
was yet to be abolished in Northem states and therefore applicabIe by virtue of section 28 of
the High Coun Law of Northern Nigeria, 1955 abovea7j

Three other memben of the court: ~ w a i s , '~~a l i , and
~ ' ~oharnmed,'~
J.J.S.C., agreed
with the views expressed in the lead judgment.

But in a scholarly dissenting judgment, Ogundare, J.S.C.,made a disquisition on

the reception of English law into Northem Nigena since 1900. He came to the
conclusion that Section 28 of the Northem Nigena High Court Law merely replaced

the earlier statutes which, according to him, clearly received English cornmon law as
at 1900 into Northern Nigeria. His Lordship therefore concluded:
It was this provision that section 28 of the High Court Law of Northem, 1955, now cap. 49
laws of Northem Nigeria 1963, re-enacted. From the above historical analysis the conclusion is
that the received Iaw of England in Northem Nigeria since t 900 is the common law, the
doctrines of equity and the statutes of general aplication that were in force in England in i 990
M.By vime of section 14 (b) Interpretation Ordinance cap. 89 laws of the federation of
Nigeria and Lagos, 1958 and Interpretation Law of Northem Nigena (Cap. 52 laws of
Northern Nigeria, 1963)the repeal of the various Supreme Court Ordinance would not affect
the application in Northern Nigeria of the common law of Engiand as at 1900 when the first
proclamation was made unless by local legislation, changes had been made thereto. The
conunon law of EngIand in 1990
remains appIicable in Northem Nigeria until such time
when local Iegislation is enacted to abolish it as was the case in England in 1948 with the
promulgation of the Law Reform Personal injuriesAct of that year. As this d o d e of
common law is part of the common law received in Northern Nigeria before he
enamnent
in England of the 1948 Act it remains in force in that part of the country. The 1948 Act though
75

Supra note 71, p. 569.

''Ibid.
" Ibid., p. 575.
77

Ibid., p. 576.

3

Ibid-,p. 584

of general application but not k i n g in force in England on 1 st January, 1900 could no4 and
did not, affect the continued opecation in Northern Nigeria of the doctrine of cornmon
employment.
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One sympathises with this erudite argument but for reasons already stated, the
majority view in the above case which upheld the reception of current common law
into Nigeria remains more persuasive.
B. Statutes of General A-lication
Under section 45 of the Irzterpretation AC?*, the 1 s t part of English law received
into Nigeria is the %tatutes of general application" in force in England on the 1st day
of January 1900. It is not practically feasible in this thesis to list d l pre-1900 English

statutes which may have a bearing on confiict of laws, especidly when no single
statute deals exclusively with this subject and since confiict of laws is only a technique
and coven every field of law.*' Most statutes, like those on wills, matrimonial causes
and divorce. tort. and contract, usually enibody provisions touching on c o d i c t of
laws. Therefore. our approach is to discuss the rules that determine the applicability of

any pre- 1900 English statute. If a pre- 1900 English statute satisfied the test as a statute

of general application, it did not rnatter that it was repealed in England after 1900.
That repeal will not affect its operation in Nigeria or any former British colony, e.g.,
Canada and Australia Chief Young Dede v. African-Association

held that, once

an Act was in force in England at the relevant date, i.e., 1 January 1900, the fact that
79

Ibid., p. 58 1.
SUD- note 4 1.
"It will be observed also chat it (i.e., conflict of laws) forms in no sense a separate branch of
decisions.,..It starts up unexpectedly in any court, and in the rnidst of any process. It may be sprung Iike
a mme in a plain common Iaw action, in an administrative proceeding in equity, or in a divorce case, or
a banknrptcy case, in a shipping case, or a matter of criminal procedure. It makes itself heard in every
existing court of justice, whether superior or infenor, civil or criminal. and it may intrude, quite
unlooked for, into the midst of any part of the jurisdiction, whether substantive, or simple procedure.
The most trivial action of debt, the most complex case of equitable clairus, may be suddenly intemrpted
by the appearance of a knot to be untied onIy by Private International law" - F, Harrison, Jurisprudence
and the Conflict of Laws (Oxford: at The Clarendon Press, 1919), pp. 101-102.
(1910)1 Nigerian Law Reports 13 1 at 132-133.

''

"

it has, subsequent to that date, been amended or repealed does not affect its application

in the receiving country. The Canadian case of R v. ~ o b l i nheld
~ ~ ,that 26 George II,
c.33 was in force in Upper Canada and that it was irrelevant that it had been repealed

after L 792 in England by 3 Georgefl c. 75.
What then does a statute mean? In its general acceptation, the word means an act of
parliament or legislature taken as a whole." However, a statute for the purpose of
reception enactments can mean just a particular section thereof. Thus, it was held in R
v. cokerS5that while most of the Libel Act, 18-13, no longer fomed part of the

Nigerian law, having been incorporated into the Criminal Code, that was not so for
one section, Le.. section 6, which did remain in force.
Again, when is a statute one "of general application in Engiand"? To pass the test.

m u t it be applicable throughout the United Kingdom? Ordinarily, this last question
would have been unnecessary in view of the express provision for "application in
Engiand." But some decisions which insist on such statute's application throughout
the United Kingdom make the inquiry relevant. in Re sholus6. Webber. J., held that

the Land Transfer A a of 1897 was not of general application merely because it was
not in force in Scotland and Ireland. However, Macleod, J., in the Gold coast8' case
of Des Bordes v. Des Bordes and ~ e n s r r hdisagreed
,~~
with this view. The judge.

lamented the ambiguity of the phrase 'statutes of general application,' and declared:
Now, what is meant by 'statutes of gened application'? That expression cannot mean statutes
which apply to the whole United Kingdom, for this court constantly enforces the provisions of
statutes which do not apply to Scotland; neither can that expression mean those statutes which
are printed under the designation 'Public General Statutes,' for statutes which apply to
Scotland alone are among the 'Public General Statutes;' neither does that expression include
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(1863) 2 t Upper Canada Queen's Bench Reports 352 at 354-55.
Jowitt's Dictitionaq of Enelish Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1977, vol. 2,2" ed.), p. 1695.
"-' (1927) 8 Nigerîan Law Reports, p. 7.
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( 1932) 1 1 Nigerian Law Reports, p. 37,
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Now Ghana, in West Afkica.
88
(1884) Cases Reported in Sarbah, Fanti Customaty Laws (Sar. F.C.L.),p. 267 at 269
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those statutes which apply to the whole of England, for the Full Court (sitting in Lagos) has
decided that the Bankruptcy Acrs of England are not operative here.
The ~UarriageAcrs of England are of general application when compared with some statutes
and of particular application when compared with other StaMeS; and 1 am a M d 1 must
designate those words 'statutes of general application' as a slovenly expression, made use of by
the legislature of this colony to save itseif the trouble of explicitly declaring what the actual
law of the colony hall be.

However, as regards application throughout the United Kingdom, the West African
Court of Appeal, the highest appellate court within Nigeria then, gave the h a 1 word
and o v e d e d Re

hol lu'^. in the case of Young v. bina.^' where the court observed

that the Land TransferAct, 1897, applied to dl estates of persons dying in England
afler 1 January 1898. Consequently, it held that, "it is dificuit to see how a statute

could be of more general application.. ..The words 'of general application' are used
with reference to the matter of the statutes and not only geographically. Also it seems

to us that under Section 14, England is the test of geographical generality."
Must a pre- 1900 English statute be generally applicable in al1 the former English
colonies before it is adrnitted in Nigeria as a statute of general application? This
position would require evidence of the legal position in al1 former British colonies.

This evidence rnay be difficult to get, in terms of proof of such foreign law. and will
lead to a vicious circle as each of the former colonies will be waiting for what the
othes will do. This test of general application was suggested to Osborne,

C.J.,at first

instance in Art.-Gen. v. John Hoit & CO?' He rejected the suggestion on the ground
that it would rnake the question depend upon evidence that was not available to the

court. However, he attempted to fhme a comprehensive test for determinhg what
amounts to a statute of general application:
No definition has been attempted of what is a stamte of generai application...and each case has
to be decided on the ments of the particular StaMe sought to be enforced. Two preliminary
questions can. however, be put by way of a rough, but not hfkllibIe test, v i z :(1) by what
courts is the statute applied in Engiand? and u ( 2 ) to what classes of the community in
89

( i 932) 1 1 Nigerian Law Reports 37.
(1 940) 6 West Arican Cowt of Appeal Judgment 180.
91 ( 1 9 10) 2 Nigerian Law Reports 1.

England does it apply? If,on J a n w 1, 1900, an Act of Parliament were applied by al1 civil or
criminal courts, as the case may be, to al1 classes of the community, there is a strong likelihood
that it is in force within the jun'sdiction. If, on the other hanci, it were applied only by certain
courts (e.g., a statute regulating procedure), or on1y to certain ciasses of the community (e-g,,
an Act regulating a particular trade), the probability is that it would not be held to be locally

Osborne's double test of applicability is obviously restrictive. It does seem that few
statutes will pass that test. It is not often that a statute deals with 'al1 classes of the

cornmunity,' or becomes applicable in * d lcivil or criminal' courts. Osborne's tests are
equally not in accord with judicial practice. Few decisions will sufice to establish

in Adam v. ~ u k eit~was
~ .held îhat Section 50 of the Chancery Procedure Act,
1852, was in force within the jurisdiction. This was despite the fact that the Act
applied only to the couri of Chancery in England, and not to "al1 civil or criminal

in Ribeiro v.

hac ch in.^' the West African Court of Appeal held that Sections 2 10-

2 12 of the Common Law Procedure Act, 1852 applied in the temtory of Nigeria as a
statute of general application. This was notwithstanding that the Act itself applied only
to the cornmon law courts in England. Similady, the West Afncan Couxt of Appeal in
Inspecter-General of Police v.

ama ara^^ held that the S u m m q Jurisdiction Act,

18-18. which in England govemed only magistnite courts, was a statute of general
application. These cases which treated Acts applicable oniy to particular English
courts as statutes of generd application seriously weaken Osbome's first test. His

second test has also not been fiee from judicial depamire.

Ibid., p. 2 1 .
8 Nigenan LawReports 88.
(1954) 14 West Arican Court of Appeai Iudgment 476.
95 (1934) 2 West f i c a n Court of Appeal Iudgment 185.
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93 (1927)

"
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In Lubinjoh v. ~ b a k e ?the
~ court held that the Infants Relief Act, 1874 applied in
Nigeria as a statute of general application. This is notwithstanding that the Act applied
oniy to a particular class of the community, i.e., persons under twenty-one years of

age.
It is also hue that some cases have followed Osborne's tests. In Laval v. ~ounam~'

the Supreme Court of Nigeria held that the Foial Accidents Act. 1 8 4 6 ~and
~ the Fatal

Accidents Act, 1864" both of which applied to al1 classes of the community in
England. were statutes of general application. Also in Braithwaite v. Folarin, 'Oo the
West Afncan Court of Appeal held that The Fraudulenf Comteyances Acr, 1571 l o i was

a statute of general application because, "....the statute in question is in our view a
statute of gened application, applying as it does quite generally to ordinaq &airs

and dealings of men without any qualification or speciality restncting its application."
The result of al1 these decisions is that there is no agreement on what constitutes a

'statute of general application.' The cases cited above show that each statute was
treated on its o m basis, which took into consideration the circumstances of the
particular case and the dernands of justice. Any attempt to state ri rigid and inflexible
rule will likely work hardship on Iitigants because that will not allow the particuiar
circumstances of each case to determine the designation of a statute as one of general
application.

(1 924) 5 Nigerian Law Reports33.
(1 96 1) 1 Al1 Nigerian Law Reports 245.
98
9 & 10 Victoria, c 93.
99
27 & 28 Victoria, c. 95
( 1938) 4 West Afnean Court of Appeal Judgment 76.
%
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CONCLUSION:

This chapter has examined the phenornenon of reception of law as a source of

conflict of laws in Nigeria, mainly in the colonial period. The reception of English law
led to legai pluralism in Nigena and legal acculturation in Canada. Attempts to
eliminate legal pluralism statutorily in northem Nigeria led to chaos.'** The different
modes of British acquisition of the temtories of Nigeria and Canada were the basis for
the discrimination in recognising indigenous laws in Nigena and not recognising them
in Canada.
The statutes receiving English law into Nigeria and Manitoba indicated that the
quantum of English contlict of laws rules applicable in Nigeria depended, and still
depends, on the interpretation placed on the reception statute. An interpretation that
favours the reception of current English comrnon law and equity remains the majority

view in Nigeria. Whether a received English statute is of general application should

depend on the facts of each case and the demands of justice.
The next chapter examines the source of conflict of laws in Nigeria kom the
country's independence in 1960 to the present: these are mainly statutes passed by the

Nigerian legislatue?the judiciai decisions of Nigerian courts, juristic writings, and
public international law. The above will supplement the received English law as we
have now defined it.

101

13 Elizabeth 1, c. 5.

'" This writer does not know whether the proposed legislaîion was eventuaily passed mto law.

CHAPTER FOUR

PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW, CASE LAW AND LEGISLATION AS
SOURCES OF COIYFLICT OF LAWS IN NIGERIA AND CANADA.

4.1 PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW.

In 1960 Nigeria became an independent and sovereign state and also a member of the
international community regulated by public international law. It has continued to be

an important source of contlict of laws both for Nigeria and other membes of the
international community.
Public international law has made its impact on conflict of laws through the
medium of international agreements and treaties, such as the Rome Convention of
1980. which deait with conflict of laws d e s relating to contracnial obligations, and

the Brussels Convention of 1968,which provided for free circulation of judgrnents

throughout the signatory states, thereby encouraging international business and
intercourse in and among those states. Nigeria and Canada have not signed the above
Conventions.
However, Canada is a signatory to the 1980 Hague Convention on the Civil ilspects
of lntermtionul Child Abduction which has been implemented in Manitoba by The

Child Custody Enforcement Act, RS.M. 1987, c. C - 360. This Convention seeks to
protect children intemationally against wrongfùi removal fiom or retention in a
contracting state and to ensure that rights of custody and of access under the law of

The legal postion in Canada was summarised by W. R. Lederman:
First, if the subject matter of a treaty is soinethhg that falls exctusively or concurrently within
federal jurisdiction.,.there is no problem. The national Parliament then has fidl treatyimplementing power, and, indeed, is not confmed to Iegislation strictly relevant to the treaty
t e m . The federal defence power and trade and commerce power are obviously of great
importance here, to take but two examples. Secondly, if the subject matter of the treaty is
something that hlls excIusive1y within provincial jurisdiction in the absence of a treaty, then
the creation of a treaty obligation on that subject likely would invest the matter with a federal
aspect under the federal general power concurrent with the original provinciat aspect. in this
event, the national Parliament would acquire relevant treiiv-performing power, but power that
could only be used to the extent specificaliy necessary to irnplement treaty terms. Other aspects
of the matter would remain exclusively within provincial jurisdiction. in other words, in this
4tuation. th< exzcni of the %deral mas-perfixming powzr woulG bz strictly lirnited by the
scope of the treaty terms. FinaIIy, if the subject-matter of the treaty is sornething that falls
exclusivety within provinciaI jurisdiction in the absence of a treaty and, moreover, is
something quite fiindamentai for provincial autonomy, then the conditions for invoking the
federal general power are not met and, in Lord Atkin's phrase, legislative powen remain
distributed. In this event - but only in this event - it wouid be essential to be assured of the
necessary provincial legislation before making a treaty on such a subject matter."

4.3 CASE LAW AND JURISTIC WRITINGS.

Judicial decisions and juristic writings are important current sources of conflict of
laws in Nigeria. In eighteenth century England, these sources were responsible for the

evolution of the subject and have continued to play a radical role in its M e r
development. Judicial decisions are for England whatjuristic writings are for civil law
jwisdictions in die Continent. The hierarchy of authorities in a conflict adjudication

has been judicially stated by Sir William Scott in Dalrymple v. ~alryrn~le':
The authorities to which 1 shali have occasion to refer are of three classes; first the opinions of
learned Professors given in the present or simiiar cases; secondly, the opinions of eminent
writers as deiivered in books of great legal credit and weight and, thirdly, the certified
adjudication of the tribunals of Scotland upon these subjects. t need not Say that the last class
stands highest in point of authority.6

On the basis that since the sarne niles will be obtainable in those states, the same decision will likely
result irrespective of the particuIar state where the action is commenceci.
Section 4 of the 1999 Connitution of Nigeria (Lagos: F e d e d Government Printer).
4
W. R Ledeman, Continuina Canadian Constitutional Dilemmas (Toronto: Butteworths, 198 l), p.
358.
( 18 11) 161 English Reports 665.
6
Ibid., p. 675.

Similarly, the late J.H.C. Morris observed:
It is a unique feature of the conflict of Iaws, as compared with other branches of English law,
that jurists have exerted a considerabte influence on the decisions of the courts. The rnost
influential foreign jurists have been Ulrich Huber (1636-1694), who was successively a
Professor of law and a judge in FriesIand; Joseph Story (1779-18451, who was simultaneously
a justice of the Supreme Court of the United States and a Professor of law at the Harvard Law
School, and the nineteenth-century German jurist Friedrich Car1 von Savigny. ...Each of these
weil-known books has passed through many editions and each is ûequently cited by the
coum.7

In Nigeria however. these sources are not used as creatively as in other

jurisdictions. like Canada and the U.S.A. Books of authority are rarely cited and the
old English decisions are mechanically applied under the reception clause, even when
such decisions have been overtaken by statutes or later decisions in England. For

instance. in Benson v. rishiru*,the Supreme Court of Nigeria was presented with an
oppominity to restate English conflict of laws d e s in the light of the Nigenan

Constitution. Unfortunateiy, this oppornuiity was not utilised and the court, with
respect. merely stated:
The rules of the comrnon Iaw of England on questions of private international law apply in the
High Court of Lagos. Under these rules an action of tort will lie in Lagos for a wrong alleged
to have been committed in another part of Nigeria if woconditions are fulfilled: first, the
wrong must be of such a character that it would have teen actionable if it had been committed
in Lagos; and secondly it m u t not have been justifiable by the law of the part of Nigeria where
it was done: Phillips v. Eyre.9

Thus, the English d e in Phillips v. Eyre was applied without the slightest

discussion of its fimess for Nigeria's circurnstances. The Supreme Court did not ask
itself whether the above d e which is forum centered, i.e., encourages the application
of a forum law at the expense of another state's law, is compatible with the integrating

character of the Nigerian Constitution. which encourages the application and
recognition of one state's law in another. The few c o d i c t of laws cases in Nigeria, as
7

J. H. C. Morris, The Conflict of Laws (London: Stevens & Sons, 1980), p. 8.

'( 1967) Nigenan Monthly Law Repom 363.
Ibid.. p. 365.

in the above, have neglected the fact that Nigena operates with a W e n constitution.
No judicial attempt has been made to articulate conflict decisions against the
background of that written constitution.
English contlict of laws d e s , which Nigenan courts slavishly follow, may not be
sound in their application to federal constitutional situations which draw a clear
distinction between interstate and international conflict situations.'* As Lorenzen said:
Tharactenstic of the Amencan conflict of laws is that it is applicable both between

the different States of this country and between this country and foreign countries; that

is. it has both an interstate and an international aspect."" 'This is apt for Nigeria. But
the English decisions followed as binding on Nigerian courts do not, because of the
English unitary Iegal system, make any distinction between interstate and international
conflict of law situations.
Canada, like Nigena formerly under British d e , has taken a new approach which
Nigeria could emulate. Canada soon realised that because of its federal constitutional

structure, which is different fiom the Engiish unitary system it has to expound its own
confiict of laws rules based on provisions of its constitution. This judicial activism has
produced some notable conflict of law decisions in Canada

In Churchill Falls Corp. Ltd., et al. v. Attorney-General of Newfoundland et al.,"
the Legislature of Newfoundland enacted the Upper Churchill Water Rights Reversion

Act. 1980 (Nfld.). c. 40 ('Reversion Act'). Section 3 provided that its purpose "....is to
provide for the reversion to the province of unencumbered ownership and control in

'O A. A. Ehrenmeig, "Interstate and International Conflicts Law: A Plea For Segregation," (1957) 14
Minnesota Law Review, pp. 7 17-729; Ross, "Has the Conflict of Lam Become a Branch of
ConstitutionaI Law?" ( 1 93 1) 15 Minnesota Law Review, 161; E. G.Lorenzen, "DeveIopments in the
Conflict o f Laws, 1902-1942," (1942) 40 Michigan Law Review, 78 1.
" E. G. Lorenzen? Selected Articles on the Conflict of Laws (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1947),
p. 203,
" ( 1984) 8 Dominion Law Reports (47 1.

relation to certain water within the province." The Reversion Act repealed the

.

Churchill Falls (Labrador) Corporarion (Lease) Act, 1 961 (iyjrd.) No. 51, including a

statutory lease between the province and Churchill Falls &abrador) Corporation
Limited, a Dominion Company, whereby the Company had acquired the exclusive
right to use certain waters of the Upper Churchill River for the purpose of generating
hydro-electric power. The Reversion Act expropriated the fixed assets of the company
used in the generation of electnc power, while expressly precluding the company

asserting any clairn either for compensation additional to that provided by the
legislation for the loss of its property or darnages for breach of any of its leases. On a
reference to the Newfoundland Court of Appeal, the Reversion Act was held infra
vires. On appeal by the Company to the Supreme Court of Canada, the appeal was

allowed and the Reversion Act declared ultm vires. Part of the argument before the
Supreme Court. against the constitutional vaiidity of the Reversion Act, was that it
interfered with civil rights existing outside the Province of Newfoundland. Le., rights
acquired by Hydro-Quebec under the power contract between it and the appellant. It
also contended that. while al1 that would be taken under the Act was physically
situated within the Province of Newfoundland. the effect of the Act would be to
destroy lawfully acquired civil rights outside the province.'3

If these facts had occurred in Nigeria, then by English rules of confiict of laws
which Nigena follows, Quebec, taking it to be equivalent to a state in Nigeria, would
be regarded as a foreign country, Hydro-Quebec regarded as a foreign company, and

the rights acquired by it under the power contract regarded as a foreign acquired right.

The result would be that such a nght would s a e r the unid fate of dl foreign acquired
rights under the ordinary d e s of conflict of laws, Le., lack of readiness to give it

recognition, requirement of proof of foreign Iaw as a fact, and the exclusionary d e of
public policy of the forum, which militates against enforcement of a foreign law or

But the Supreme Court of Canada showed its preparedness, in accordance with the
federal constitutional structure of Canada, to give effect to extra-provincial nghts and
thereby encouraged inter-provincial intercourse and business. Mchtyre, J.. observed:
Where the pith and substance of the provincial enactment is in relation to matters which fall
within the field of provincial legislative cornpetence, incidental or consequential effects on
extra-provincial rights will not render the enactment ultra vires. Where, however, the pith and
substance of the provincial enactment is the derogation from or elirnination of extra-provincial
rights then, even if it is cloaked in the proper constitutional form, it will be ultra vires. A
colourable anempt to preserve the appearance of constitutionality in order to conceal an
unconstitutional objective will not Save the legislation. 14

Applying these principles to the facts of this case, he opined: "Al1 of this, in my

opinion?points to one conclusion: the Reversion Act is a colourable attempt to
interfère with the power contract and thus to derogate from the rights of HydroQuebec to receive an agreed amount of power at an agreed price.""

Through application of the principles of conflict of laws, Justice Mchtyre localised
the rights of Hydro-Quebec in Quebec and therefore held the Reversion Act, which
violated such rîghts acquired in a sister province, unconstitutional:
A finding that the Reversion Act is aimed at the rights of Hydro-Quebec under the power
contract would render the Act ultra viies only if the rights so attacked are situate in Quebec
beyond the jurisdiction of the legislature of Newfoundland.. ..The hct, of course, is that
Hydro-Quebec has the right under the power contraci to receive deiivery in Quebec of hydroelectrïc power and thereafter to dispose of it for use in Quebec or elsewhere as it may choose.
If these fàcts are not sufficient for the purpose of the constitutional characterkation of the
Reversion Act, it may be noted in any event that ordinarily the rule is that rights under
contracts are situate in the province or country where the action may be brought 16....[ut will
be recalled that the power contract provided that the courts of Quebec would have jurisdiction
to adjudicate disputes arising under it and it is, therefore, the province of Quebec where
enforcement of the contract may be ordered and where the intangible rights arising under the
contract are situate. 17
1J

Ibid, p. 30.
p. 3 1.
16
His Lordship then referred to :1. Castel, Canadian Confiict of Laws, vol. 2, p. 347 (the particular
edition was not mentioned), and Dicey & Morris,The Conflict of Laws, Vol, 2, iOth ed., p. 533.
17
Suma note 12, p. 32.
" Ibid.,

Thus, rights acquired in a sister province were readily recognised without traditionally
treating them as rights acquired in a foreign country. No doubt, if Quebec had been
another country, e.g., England, the Supreme Court of Canada would have been forum
centered and upheld the Newfoundland reversion statute.
Perhaps more revealing, in ternis of the exposition of the rules of conflict of laws
against the background of a federai constitution, is the judgment of La Forest, J. in the

Canadian Supreme Court case of De Savoye v. Morguard Investments Ltd et al.''

The facts: The respondents took mortgages on lands in Alberta in 1978. The
appellant then resided in Alberta and was guarantor under the mortgages. Later he
took title and assumed the responsibilities of mortgagor. Then he moved to British
Columbia. When the mortgages fell into arrears, the respondents brought action in
Alberta for foreclosure and served the appellant in accordance with the Alberta rules
for service exjuris. The appellant did not appear or defend the action. Nor was he
contractually bound to attorn to the jurisdiction of the Alberta couri. Subsequently, the
properties were sold pursuant to court order and judgments entered against the
appellant for the deficiencies. The respondents then commenced separate actions in
British Columbia to enforce the Alberta deficiency judgrnents. They obtained
judgments and those judgrnents were upheld on appeal. Their further appeal was
dismissed.
Again, how on the same facts would a Nigerian court, following English d e s on

conflict of laws, likely treat a judgment of a sister state's court? Neglecting Nigeria's
federal constitutional structure, it wouid treat the judgment of a sister state court as
foreign. It would then apply the relevant English common law d e , which does not

discrirninate between the judgment of a sister state and another country, as M y
stated by Buckley, L.J., in Emnnuel v. ~'monl~:
In actions in personam there are five cases in which the courts of this country will enforce a
foreign judgment: (1) where the defendant is a subject of the foreign country in which the
judgment has been obtained; (2) where he was resident in the foreign country when the action
began: (3) where the defendant in the character of plaintiff has selected the forum in which he
is afierwards sued; (4) where he has voluntarily appeared; and (5) where he has contracted to
submit himseif to the f o m in which the judgment was obtained 20

present Nigerian practice, La Forest, J., stated:
In Canada, the courts have until recent years unanhously accepted the authority of Emamel v.
Symon in dealing with the recognition of foreign judgments.... This was, of course, inevitable
so far as foreign judgments were concemed until 1949 when appeals to the Privy Council were
abolished. But. the approach was not confined to foreign judgments. It was extended to
judgmenis of other provinces, which for the purposes of the rules of private international law
are considered "Foreign" countries.. ..Essentially, then, recognition by the courts of one
province of a persona1judgment against a defendant given in another province is dependent on
the defendant's presence at the time of the action in the province where the judgment was
given. unless the defendant in some way submits to the jurisdiction of the court giving the
judgrnent. 21

" ( 199 1) 76 Dominion Law Reports (4')
l9

256.

( 1908) Law Reports 1 King's Bench 302 at 309.

An attempt to extend these categories by the principle stated by Hodson, L.J., in Travers v. Holky
(195 1 ) 2 AI1 England Law Reports 794 at 800: "...where it is found that the municipal law is not
peculiar to the f o m of one country, but corresponds with the law of a second country, such municipal
law cannot be said to trench on the interests of that other country. 1 wouid Say that where, as here, there
is in substance reciprocity, it would be contrary to principle and inconsistent with cornity if the courts of
this counny were to refuse to recognise a jurisdiaion which mulotis mutandis they c l a h for
thernselves," was Bmly rejected with respect to judgments in personam, in Re Trepca Mines Ltd
( 1960) 1 Weekly Law Reports 1273; Schemmer v. Properîy Resources Ltd.( 1 975) Law Reports
Chancery Division 273. This rejection of extension was made despite Lord Denning's support for the
extension of the principle in Travers v. Holley to an in personam judgment: Re DullZa ' Settlemenf
Trusts ( 195 1) 2 AI1 England Law Reports 69 at 72-3.
It should be noted, however, that in Nigeria interstate enforcernent of a judgment is by means of
registration of the judgment in the state where it is sought to be enforced, as provided under sections
104 to 1 12 of the Shenffs and Civil Process Act, Cap. 189, Nevertheless, it seems that the rule in
Emmanuel v. Symon,could d l 1 be employed to defeat the enforcernent of such registered judgments.
Commenthg on a similar British Columbia statute, ive.,Court Order Egorcement Acî, R.S.B.C. 1979,
c. 75. La Forest, J., in the case under review, observed at pages 279-280:
There is a short answer to this argument, The Reciprocal Enforcement of Judgments Acts in the various
provinces were never intended to alter the rules of private international Iaw. They simply provide for the
registration of judgments as a more convenient procedure than was fonnerly available, i.e., by bringing
an action to enforce a judgment given in anotfier province,,..This is in tact made clear by S. 40 of the
British Columbia Act which provides that nothing in the Act deprives a judgment creditor h m bringing
an action for enforcement of a judgrnent. There is nothing, then, to prevent a plaintiff h m bringing
such an action and thereby t a h g advantage ofthe rules of private internationai law as they may evolve
ovet the." In America and Australia, interstaie enforcement of judgments is done under the 'fiifl faith
and credit' clause of their constitutions: under which it is obligatory for a state to recognise a valid
judgment of a sister state.
?' S u ~ r note
a
18, p. 265.
'O

His Lordship lamented this state of the law becaw it did not accommodate Canada's
federal constitutional structure. He suggested that conflict of laws niles on the
recognition of foreign judgments in personam should be interpreted and applied in the
light of Canada's federal constitution:
....there is really no cornparison between the interprovincial reiationships of today and those
obtaining hetween foreign countries in the 19th century. Indeed, in my view, there never was

and the courts made a serious error in transposing the rules developed for the enforcernent of
foreign judgments to the enforcement of judgments fiom sister provinces.. ..In any event, the
English rules seem to me to fly in the hce of the obvious intention of the consiitution to create
a single country. This presupposes a basic goal of stability and unity where many aspects of
life are not confined to one jurisdiction. A common citizenship ensured the mobility of
Canadians across provincial lines.. ..These arrangements themselves speak to the strong need
for the enforcement throughout the country of judgments given in one province.. ..[i]n my
view, the application of the underlying principles of cornity and private international law must
be adopted to the situations where they are applied, and that in a federation this irnplies a fiiller
and more generous acceptance of the judgments of the courts of other constituent units of the
federation. In short, the rules of comity or private international law as they apply between the
provinces must be shaped to conform to the federal structure of the constitution. z

in enunciating the above principles. La Forest ended up, wittingly or unwittingly,
establishing a new category for the recognition of foreign judgments,especially in an
intentate or interprovincial situation:
1 add chat recognition in other provinces should be dependent on the fàct that the court giving
judgment ''properly" or "appropriately" exercised jurisdiction. It may meet the demands of
order and faimess to recognise a judgment given in a jurisdiction that had the greatest or at
least significant contacts with the subject rnatter of the action. But it hardly accords with
principles of order and faimess to permit a person to sue another in any jurisdiction, without
regard to the contacts that jurisdiction may have to
the defendant or the subject-matîer of the suit. 23

- Ibid., pp. 27 1-72
7-7

" Ibid, p. 274. It should be noted that in formulating this proposition for the recognition of judgments
based on the test of '*greatestor at least significant contacts," better known in contractual conflict of

law rules as the 'most significant relationship,' Justice La Forest was confessedly inspired by the House
of Lords decision in Indyka v. indyka (1 969) Law Reports 1 Appeal Cases 33, where the House of
Lords was fàced with recognition of a divorce decree granted by a court where the petitioner-wife was
not domiciled but merely resident at the time of the action. Under the traditional d e s , such a decree
wouid not have been recognised But Lord Wilberforce, at p. 105, formulated a proposition which is
now recognised as a new category for recognition of foreign divorce decrees: "ln my opinion, it would
be in accordance with the developments that 1 have mentioned and with the trend of legislation - mainly
our own but also that of other countries with similar sociaI systerns - to recognise divorces given to
wives by the courts of their residence wherever a real and substantial connection is shown between the
petitioner and the country, or temtory, exercisingjurisdiction." Therefore, the Canadian case under
review should be seen as an extension of the principles in Inàyka v. Incjka, a case involving
matnmoniaI status, to an action in personam.

The next case is WiIIiams v.

anad da? This demanded an adroit adaption of

conflict of laws rules to the Canadian situation, in order to locate the situs of
intangible property for the purposes of exemption under Canada's Indian Act. The
headnote reads: The appellant was a member of an indian reserve. He received reguiar
unemployment insurance benefits fiom the federal government because he had
performcd avork on the reserve for an employer locatcd on the r e s e m . In addition, the

appellant received enhanced unemployment insurance benefits paid in respect of a job
creation project adrninistered on the reserve by the band. The appellant received a
notice of tax assessment which included in his income both the regular and the
enhanced unemployment insurance benefits. The appellant contested the assessment
but his objection was o v e d e d by the Minister. On appeal to the Federal Court, Trial
Division, it was held that both the regular and enhanced unemployment insurance
benefits were exempt from taxation. The Federal Court of Appeai set aside the

judgment. in part holding that only the enhanced portion of the benefits were exempt.
The appellant appealed again. At issue was the question whether the enhanced benefits

were persona1 property situated on a reserve, and therefore exempt from taxation
under the Indian Act, R.S.C.1970, c. 1-6. The Supreme Court of Canada allowed the

appeal.
At the cnix of this case was the determination of the situs of the appellant's

unemployment insurance benefits. If located on the Indian reserve, then they were
exempted from taxation; otherwïse, tax was payable. Under English conflict d e s ,
which Nigeria follows, the situs of intangible property of this kind is determined by

" (1 992) 90 Dominion Law Reports ( 4 4 129.

the place of residence of the debtor. This was equally the d e urged upon Gonthier, J.,

in the above case. But he observed:
The only justification given in these cases for locating the s i m of a debt at the residence of the
debtor is that this is the mle applied in the conflict of laws. The rationale for this nile in the
conflict of laws is that it is at the residence of the debtor that the debt may normdly be
enforced. Cheshire and North, Private International Law, 1 Ith ed. (London: Butteworths,
1987), quote Atkin, LJ. to this effect in New York Lfe lm. Co. v. Public Tmtee (1 924) 2 Ch.
101 (C.A.) at p. f 19 :
'...the reason why the residence of the debtor was adopted as that which determined where the
debt was situate was because it was in that place where the debtor was that the creditor could,
in fact enforce payrnent of the debt.' Dicey and Morris adopt the same explmation in The
Conjlict oflaws. Z Ith ed. (London: Stevens & Sons, 1987), vol. 2, at p. 908, a s does Castel in
Canadian Conjict of laws,2nd ed (Toronto: Bunerworths, 1986), at p. 40 1. This may be
reasonable for the general purposes of conflict of laws. However, one m u t inquire as to its
utility for the purposes underlying the exemption corn taxation in the Indian Act.25

Convinced and quite conscious of the fact that he was dealing with a local statute, and
that an indiscnminate and uncritical application of conflict of law d e s might defeat
the forum's legislative intentions, Gonthier, J., directed himselE
In resolving this question, it is readily apparent that to sirnply adopt general conflicts principles
in the present context would be entirely out of keeping with the scheme and purposes of the
Indian Act and Incorne Tau Act. The purposes of the conflict of laws have Iittle or nothing in
cornmon with the purposes underlying the indian Act.. ..The test for situs under the Indian Act
must be constmcted according to its purposes, not the pwposes of the confiict of laws.
Therefore, the position that residence of the debtor exclusively determines the situs of benefits
such as those paid in this case must be closely re-examined in light of the purposes of the
Indian Act. 26

He therefore formulated a new t e s for situs that would be apt for Canada's peculiar
situation:
There are a number of potentially relevant c o ~ e c t i n gfhctors in determinhg the location of the
receipt of unemployment insurance benefits. The following have been suggested: the residence
of the debtor, the residence of the person receiving the benefits, the place the benefits are paid,
and the location of the employment income which gave rise to the qualification for the
benefits.27

Thus, instead of the English single contact comecting factor, ie., residence of the
debtor. the case was decided on the basis of a multicontacts comecting factor.
Ibid., pp. 137-138.
" Lbid., p.

138.

The next case is Hunt v. T & N PLC? Here, the Supreme Court of Canada was
concemed with the constitutionai characterisation of a Quebec blocking statute that
intnided on the principles of conflict of laws in a federation, as enunciated in
MorgtardS case. supra. Again, the executioner, as it were, of this blocking statute

was La Forest, J.. who restated the principles of Morguard's case.

The appellant brought action for darnages in British Columbia against the

respondent Quebec companies, dleging that exposure to asbestos produced and
distributed by the respondents caused the appellant to develop cancer. When the
appellant served demands for the discovery of documents, the respondents refused to
produce those documents. relying on ss. 2 and 4 of the Business Concerns Records
A cf. R.S. P., c. D-12. Section 2 of the Act precludes, with certain exceptions, a penon,

pursuant to a requirement of. inter alia, a judiciai authority outside Quebec, fkom
rernoving any business documents, or résumé or digest of any document, relating to

any business concem fiom any place in Quebec to a place outside Quebec. Section 4

then provides that the Attorney-Generai, or any person interested in the concem, may
apply to a Quebec court in the judicial district where the concem is located for an
order requiring a person to funiish an undertaking or security to ensure that a
document rnentioned in S. 2 shall not be removed fiom Quebec pursuant to a judicial
or other requirement. The trial judge dismissed applications for orden to compel
discovery. An appeal to the British Columbia Court of Appeal was dismissed. The
Supreme Court of Canada held that the appeal shouid be allowed and the respondents
should produce the required documents for inspection.

" Ibid., p. 140.
" (1 994) 109 Dominion Law Repom (4th) 16.

La Forest, J., stated the essence of conflict of laws generally and particularly in a
federation: T h i s appeal raises issues that lie at the confiuence of private intemationai

law and constitutional law."" Again, by the general English principles of conflict of
laws and the operation of its doctrine of cornity, which requires fnendly treatment of
and respect for foreign laws, the Quebec statute involved would have been upheld
because Quebec, by the same reasoning, would be regarded as a foreign country. La
Forest, J., was not ovenvhelmed by this bondage to traditional d e s that had evolved
in a different cultural and legal milieu:
This argument (i.e., that Quebec by the doctrine of comity is entitled to respect for its statute)
is undentandable in terms of traditional approaches to private international law as it operates
between foreign States. It is well established that judgrnents and orders of a state must be
recognized and enforced in order to have effect in a foreign jurisdiction. But the traditional
conflict rules, which were designed for an anarchic world that emphasized forum
independence, must be assessed in light of the principles of our constitutional law mentioned
above.. ..[Tlhe courts m u t consider appropriate policy in relation to recognition and
enforcement ofjudgments issued in other provinces in light of the legal interdependence under
the scherne of confederation established in 1867.30

AAer analysing and afirming the principles he had previously propounded in

Morgicard S case, La Forest continued:
1 now mm to the issue whether the impugned statute is consistent with the principles 1 have just
set forth. 1 say at the outset that 1 do not think it is. A province undoubtedly has an interest in
protecting the property of its residents within the province, but it cannot do so by
unconstitutional means. Here the means chosen are intended to unconditionally refùse
recognition to orders and thereby impede Iitigation not only in foreign countries but in other
provinces.. ..So it can scarcely be said that the Act respects the principles of order and fairness
which mut,under the Morguard principle, inform the procedures required for litigation having
extra-provincial effects. 3 I

On the undesirable effects of a blocking statute, particularly its effects on
interprovincial co-operation within a federation, he said:
The whole purpose of a blocking statute is to impede successfbI litigation or prosecution in
other jurisdictions by refirsing tecognition and cornpliance with orders issued there. Everybody
realises that the whole point of blocking statutes is not to keep documents in the province, but

raîher to prevent cornpliance, and so the success of litigation outside the province that that
province fin& objectionable. This is no doubt part of sovereign right, but it certainly runs
counter to comity. In the political realm it leads to strict retaliatory laws and power struggles,
And it discourages international commerce and efficient allocation and conduct of litigation. It
has sirnilar effects on the interprovincial level, effects that offend against the basic structure of
the Canadian federation.32

Thus, the blocking statute which, under the traditional cornity doctrine of the
c o d i c t of laws would have been upheld, was considered unconstitutional because it

paste approach to traditionai conflict of laws d e s which Nigeria follows at present.
Finally. we examine Tolofson v. ~emen."Here, the Supreme Court of Canada
exploited the long awaited oppominity of recasting the choice of Iaw nile in foreign
torts. The traditionai choice of law rule in torr" has been the formulation of Willes. J.
in Phillips v.
As a general rule, in order to found a suit in England, for a wrong alleged to have been
committed abroad, two conditions must be fùlfilled. First, the wrong must be of such a
character that it would have been actionable if committed in England.. ..[and] secondly, the act
must not have been justifiable by the law of the place where it was done.

This d e was subjected to considerable refinement in Tolofson v. Jensen, supra.
Two appeals were heard together. In the fust case the plaintiff, a passenger in a car
driven by his father. was injured in an automobile accident in Saskatchewan. The

plaintiff and his father were residents of British Columbia and the father's car was
registered and insured there. The plaintiff brought an action in British Columbia
against his father and against the driver of another car involved in the accident. This

driver was a resident of Saskatchewan and his vehicle was registered and insured
there. At the time of the accident by Saskatchewan law the limitation period had

"Ibid.,~.43.
j3
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( 1995) 120 Dominion Law Reports (4m ) 289.
Le., the law that shouId govern in tort cases involving the interests of more than one jirrisdiction;

foI1owed in Nigeria, Canada and most other Comnionwealth countries.

expired and a gratuitous passenger in an action against a driver had to prove willful or
wanton misconduct. In the second case the plaintifYs, residents of Ontario, were
passengers in a car owned and dnven by the first defendant, dso a resident of Ontario.
The plaintifEs were injured when the car was involved in a collision in Quebec with a
car dnven by the second defendant, a resident of Quebec. The plaintif% brought an

action in Ontario against both defendants, and the h t defendant cross-claimed
against the second defendant under the Negligence Act. R S O.1990, c. NI. The
plaintiffs' action against the second defendant was later discontinued. By S. 4 of the
Quebec Automobile Insurance Act, S. Q. 1977, c. 68, no action lies for injuries caused
by an automobile accident. The British Columbia and Ontario courts held that British

Columbia and Ontario law respectively were applicable.
The Supreme Court of Canada held. allowing both appeals, that the applicable law
in cases of actions within Canada in respect of wrongs comrnitted in Canada was the
law of the place of the wrong. This d e was clear, certain and predictable. It

conformed to ordinary expectations, discouraged forum shopping and conformed to
requirements of the Canadian constitution. Accordingly, the applicable law was that of
Saskatchewan and Quebec. respectively.
Afier an elaborate and exhaustive review of the authorities, La Forest, J. who
delivered the lead judgment of the court, a f f h e d the d e in PhiZlips v. Eyre, and
justified its operation in Canada on the p ~ c i p l of
e temtoriality:
From the general prhciple that a state has exclusive jurisdiction within its own temtories and
that other states must under principles of comity respect the exercise of its jurisdiction within
its own territory, it seems axiomatic to me that, at least as a general rule, the law to be appIied
in torts is the law of the place where the activity occurred, Le., the iex loci delicri,...That being
so it seems to me. bamng some recognised exception, to which possibility I will nini later, that
as Willes, J., pointed out in Phillips v. Eyre, supra, at p. 28, "civil liability arising out of a
wrong derives its binh from the law of the place [where it occurred], and its character is

'' (1870) Law Reports 6 Queen's Bench 1 at 28. This case was fotlowed in Nigeria, without discussion
of Nigeria's peculiar situation, in Bemon v. Rshiiu (1976)Nigerian Monthly Law Reports 363.

detennined by that Iaw." in short, the wrong is governed by that law. It is in that law that we
must seek its defining character, it is that Law, too, that defines its legal consequences. 36

Then he carefuily considered whether the Canadian federal constitution warranted an

exception to the above d e , as obtainable in Amenca and England. He remarked that
an exception to the strict rule, "could encourage Wvolous cross-claims and joinders of
third parties,'"7 and would add, "an element of uncertainty, and leaves the door open

to a resourceful lawyer to attempt to change the application of the law.. .

La Forest

then stated:
The nature of our constirutional arrangements - a single country with different provinces
exercising temtorial legislative jurisdiction - would seem to me to support a rule that is certain
and that ensures that an act committed in one part of this country will be given the same legal
effect throughout the country. This militates strongly in favour of the lm loci delicti rule. In
this respecq given the mobility of Canadians and the many cornmon features in the law of the
various provinces, as well as the essentially unitary nature of Canada's court system, i do not
see the necessity of an invariable rule that the matter also be actionable in the province of the
forurn. That seerns to me to be a factor to be considered in detennining whether the= is real
and substantial connection to the forum to warrant its exercise ofjurisdiction.39

However. Major. J., in his concurringjudgment, cautioned that: "1 doubt the need
in disposing of these appeals to establish an absolute d e admitting of no

The above Canadian cases on conflict of laws constitute signposts for change.

judicial rethinking and resrientation. for a developing but similar legal system like
j6
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( 1995) 120 Dominion Law Reports (49,289 at 305.

Ibid.. p. 3 13.
Ibid.
j9
Ibid., p. 3 15.
JO
Ibid.. p. 326; a simiiar position in America, Le., which admits of exception, has been stated by
Lorenzen: "Although the courts will as a general rule look to the lex loci to determine claims for
damages arising out of torts, they will decline to do so under exceptional circumstances, narnety, if to do
so would violate the public policy of the forum. This exception to the mle prevails everywhere. It is a
device which is used by the courts as an escape ûorn the rigid operation of general rules which under
particular circumstances Iead to results which are shocking to the court. ïhe public policy doctrine is
retained even between the individuai states of the United States.. .."Supra note 1 1, p. 374; a similar
exception has recently been engrafted in the English rule by the decision of the House of Lords in
Chaplin v- Boys (1969)3 Weekiy Law Reports 322; R H. Graveson, "Towards a Modem Applicable
Law in Tort," (1969) 85 Law Quarterly Review, p. 505, The same judicial activism was reflected in the
older case of Weir v. Lohr and Alktute Im. Co. of Canada (1967) 65 Dominion Law Reports 7 17,
where it was heId obiter that though a Canadian court wilI not enforce a foreign revenue law or
jg

that of Nigeria. The decisions have rnanifested a consummate exploitation of the
peculiar opportunity offered to judges in the field of conflict of laws to dictate the
direction of its development. The Canadian judges have s h o w creativity and
resourcefulness. They did not slavishly adhere to English conflict d e s or apply
English precedents. They were well aware of their judicial oath to uphold the
Canadian federal constitution, whose principles dictated and impelled a recasting of
the English conflicr rules to meet the imperatives ofthe Canadian constitutional order.

In each case where traditional conflict of law rules were sought to be applied, the
considerations were: how did the particula.rule affect the operation and spirit of the
Canadian Constitution? What were the requirements of Canada's peculiar social,

cultural and political conditions? Nigeria's confiict of law decisions, very few indeed.
are yet to meet similar demands of legal acculturation and adaptation.

4.3 NIGERIAN LEGISLATION

Nigeria since independence in 1960 has been actively legislating both at the
federal and state levels. Statutes which contain provisions touching on conflict of laws
constitute an important source of confiict of laws. It would be exceptional anywhere to
have a single enactment devoted entirely to confiict of laws? This is mainly due to
the fact that conflict of laws generally is not a department of law, like the law of
contract or property or tort; but its raison d'erre and principles traverse al1 these
departrnents of the law. It is those statutes dealing with such specific legd subjects
that reveal the conflict provisions designed for each one of them. The courts have a

judgment, a court of a province wiIl be more willing to enforce the revenue law or judgment of another
province.
.J. McLeod The Conflict of Laws (Toronto: Carswell Legal Publication, 1983), p. 14; J. Castel,
Conflict of Laws (Toronto: Buttenvorths, 1984,5' ed.), p. 14.

''

duty, in accordance with the rules of statutory interpretation and the general principles
of conflict of laws, to apply such provisions.
Under Section 4 of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria, the f e d e d government has
exclusive legklative competence over ail matters in the exclusive leghlative lid set
out in Part One of the Second Schedule of the constitution, i.e., sixty-eight items. The
federal government also has legislative cornpetence over those matters in the
concurrent legislative list, contained in the first column of Part Two of the Second
Schedule to the constitution. Sirnilarly, each state govenunent has legislative
competence, under Section 4 (7) of the 1999 Constitution, over ail matters not
included in the exclusive legislative list and over ail matters contained in the
concurrent legislative list as set out in the second column of Part Two of the Second
Schedule to the constitution. in other words, the states have residual legislative power.
From the perspective of conflict of laws, the implication in the above constitutional
provision is that both the federal and state governrnents have the legislative
competence to enact conflict of laws d e s and principles in their separate spheres of
legislative activity.

In the intemal conflict of laws situation, discussed in Chapter One, and as far as the
courts are concemed, the most important local conflict of laws legislation is that
directing the courts as to which of the several systems of law in a state or country is to

be applied in cases before them. For the High Court, this legislation is Section 26 of
the High Court ~

a which
w provides:
~ ~

26(1) The Hi@ Court shdl observe and enforce the observance of customary law which is
applicable and is not repugnant to naturai justice, equiîy, and good conscience, nor
incompatible either directly or by hpIicaîion with any 1aw for the time being in force, and
nothing in this law shail deprive any person of the benefit of customary law.

" High

Cowl L m , Cap. 60, Laws of Lagos State, 1994; other states of the federation have similar

legislation,

(2) Customary law shall be deemed applicable in causes and matters where the parties thereto
are natives and also in causes and matters between natives and non-natives where it may appear
to the court that substantiai injustice would be done to either party by a strict adherence to any
mies of law which would othenvise be applicable.
(3) No party shall be entitled to claim the benefit of any customary law, if it shall appear either
From express contract or ftom the nature of the transactions out of which any suit or questions
may have arisen, that such party agreed that his obligations in comection with such
transactions should be exclusively regulated otherwise than by customw law or that such
transactions are transactions unknown to customary law.

The specific issue of customary law wiii be addressed in detail in the next chapter.

This section establishes the principles governing choices arnong customary law,
received English law and local legislation. The most important basis for choice of
customary law is the parties' ongin, i.e., are the parties Nigerian natives? Generdly,

where both parties are natives of Nigeria customary law applies. But problems still
&se where such parties are subject to different systems of customary Law. in such a
case the court will. in the light of the transaction between the parties, apply the
ordinary rdes of construction and the general p ~ c i p l e of
s conflict of laws to ascertain
which customary law will govem the case. English law will apply by vimie of the

agreement of parties or on account of the s m g e nature of the transaction to
customary law. However. cuaomary law or received English law applies in so far as
there is no ovemding or inconsistent local legislation.
At the customary court level, the equivalent legislation is Section 20 of the

Cîrstomary Courts LUW''~:
20(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (1) and (2) of this section:
in civil causes or matters where
(i) both parties are not natives of the area of jurisdiction of the court; or
(ii) the transaction the subject of the cause or rnatter was not entered into in the area of the
jurisdiction of the court; or
(iii) one of the parties is not a native of the area of jurisdiction of the court and the parties
agreed or may be presumed to have agreed that their obligation should be regulated, whoIly or
partIy, by the custornary law appiying to that party, the appropriate custornary law shall be the
customary law binding between the parties
(b) in al1 other civil causes and matters the appropriate customary iaw shall be the law of the
area of jurisdiction of the court.@
43
W

Cap. 33, Laws of Lagos Srare, 1973.
There are simiIar provisions in the Customary Courts Law of other States of the federation.

In any case before the customary court where each of the parties, as well as the court,
is subject to a different system of customary law, which of these systems of cwtomary
law will provide the d e of decision? This is the question that the above legislation
tries to answer. in Nigeria, such questions have become prevalent because of the
blurring of ethnic and tribal boundaries engendered by nibai intzrmixt~re?~
However,
the above legislation poses some interpretational problems which make it difficult to
~PP~Y

Section 20 above establishes two choice of law rules?

(a) the customary law binding between the parties; and
(b) the law. Le.. customary law, of the area of jurisdiction of the court.

What then is the customary law binding between the parties? in cases of contract or

where the parties come fiom the same tribe, it should be the law under which they
contracted.'" Where the parties come From the same tribe, it shouid be the tribal or
customary law to which both are subject. This was the decision reached by the court in
Osuogwu v. ~oldier."~
a case between two Ibos residing in Kaduna, outside their tribe.

The plaintiff claimed the value of a box of clothing which, he alleged, he had
entrusted to the defendant for de-keeping. The court of fmt instance, i.e., Alkaii's
court at Kaduna where Islarnic law was the law of the court. awarded damages to the

plaintiff. The defendant appeaied on the ground that Islarnic Iaw shouid not have been
applied, and the High Court accepted that submission. Brown, C.J..observed:

[tlhe next question to m e r is which customary law applies. This question is necessitated by the
fact that every temtorial area has its own customary law and every individual has customary law
personal to hiniself which he cames about wherever he goesn: A. N. Allott, ed, Judicial and LegaI
Systerns in Afnca (London: Buttexworths, 1970), p. 90.
Rules that select the applicable law.
47
Cheshire and North: Rivate International Law (London: Buttenvonhs, 1992, 12&ed.), Ch. 18.
48
(1959) Nigerian Law Reports, p. 39.

IS
*.'

We suggest that where the law of the court is the law prevailing in the area but a different Iaw
binds the parties, as where two lbos appear as parties in the Moslem Court in an area where
Moslem law prevaiis, the native court will in the interest of justice be reluctant to administer
the law prevailing in the area, and if it tries the case at al1 it will - in the interest of justice choose to administer the law which is binding between the parties.49

But in non-contractual cases or where the parties are not subject to the same system
of custornary law. ascertainhg the law binding between them becomes a daunting

task. For instance. where each of the parties in a non-contractual case, as well as the

court, is subject to a different system of customary law. which of these systems of
customary law is binding between the parties? Again, in a divorce suit where the
customary court. the husband and the wife are each subject to a customary law which,
presumably. would decide the case differently from the othen, whose customary law
will provide the rule of decision? Or bind the parties? 1s it the customary law to which

the court is subject or the husband's customary law, or the wife's customary law? The
above statute does not provide answers for these questions. Therefore, in such

circumstances a court may fdl back on the general mies of private international law or
conf'iict of lawsjOwhich have developed solutions for similar problems, though in the
context of conflict between the laws of two or more sovereigns. For instance, in a
divorce case where the parties and the customary court are each subject to a different
customary law. the customary court could hold that the law binding between the
parties is the law of their matrimonial domicile, Le., where the parties established their
permanent home immediately d e r marriage, or failhg that, the law of their intended
matrimoaiai home, i-e.. where the parties at the tirne of the marriage intended to
establish their permanent home.

49

Similar decisions were reached in the cases of Ghamson v. Wobiff(1947) 12 West Afiican Court of
Lippeal Judgment 18 1 ; Tapa v. Kuku (1 945) 18 Nigerian Law Reports 5.
This approach was discouragecl by A. Allott, New Essavs in Afican Law (London: Buttenvorths,
1WO), pp. 1 15-1 16.

"

The second choice of law formula, 'the law of the area of jurisdiction of the court,'
meaning the court's law, is by no means free from interpretational difficulties. This
second choice of law nile is applicable in situations not falling within Section 20(3)(a)
above. How do we ascertain the court's law? What are the connecting factors? Are
those factors hibal, geographical or subjective? Where the court exercises jurisdiction
in an area with a heterogeneous and miscible population of the Ibos, Hausas and

Yorubas, with a difierent customary law applying to each tribe, which customary law
is the court's law? 1s it the Ibo, Hausa, or Yoruba customary law? Or is the court going
to adopt the customary law with which it is most familiar? Further still, would the
judges subjectively decide the matter? ùi R v. Ilorin Native Court ex p. ~rernu",a
similar expression. 'Iaw prevailing in the area of jurisdiction of the court.' called for
interpretation. The judge, in rejecting the submission that there could be more than
one system of customary law prevailing in a particular area, held that 'prevailing"

meant 'predominant." Therefore, the prevailing customary law is the predominant
customaiy law. But the question still remains: how to decide predominance? What are
the connecting factors? This case does not, therefore, seem to answer the many

questions posed above and there are not other reported cases in this regard.

in the application of the above choice of law formulation, the court shodd consider
al1 circumstances of the case, e.g., the subject matter of the case, the parties and the
customary law to which they are subject. the place where the act or transaction took
place, and the customary law that provides the best remedy, before designating the
court's law.
However, the problems of interpretation and application of the choice of law
provisions in the above statute may not be as difncuit as we have portrayed them. The
" (1 950) 20 Nigerian Law

Report 144.

reason is that in practice, custornary court judges do not worry about the niceties
involved in the statutory choice of Iaw d e . They sirnply concem themselves with
reaching a just result and decision in each case before them. Accordingly, they apply
any d e or principle that will effectuate this objective. Ln other words, the above

choice of law provision is rarely invoked. As Elias observed: "But in Native or Local
Courts, whether 'pure' or 'mixeci,' the observable tendency appears to be that the
judges apply a kind ofjus naturale which achieves a more or less 'just' solution to the
e'~
conflicting claims of the litigants.'"2 Similarly, Professor ~ ~ b e d stated:
The existence of the statutory choice of law tules appears to be practically unknown to most of
the customary court judges.. ..In a questionnaire sent to customary court's judges (with legal
education) in the erstwhile Western States only one referred to the statutory provisions as the
bais for his answers. And in some cases, his answers were not in conformiiy with the statutory
d e s . In practice, the customary courts have managed to gloss over choice of Iaw problems or
resolve them in whichever way they please.5-i

CONCLUSION:
The sources of conflict of laws in the post-colonial period which, together with the

received English law previously discussed. constitute the present sources of conflict of
laws in Nigeria. Emphasis is on the importance of judiciai decisions as a source of
niles for conflict of laws and this suggests that Nigenan judges should emulate the
creativity s h o w by their Canadian counterparts. There is a need to adapt general
conflict of laws principles to a particular legal environment, especially the need to give
those principles a constitutional orientation. Local statutes ofien give directions as to
the applicable law in an intemal situation, but difficulties in interpretation and

'' T.O. Elias, British Colonial Law (London: Stevens & Sons Ltd., 1962), p. 213.

5;

1.0-Agbede, Leeral Pluralisrn (Ibadan: Shaneson C I . Ltd., 1991), p. 193,

in a divorce suit before a customary corn in Lagos State, where the parties
as well as the court were subject to different systems of customary law, Iends credence to this opinion:
Okoye v. Okoye (unreported suit no: LMLG/053/ 97, Yaba Grade A Customary Court, Lagos. Judgment
delivered on 2"dApril 1998). in this case, despite the author's submission on the applicable custornary
law and the statutory choice of law provision above, the Customary Court decided the matter on general
uounds of fàirness and justice without reference to my argument or the above statutory provision.
Y Our practical experïence

-

application of their choice of law provisions remain. The next chapter discusses the

more profound problem of the ascertainment and exclusion of customary law in the
Nigerian courts. This is not a problem for Canadian courts because of the generai,

traditional non-pleading and non-recognition of customary, i. e., Aboriginal, laws

CHAPTER FIVE

NIGERIAN CUSTOMARY LAW AS A SOURCE OF CONFLICT OF LAWS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter Two identified the circumstances which surrounded the evolution of conflict
of laws within the customary law system. This chapter will focus on the meaning,
characteristics, proof, and exclusion of customary law.

5.2 MEANING OF CUSTOMARY LAW.
Customary law is capable of having different meanings to an anthropologist or
sociologist, compared with a legal theorkt.' To appreciate the meaning of customary

1

For W. H. Rattigan, "customary law, or as it is called, mores rnajorum or cometudinarium is
composed of a large body of rules observed by comrnunities, evidenced by long usages and founded on
pre-existing mies sanctioned by the will of the community. It exists independentty of a sovereign
authority": Dieest of Customary Law (Delhi: The University Book Agency. 1953, 13' ed.), p. 8: 1. A.
Schapera stated: "Tswana, like ourselves, have attained to a stage of tegal development where certain
mies of conduct can. in the last resort, be enforced by the material power of compuIsion vested in the
tribal courts. These courts can compel a man to carry out obligations he has neglected to fblfill, or to
make restitution or pay compensation for damage he h a done, or to suffer punishment for an offence he
has committed. The rules of conduct distinguished from the rest by this uitimate sanction of judicid
enforcement may for al1 practical purposes be regarded as the 'laws' of the Tswana:" A Handbook of
Tswana Law and Custom (London: Frank Cass and Co. Ltd., 1938), p. 37. in Kharizoidan v. Fatima
Khalil Mohssen, (1973) 1 1 Supreme Court ofNigeria Reports 1 at 2, the Supreme Court of Nigeria
defined customary law as: "any systems of Iaw not being the cornmon law enacted by the competent
legislature in Nigeria but which is enforceable and binding within Nigeria." We believe that this
definition will include every nile of conduct that is enforceable whether through custornary, social or
judicia! means. Recently, the same court, in Bilewu @ewurni v. Amos ûwoade Oginesa (1990) 3
Nigerian Weekly Law Reports (PT. 196) 182 at 207, gave a more detailed definition of customary law:
"Customary law is the organic or living law of the indigenous people of Nigeria, reguiating their Iives
and transactions. It is organic in that it is not static, is regulatory in that it controIs the Iives and
transactions of the community subject to it. It is said that custom is the mirror of the culture of the
people. 1would Say that customary law goes M e r to impart justice to the lives of those subject to k"
SimilarIy, the Nigerian Court of Appeal dehed customary law as: "The umcorded tradition and
history of the people which has 'grown' with the 'growth' of the people to stability and evenîually
becornes an intrinsic part of their culture. It is a usage or practice of the people which by cotnmon
adoption and acquiescence and by long and unvqing habit has become compulsory and has acquired
the force of a law with respect to place or the subject matter to which it relates," A h v. Aneku (199 1 ) 8
Nigerian Weekiy Law Reports (PT. 209) 280. However, John Austin descriied it thus: "At its ongin, a
custorn is a rule of conduct which the governed observe spontaneousfy, or not in pursuance of a Iaw set
by a political superior, The custom is transmuted into positive law, when it is adopted as such by the

law, one m u t differentiate between a custom and a customary law? A custorn is a d e

of conduct. When such d e of conduct attains a binding or obligatory character it
becomes a customary Iaw. It is the assent of the community that gives a nile of
conduct its obligatory nature. This means that such d e of conduct is supported by a

sanction and is enforceable. Sanction under customary law does not take the nature of
the sanctions of a modem state, with its Ml machinery for administration of justice.
Customary sanction can take the form of ostracism, compensation, propitiation,
restoration, or apology. It is this element of sanction that distinguishes a custom from
customary iaw..'

courts of justice, and when the judicial decisions fashioned upon it are enforced by the power of the
state. But before it is adopted by the courts, and clothed with the legal sanction, it is merely a d e of
positive morality: a rule generally observed by the citizens or subjects; but deriving the only force,
which it can be said to possess, From the general disapprobation fàlling on those who trangress it:"
Lectures on Jurisorudence or The Philosouhv of Positive Law o on don: John Munay, ~lbernarleStreet,
1885. vol. 1.5" ed.), p.87.
According to a south African wn.ter: b*Bantulaw is often spoken of as Banni custom. This is a
common-law point of view. arising from the fact chat b an ni-law is unwritten. and since it was originally
onIy ascertainable orally from the Banni thernselves, it was viewed by courts applying the cornmon law
as similar to trade custom. There is, however, a clear distinction beween Bantu law and Bantu custom,
although they are inextricably intenvoven:" S. M. Seymour, Bantu Law in South Africa (Johannesburg:
Juta & Co. Ltd., 1970), p. 13.
5

"The investigator must remember fiom the outset that there is a clear distinction.. ..between lm and
custorn. dificult though the operation often is. Where Native Court records exist, these might be
consulted in cases ofdoubt or difficulty, aIways subject of course to a scmpuIous observance of the law
of averages. But where such records do not cover the points at issue. one usetùl but by no means
conclusive test would be to ask whether the alleged practice is lm. which the Native Courts wouid
enforce, or cwtom. which they wouid not; perhaps it is better to Say, whether the particular practice is
recognised by the majority of the Iocal community as binding on al1 and sundry, or whether it is merely
conventional or permissive:" T. O. EIias, "The Problem of Reducing Customary Law to Writing," in A.
K. R Kiral@, ed,, British Legal Papers (London: Stevens & Sons, Ltd.; presented to the fifth
International Congress of Comparative Law,Palace of Justice, Bmsels, 4 th 9 th August, 1958),
p. 6 1. Dr. S.N.C. Obi was even more forthright: "What then is the point of departure between
customary law and custom simpliciter? In our submission, this difference lies in what the traditionai
courts could or could not do where the party pronounced against refises or merely fiÛls to give effect to
the court's decision, and does not seek to prove his case to a higher tribunal. If the court was satisfied
that the party in the wrong was guilty of a breach of a le@ ri& then the judgment of the court will
have to be executed in much the same way as a judicial decision is executed in the Western world. in
such a case, either masquerades or young age-grade societies are employed by the court to act as
bailiffs. if on the other han& the action was founded on a breach of a mere custom, there is no right of
enforcement. The court merely apportions btame and offers suggestions. But the party who has been
wronged wiI1 have to be satisfied with whatever effect public opinion may have on the other party to the
case:" The Ibo Law of Prouerty (London: Butterworths, 1963), pp. 28-29.

-

A breach of custom does not occasion any injury to the infringer, because it is not

backed by sanction; while a breach of customary law ateacts the imposition of the
appropriate traditional sanction. For instance, it is the custom of the Ibos of Nigeria
that the father obtains a wife for the first son. Every father ordinarily would like to do
that. but no father suffers any legal injury or sanction for failure to get a wife for his
first son. Likewise, no son can successfÙily compel his father under such custom to get

a wife for him. It is a mere custom, the breach of which does not attract any sanction.
Two examples of custom are the requirements of Yoruba custom that a person
genuflects when greeting an elderly person, and that one wears facial tribal marks.'
Breach of the above attracts no sanction at ail. An infinger may be denounced for
being rude or modem. but that is the end of the matter. However. a breach of a d e of
customary law, e.g.. adultery. attracts the full weight of customary sanctions: there will
be propitiation followed by ostracisrn.
Therefore, customary Iaw means those customs generally accepted by a particular
community as binding, the breach of which is supported by customary sanction. This
definition covers the distinction between custom and customary law based on the
availability of sanction.' It aiso emphasises the general acceptance of a d e of conduct

or custom by a community which gives it its binding and enforceable character.

4

An analysis of the different Yoruba tribal marks is contained in: Samuel Johnson, The Historv of the
Yorubas (Lagos: CSS Bookshop Ltd., 1921), pp. 104409.
'Schapera set out to define customary law anthropologically but ended up in a legal definition. He
began with a distinction between custom and customaq law, He seems to have conduded that sanction
was artached to every nile of conduct whether such rule sounds in custom or c u s t o m q Iaw. Apparently
convînced that sanction, in the circumstances, cannot be a basis for the distinction between custom and
customary law, he sought the criterion for the distinction in judicial enforcement and thus defined
customary law as supra note 1, pp. 35-38. But what happens to those d e s of conduct that have not
corne before the courts for judicid enforcement? How do we detemine whether they are mere custorns

5.3 THE EV1DENTLAR.Y PROBLEM OF CUSTOMARY LAW.
The foremost obstacle to any systematic discussion of customary Iaw is its

unwritten form. How do we capture its most authoritative statement? When we want
to know the elements of a crime or the punishment for it, or the constitutional
protection for a right, in Nigeria and Canada we consult the Criminal Code or the
Constitution Act, respectively. But what do we do when, for instance, we want to

know the custornary law stipulation as to the legitimation of a child? What is the
primary source for a foreign scholar who cornes to Nigeria for research on its

customary laws? These questions reveal how challenging the study of customary law
is.
The tmth is that customary law is not in any written form, like a code or
constitution. It is imbedded in the rnind and heart of every native whose customary
law is at issue. perhaps genetically implanted. This makes a discussion of proof for

customary law in a court very interesting. The ascertainment of customary Law is,
however, not as much of a problem for a native as for a foreigner. In Nigerian
traditional society, the education of a child fiom birth includes speciai lectures on the
procedural and substantive contents of customary law. Therefore, before the child
becomes an adult he already has a mastery of customary law. For instance, in Iboland,
a child who attains the age of ten to twelve years is initiated into age-grade society and

masquerade cults. These societies teach the child his civil rights and obligations and
also the custorns and customary laws of the tribe. This type of education is passed
fiom generation to generation so that the natives of a tribe rarely have problerns with

or customary law? It suffices to say that, sanction is the basis of distinction between custom and
customary law.

knowledge of their customary law; neither is anybody expected to daim ignorance of
the customary law.
However. the pre-colonial Nigerian ~ b e fomerly
s
subject to the sole regulation of
their customary laws had their tribal boundaries opened to foreign intercourse and
civilisation. The period of tribal insdarity thereafter ended. Custornary law is no
Longer the sole concem of natives, because foreigners who intermingle with them can
be affected by customary law stipulations. So, such foreigners need to know the

custornary law provisions. For instance, a foreigner may have consensual semai
intercourse with a native girl of sixteen years, which is ailowed under his legal system

but criminalised by customary law which is unknown to him. The need, therefore, for
a written or permanent record of customary law is obvious. Many suggestions have
been put forward on how to solve this problem of unwritten customary law.
Various writers have suggested that customary law shodd be reduced to a code or
put into a f o m of restatement, like the American Restatement, or that the various

customary laws in the country should be ascertained and unifiede6Of interest are the
recent efforts of the state govements of the former Anambra and h o states' of
Nigeria which reduced their customary laws to: The Customary Law ~ a n u a lI'n~the
style of a code, it states uniforni principles or d e s of customary law applicable in
-

-

.-.

.

William Twining, The Place o f Customarv Law in the National Legal Systems of East Africa (Being
lectures delivered at the University of Chicago Law School in A p d - May 1963, and published by the
law schoot, University of Chicago, 1963), pp. 32-53; E. Cotran, "The Place of Customary Law in East
Africq" in East Afiican Law Todav (London: The British Institute of International and Comparative
Law, 19661, p. 72: T. O. Elias, "Towards a Common Law in Nigeria," in T. O. Elias, ed., Law and
Social Change in Nigeria (Lagos: University of Lagos and Evans Brothers Ltd., 19E), p. 254; N.
Okoro. "Integration of the Custornary and the General (English) Laws of Succession in Eastern
Nigeria" in-University of Ife (Faculty of Law), ed., Inteizration of Custornarv and Modern Lepal
Svstems (A conference held at Ibadan, Nigeria, between 24 th - 29 th August, 1964, published by
Universi& of Ife, 1964), p. 342.
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[t is a notorious fact that due to m e n t state mations in Nigeria, the Abia, Ebonyi, and Enugu states
were created out of the former Anambra and h o states.
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Prepared by Dr. S.N.C.Obi, fonner Comrnissioner for Law Revision, Aaarnbra State, and printed m
1977 by the Government Printer, Enugu.

those states, with local variations where such exist. The ambition of this project is
dernonstrated in the foreward to the Manual: "it is an authentic statement of the
customary laws of the East-Central state of Nigeria and 1 am confident that the
handbook will be of great assistance not only to the legal profession but also to
everyone interested in the society in which we

The problem with this effort is

that it has the tendency to rigidi@ or fossilise customary law. A code, restatement, or

manual, unless periodically reviewed, may enjoy such favou.of citation by supenor
courts that their provisions are made inflexible and unquestioning statements of the
customary law. Such a result may materially depart from the real evolutionary nature

of customary law. Perhaps the best solution is to continue the present practice of
proving customary law as a fact, by calling witnesses versed in customary law.

5.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF CUSTOMARY LAW.

A major feature of customary law is that it is unwritten. As we said above, its d e s

are well known by memben of the community whose conduct it regulates. Justice Dan
Ibekwe (as he then was) said extra-judicially:
Regrettably enough, Our own customary Iaw is unwritten. It was handed d o m the ages, fiom
generation to generation. Like a creed, it seems to Iive in the mincis of people. This explains
why so Iittle was really known at the begiming about the vast body of laws which had always
governed the affairs of our ancestors from time immemorial. Much of what is known about
such laws has been drawn either 6om judicial decisions or 6orn the few publications on the
subject.'O

The result is that customary law remains largely uncertain for a lawyer who has to
advise his client, based on a reasonably certain state of the law. But if customary law
is reduced to a permanent form, then that will destroy its insinsic character of being
9

Dr. Obumneme Onwuamaegbu, former Attorney-General of former Est-Central state of Nigeria:

N. C.Obi, The Customarv Law Manual (Enugu: The Government Printer, 1977), p. xxxvi.
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unwritten; and this will render it alien to some of the people whose law it is and whose
conduct it is meant to regulate. Consider telling an eighty year old illiterate Ibo man
that his customary law, the knowledge of which he believes to have gained from his
ancestors, is to be ascertained fiorn a customary law manual, restatement, or code!
This information c m give the old man cause for laughter. He would rather think that it
is English law that is being talked about and not customary law, which he knows to be
unwritten.

The point is that the anglicisation of customary law by its reduction to writing will
render it saange to some of the people it is meant to reguiate. Perhaps Nigeria's, and
indeed Afnca's, greatest contribution to the world's jurisprudence lies in the
evolution. articulation and presentation of a unique customary law that is unwritten,
yet indestructible and ineffaceable. l ' This is the challenge and genius of our customary
law.

Another feature of customary law is that parties to a dispute subject to customary
law are usually no strangers to each other. There is usually a tie, social, marital, or

tribal, binding thern. ' I For instance, land disputes are usually between people related
by blood. This is in contradistinction to modem land adjudication which may be
between parties who are strangers to each other and may even be of different

IO

Ibekwe, D.O., "Conflict of Cultures and Our Customay Law," in T.O.Elias, S.N. Nwabara, et al.,
eds., Afn'can Indigenous Laws (Proceedings of Workshop heId at Nsukka, Nigeria, between 7-9 Augus?,
1974. published by the University of Nigeria Press, 1974), p. 297.
II
"But non-literacy did not prove fatal to the preservation of customary doctrine. Apart from the elden,
who were deemed to be n a m l reposirories of the law, there were traditional functionm*es,well-versed
in forensic science and lemed in the law, who had special responsibilities in directing the proceediigs
in the courts and acted generally as legai experts. In Ashanti, for exarnple, eveiy chiefhad an okyeame
who was at once spokesman on affain of nate and "attorney-generai" of the state. The institution of
legal specialisation facilitated the process of transmitting the legaI heritage h m generation to
generation by oral tradition." S.K.B. Asante: "A Huadred Years of a National Legal Syskm in Ghana:
A Review and Critique," ( Lagos: Academy Ms:
PrOceedings and Papen of the Sunh Commonwealth
Law Conference, Lagos, Nigeria, 17th - 23rd August, 1980), p. 152.
" P. C. Lloyd, Yoruba Land Law (Ibadan: Published for the Nigenan fasthite of Social and Economic
Research, Ibadan, 1962), pp. 17-18.

nationalities. Apparently for this reason, disputes in an Afncan s e t h g are considered
to disrupt the societal or faMly equilibrium. The main aim of the adjudicators will be
to restore that equilibrium and this mi& only be achieved by not deciding strictly on
the right of the parties. Legal rights are not ernphasised as much as reconciliation.
Thus, an Afncan justice system is mainly rec~nciliatory.'~
For instance, a man may

have several pieces of land and his brothers have none. He might have allowed one of
his brothen to occupy one of those pieces of land but without alienating it to him. This

brother and his own family may be in occupation of this piece of land for a long tirne.
M e n a dispute arises between the owner and the brother as to the ownership of this
alloned piece of land, the customary court judges, while acknowledging the legal
ovmership of the land. may decide in favour of the brother. The basis may be that
since the real owner has several other pieces of land, he shouid in the spirit of
brotherhood and family cohesion allow the brother to own or settle on that single,
gified piece of land. The real owner will be persuaded to accept this decision. If
customary law was in a permanent form, the court in the above hypothetical case

would not be able to do what it considered to be equity. It wouid simply have declared
ownership under customary law, written or unwritten, in favour of the owner.
Again. to quali@ as customary law, even in medieval Europe, a nom must be
generally accepted by the people subject to it.14 E s position is clearly affirmed by the
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"Igbo legal procedures airn essentially at readjwting sociai relations. Social justice is more important
than the letter of the law....The resoIution of a case does not have to include a definitive victory for one
of the parties involved. Judgment among the igbo ideally involves a compromise and consensus. They
insist that a good judgment 'cuts into the flesh as welI as the bone' of the matter under dispute. This
implies a 'hostiIe' compromise in which there is neither victor nor vanquished; a reconciliationto the
benefit of - or a loss to both parties:" V. C. Uchendu. The Igbo of Southeast Nieeria (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1965), p. 14.
" Walter Ulhann, Law and Politics in the Middle Ages (New York: Comell University Ress, 1975),
p. 193.

Privy Council in Eshugbayi E l e b v. Government ofNigeria,l5 where Lord Atkh
stated:
Their Lordships entertain no doubt that the more barbarous customs of earlier days may under
the influences of civilisation become milder without losing their essential character as custom.
It would, however, appear to be necessary to show that in their milder form they are still
recognised in the native community as custom, so as in the fom to regulate the relations of the
native community inter se.. ..[I]t is the assent of the native community that gives a custom its
validity, and, therefore. barbarous or mil& it must be s h o w to be recognised by the native
community whose conduct it is supposed to regulate.

What is the proof that, when customary law is reduced to writing it will continue to
be the customary law that is generally accepted by the members of the community

whose lives it is meant to reguiate? Would it not better represent what the compilers
alleged or accepted to be the customary law? However, it is possible that ail the
memben of a cornmunity may decide to rati@the text.
Custornary law remains flexible, evolutionary, and capable of adaptation to
changing circumstances. Gluckman stated:
The view that customary law was ancient and immutable, retaining its principles through long
periods of time. its origins Iost in the mists of antiquity, has been discarded. Not only are
customary laws changing today but also they were subject io constant change in the precolonial past. "

In Lewis v. ~ankole,"Osborne, C.J.,opined: "One of the most striking feanires of
West Afncan native custom.. ..is its flexibility; it appears to have been always subject

to motives of expediency, and it shows unquestionable adaptation to altered
circumstances without entirely losing its character." Some cases M e r illustrate the
changeability or evolutionary nature of customary law. For instance, it was the original
position in customary law that land was totally indienable. It belonged to either a

family or the cornmunity. But through the process of evolution the concept of
l5

(193 1) Law Repom Appeal Cases. 622 at 673.

' M. Gluckman, ldeas and Procedures in Afncan Customarv Law (London: Oxford University PRss,
1969), p. 9

inaiienability of land was discarded in favour of transferability by way of sale. Thus,
Webber, J. in Barimah Ba[ogun and Scoitish Nigerian Mortgage and T m t Co. Lid v.

Saka Chief Oshodi stated:
It seems to me that native Iaw existent during the last fi@

years has recognised alienation of
family land, even by a domestic, provided the permission of the family is obtained...,The chief
characteristic of native law is its flexibility - one incident of land tenure after another
disappears as the times change- but the most important incident of tenure which has crept in
and become firmly established as a rule of native law is alienation of land. "

In the same vein. Graham Paul, C.J. opined in Kadiri Bulogun v. Tijani Baiogun &
Ors.: ". ...as a matter of histoncal fact and ofjudicial decision, it is now too late in the
day to Say that under (Lagos) native law and custom family property is halienable so
as to give the grantee absolute o w n e r ~ h i ~ . " ' ~

The adaptation of customary law to changing political, social and economic
circumstances of the society was M e r evidenced in the case of Ewa Ekeng v. Efana

Ekeng Ita & 0rs." The issue in that 1929 case was the determination of the rights of
two rival claimants to the headship of the Ewa Ekeng House at Caiabar, Nigeria. The
defendant holder of the headship held it by virtue of election, i e . , by voting at a family
meeting. The plaintiff claimed the headship by rîght of primogeniture. as the eldest

male member of the family. The plaintiff contended that any kind of popular election
was contrary to customary law and therefore u l ~ vires.
a
On this contention, Berkeley,

J.. comrnented:
Before the Govemment carne to Calabar, and established law and order, it is certain that the
headship of a house beionged as of nght to the senior male member of that house. But he took
it at his peril. If he failed to h d support within the FdmiIy only two courses were open to him.
Either he went into exile or eise he stayed and was put to death. In either case the succession to
the vacancy devolved on the next senior male, if he chose to take it up. Human nahire is much
the same a11 over the world, and it is absolutely certain that there m u t have been occasions on
which the next senior mâle, knowing that he had no chance of winning the support of the
Family, had sufficient intelligence to stand aside tather than risk such pedous promotion
t

..,m
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is obvious that even before the advent of the Government, the theory of election, though in a
very rudirnentary form, was already inherent in the h i l y system of the Efik people of
Calabar. With the coming of the Government the rule of law was substituted for the nile of
violence. It was no longer possible to put an unpopuIar head to death. Therefore an unpopular
head, being no longer in fear of his life, was under no compulsion to seek security in exile. The
family was saddled with the unpopular head and had no means of getting rid of him, The only
remedy for such a state of affâirs was to take steps to see thai no man should becorne head of
the house unless he had behind him the support of the h i l y . No doubt in the majoriiy of cases
the senior man was sufficiently suitable, and became head without opposition. But when he
was not suitable the family had no hesitation in selecting some other member in his stead. This
was only common sense, and a natural adaptation of custom to rnake it confom to a change in
condition.
The plaintiff is asking this coure to put the clock back. He wishes to deprive the family of any
chcice in the matter o f their head. He ignores the changed citcurnstances o f the times and
wishes to revert to a custom the safeguards and checks upon which can no longer be applied.

if in 1929, when this decision was given, the original customary law on the matter,
i.e., promotion to the headship of the family based on seniority, had been reduced to

writing, the court would have just appiied that custom and there would have been no

room for the flexibility shown in this case. The decision would have been different
and would not have reflected the new custom, i.e., promotion based on election, which
sought to make sure that a family was not saddled with an unpopular head. Reducing

customary law to a permanent form, unless periodically reviewed, wodd desuoy its
characteristic of flexibility and adaptability to changing circumstances and needs of
the society.

Finally, changes in the customary law evolve fiom usage and are not declared, as in
Western legal systems where a statute could repeal or arnend a law by making
declarations to that effect. The explanation seems to be that most traditional societies,
like the Ibos, did not have a legislahm or sovereign who could declare such changes

in the customary law. Once a new customary law has evolved and is generally
accepted:'

it becomes binding on aii the members of the community and any member

who resists its application does so at the risk of customary sanctions.

5.5 PROOF OF CUSTOMARY LAW.

The Evidence AC?

has established two methods of proving customary law:

(a) proving it as a fact; or,
(b) by judicid notice.

Section 14( 1) provides:
A custom3 may be adopted as part of the law goveming a psnicular set of cîrcumnances if it
can be noticed judicially or can be proved to exisr by eviderice. The burden of proving a

custom shall lie upon the person alleging its existence.

This seerns to be a legislative enactment of the rde enunciated by the Privy Council in

As is the case with al1 custornary law, it has to be proved in the first instance by calling
witnesses acquainted with the native customs until the particular customs have, by fiequent
proof in the courts. become so notonous that the c o r n will take judicial notice of them."

A. Proving Customarv Law as a Fact.

Like questions of fact in any judicial inquiry, customary law may be proved by
calling witnesses who are vened in the customary law sought to be established or
denied. They become expert witnesses as far as that customary law is concerned and
are usually chiefs or traditional ders of the community whose customary Iaw is at

issue. By vimie of their customary offices or positions, it is theu duty to know the
customary law of their people. They may be called as witnesses by any or both of the
parties in a case. The court is, however, not bound by such evidence. For instance, in

Ricardo v.

bal? the court commented: 'Wow both these witnesses were called by

the plaintiffand knew. of course, what evidence they were expected to give." In

" Lord Atkin, supra note, 1S.

- Lms of the Federation of Nigeria? t 990, Cap. 112, vol. VII.
m

Section 2(1) of the same Evidence Acr detïnes 'custom' as "a mie which, in a particular dimin has
fkom long usage obtained the force of law."
" ( 192 1) Privy Council Judgement (1 874-1 928) 43.
(1926) 7 Nigerian Law Reports 58 at 59.

Nigeria, the use of an expert witness is the commonest means of establishing
customary law?
The fact of custornary law may also be proved by the use of authoritative
te~tbooks.~'
Lmbi v. ~ a t o held
: ~ that the author of such a textbook must be dead at
the time the book is cited in court. But in Amoo v. ~digun?' the court relied on the

book of a living person. Section 59 of the Evidence AC+'

de& with the admission of a

textbook on customary law: "Any book or manuscript recognised by the natives as a

legal authority is relevant and admissible as proof of native law and custom." This was
judicially interpreted in Adedibu v. ~dewo~in,"
where the West Afican Court of
appeal stated the two conditions that m u t be satisfied for the operation of the section:
(a) the book or manuscript must form part of the evidence in the case; and,
(b) it must be s h o w , as a fact, that such book or manuscript is recognised by

members of the community concemed as a legal authority.

In this particular case. the litigants gave contradictory evidence on the applicable

customary law to the headship of their family, i.e., Mogaji. The judge refhed to
accept either side's version but relied on H. L. Ward-Price's book: Memorandttm of

Land Tenure in the Yoruba Provinces (Lagos: Printed by the government Pnnter,

1933). This book was neither tendered in evidence nor referred to by counsel for the
parties: yet the declaration sought by the plaintiff was granted on the strength of it. On
appeal, the West Afncan Court of Appeai held that Ward Price's book was wrongly
relied on by the judge. because it was in breach of Section 59 of the Evidence Act.
Adeseye v. Taiwo (1956) Federal Supreme Court Reports 84; A n h e v. Aybebi (193 1) 10 Nigenan
Law Reports 79; Owoo v. Owoo (1946) 1 1 West AÇican Court of Appeal Judgment 8 1
A. E. E. Park, The Sources of Nieenan Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1963), pp. 87-79; section

"
59 of Evidence Act, sutira note 33.
"( 1 960) Ghana Law Repom 146 at 153.

"(1 957) Western Region of Nigeria Law Repom 55.
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Su~ranote 22.

Another method of proof, which is not common in Nigeria, is the use of assessors
who sit with the judge and advise him on customary

la^.'^

Proof of customq law as fact seems preferable to codification or other attempts to
reduce customary law to a permanent fom. This is the only approach that leaves
customary law with its flexibility. Where there is a change in customary law or need to
adjust it to changing circumstances, these can be established as a fact, at the same t h e
leaving its unwritten nature unimpaired. When this method of proof is involved,
textbooks or other wrinen evidences of customary law take a secondary position. They

are merely considered as part of the facts to be taken into consideration in ascertaining
the particular customary law involved.

B. Judicial Notice of Customary Law .
A party who wishes the court to recognise and enforce a particular customary law

may request it to take judicial notice. instead of proving it as a fact. Again, the

Evidence Act has laid down the conditions which m u t be fulfilled before judicial
notice is taken of a custom. Section 14(2) provides:
A custorn rnay be judicially noticed by the court if it has been acted upon by a court of superior
or co-ordinate jurisdiction in the same area to an ement which justifies the court asked to apply
it in assuming that the persons or the class of persons concerned in that area look upon the
same as binding in relation to circurnstances similar to those under consideration.

The above section has been the subject of much judicial interpretation. The
expression "same area" seems to connote a geographical location and to mean that a

case establishing the customary law of area 'A' may not be the basis of judicial notice
of the customaiy law of area *B'.Thus, in Santos v. h i Industries Ltd & ~nor.," it
was held that judicial notice cannot be taken of native law and custom relating to

ownership of 'beach land' of Calabar on the basis of judicial notice of Epe custom:
31
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(1 95 1) 13 West African Court of Appeal Judgment 19 1.

T. O. Elias, The Judicial Process in Commonwealth A f i a (Ghana:University of Ghana, 1977),

pp. 1 8.20; Park suma note 27, pp. 89-90.

"since Epe and Calabar are widely separated in distance, one in the colony the other
within the Eastern provinces of the protectorate; they are inhabited by people of

different tnbes with different Ianguages and custom." However, in Taiwo v. Dosunmu
and ~ n o t h e r :Brett,
~
J.S .C., observed:
We are of the view that in applying section 14(3) of the Evidence Act the courts must treat the
reference to 'the same area' as meaning an area in which some grounds appear for supposing
the custom to be uniform. On the material before us no grounds are disclosed for supposing
that the customs of the Fanti or Ga of Ghana are the same as those of the Yoruba of Lagos in
this matter. We are not saying that in ascertainhg the customs of a particular area the decisions
which establish the customs of neighbouring areas may not be helpfbl, but they cannot be
conclusive. Coming to Nigerian decisions, in Archibong W. Archibong, Robinson, S., held that
under the custornary law of Calabar the representatives of a sub-branch of a family could sue
the head of a house to which the family belonged for an account and for the sub-branch's
proper share of rents received. The trial judge in this case held that that distinction was
distinguishable on the grounds that a specific act of delinquency had been proved.

Brett. J.S.C., concluded that there was no evidence that the customary law of Lagos
was the sarne as that of Calabar on the question of the duty of the head of a house to

render accounts. This case, therefore, seerns to establish that "same area" means an
area with uniforni customary law and does not necessarily refer to geographical

location as we observed above, Le., where the court that delivered the fust precedent

and the court being asked to take judicial notice of it are within the same geographical
location.

The courts seem to proceed on the presumption that the uniform customary law
applies in contiguous areas. Thus in Salami v. ~ u k z r niti ~was
~ held that,
in the absence of satisfkctory evidence to the contrary, the court should hold that the custornq
rules regulating the distribution of an intestate's estate in Abeokuta were not different 6om
those which appear to be well sealed by a line of cases in which the parties were Yorubas.

According to Section 14(2) of the Evidence Act, before judicial notice is taken of a
custom, a court of superior or cosrdinate jurisdiction in the same area rnust have
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acted upon it to an extent which justifies the conclusion that the people in that area
accept the same as a correct statement of their customary law in the circumstances.
How many decisions on a particular custorn would be sufficient to warrant the
judicial notice of it? A sirnilar requirement in Angu v. ~ttah~%asthat the custom
must have become notonous by fiequent proof. niis phrase is absent in S. 14(2) above.
The courts have not been consistent in the application of the cntenon of judicial notice
in Section 14(2). Larinde v. ~fiko~'held that a single case was suficient to justify
held that a customary
judicial notice of a customary law. But Olubanji v. ~rnokewu,'~
law can only be judicially noticed f i e r it had been considered, accepted and applied in
many decisions. Also in K m e m v.

u un de,)^ it was held that the native law and

custom whereby a Yoruba person's children are entitled to succeed to his property on
his death intestate has been firmly established by numerous cases and does not have to
be proved by evidence. In Coio v. ~kinyele,"' and Alde v. raft:' three previous

decisions on a customary law were held sufficient to warrant judicial notice of it. In
Onisiwo v. ~ a ~ b e n r othe
. ' ~court relied only on a single previous decision as a judicial

notice of a customary law. However, in Odunsi v. ~jora," two previous decisions

were held insufficient to take judicial notice of a customary law.
This myriad of contradictory decisions does not permit an accurate prophecy of
judicial notice of a particular customary law. The decisions seem to have been inspired
by the peculiar facts and cKcumstances of each case. However, it seems that the recent
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trend is to insist on more than one previous decision before judiciai notice can be
taken of a particular customary law."
A major disadvantage of ascertaining customary law by means of judicial notice is

its tendency to rigidify customary law and impair its characteristics of flexibility and
adaptability. Take for instance a court in the year 2000 taking judicial notice of a
custornary law established in a case, or even cases, decided before 1930. This means
that changes which have taken place in the intervening seventy years wiU be
neglected! The court would have just applied the lawyer's customary Iaw. ix.,
judicidly noticed, but not the people's customary law which may have changed since
1930. Therefore, this method of ascertaining customary law shows that there could be
a difference between the customary law applied by the court and the same customary

law as known to the people who are subject to it.
Finally. on the whole question of proof of custontary law. one common impression
amongst African scholars is troubling. They view the requirement of proving
customary law as a fact as assigning customary law an inferior statu vis-&vis the
received English law. Dr.T.O.Elias' observation epitornises this cornrnon view,
w hic h has even been given statutory underpinning in Ghana:
Progressive opinion is that, despite al1 these modes of ascertaining customary law, it is no
longer acceptable, whether as a rule of law or of practice, that customary law in independent
Afncan States should siII be treated as a fàct to be proved, like any other matter of fact or of
foreign law, by calling evidence of it fiom these extraneous sources.. ..The right trail has
fortunately been blazed by Ghana which in its Courts Act, 1960, provided that customary law
should no longer be treated as a matter of fact, but as law; and that, if the judges who are to
apply a particular rule of customary law feel any doubt, they are fiee to consult whatever
sources, such as by empanelling a group of persons to inform themselves before applying the
law.. ..This. it is submitted, is the right course for a11 independent Commonwealth A6rican
States to take?
U

Olubanji v. Omokewu, supra note 38.

" TT.
O. Elias, The Sudicial Rocess in Commonwealth Afnca (Ghana:University of Ghana, 1977), pp.
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Cirique," (Proceedings and Papen of the sixth comrnonwealth law conference, Lagos, Nigeria, 17thXrd August, 1980: Academy Press, Lagos), p. 154; Eugene Cotran, "The Place and Future of
Customary Law in East Afiic&* in East Afncan Law Todav (London: The British ïnstitute of
International and Comparative Law, 1966), pp, 74,76.

This pushes nationalism and patriotism to the extreme, to demand that customary law
should be treated like the received English law as regards proof thereof.
The bitter tmth is that custornary law is largely unwritten. Without the present
modes of proof. chaos and judiciai rascality will be entrenched . Arbitrariness and

legal uncertainty will be the d e . The Ghana statutory experiment does not lend itself
to recommendation. Such a d e ailows judges to apply what they think is the

customary law, without reference to any primary source, and is an invitation to legal
anarchy. In this situation, even a legal realist cannot predict the mind of the judge!
Will the judge's view of customary law represent that customary law which, by
definition. is known to al1 the mernbers of a community and generally accepted by
them? What if the judge is not a native or cornes from a different customary law
background? The severity of our objection is not mitigated by the Ghana provision
allowing the judges, should they think fit, to have recourse to extra-judicial opinion on

the customary law! What kind of procedure is this? Lawyers for the parties may not
have the opportunity of cross-exarnining the source of this opinion that might
determine the rights of their clients! Even then, is it an improvement or derogation

frorn the original method, Le., proof as a fact, which allows such persons to give direct
evidence of the customary law and be cross-exarnined?

5.6 EXCLUSION OF OTHERWISE APPLICABLE CUSTOMARY LAW.

What circumstances d o w a customary law that would have provided the d e of
decision to be excluded? These grounds are statutory. Section 26 of the High Court
~ o r ç 'provides:
'~
26(1) The High Court shall observe and enforce the observance of customary law which is

applicable and is not repugnant to na-1
justice, equity, and good conscience, nor
incompatible either directly or by implication with any law for the tirne being in force, and
nothing in this law shall deprive any person of the benefit of customary law.
(3) No parry shail be entirled to daim the benefit ofany customary iaw, if ic shaii appear eitiier
from express contract or from the nature of the transactions out of which any suit or questions
may have arisen, that such party agreed that his obligations in comection with such
transactions should be exclusively regulated otherwise than by custornary law or that such
transactions are transactions unknown to custornary law.

The above provision clearly stipulates three situations for non-application of

customary law:

a. repupant to naninl justice, equity, and good conscience;
b. agreement by parties to exclude customary law; or,
c.

transactions unknown to customary law.

Re~ugnancyDoctrine: customs repumant to natural iustice, equity, and good

conscience.
What does this phrase mean? It has rightly been called, "the trinity of legal

~ i m i e s . ' ~It' seems that what was intended is not an importation of the Cifferent, and
often nebulous, meanings of the three constituent elements of that phrase, Le., n a d
law. equity, and good conscience. Otherwise, the application of customary law wodd
be tested against the technical niles of natural justice and equity. Therefore, the phrase
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shouid be constnied as a whole and should mean the universal principles of rnorality
and fairness."

That phrase is really a cleansing and modernking provision, originally entrenched
by the colonial govemment to divest customary law of its ostensibly 'barbaricTrelics.
As Lord Wright declared in Laoye v. ~yetunde'~:
The policy of the British Govenunent in this and other respects is to use for purposes of the
administration of the country the narive laws and customs in so far as possible and in so far as
they have not been varied or suspended by statutes or ordinances.- ..[s]o far as they are not
barbarous.

But then, what is the touchstone of naturai justice, equity, and good conscience? 1s it
the British or African standard? G. F. A. sawyed0 submitted: "The result of this

attitude was that "British" was substituted for "natural" justice and the touchstone of
the fimess of local laws for application to local peoples was the British standard of
justice." in support of this view is the case of H a h Bibi v. Mohamrned~'which held
that, "it is a matter of cornmon sense that there cannot be in one colony at one and the
same time two conflicting concepts of nahiral justice, public order or rnorality. If there

is conflict then it is the concepts of the Suzerain Power which will prevail." But ~ a r k ~ ~
disagrees: "It can therefore be stated with confidence that inconsistency with the
principles of English law is not the standard applied in determining whether a

particular rule is repugnant to natural justice, equity and good cons~ience."~~
It is
dificuit to share Park's confidence. The preponderance of judicial authority, and
utterances of judges, mainly foreign, who were codonted with the application of the

" G.F. A. Sawyerr, "Interna1 Confiict of Laws in East Afnca,"

in G. F. A. Sawyerr, ed., East African
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repugnancy doctrine clearly show that it was English justice and social values that
were used as the criteria for ' n a d justice, equity, and good conscience.'

The bigotry which smothered the application of this phrase was eloquently declared
. j ~ Hamilton, C.J., in
and manifested in the 1917 case of R. v. ~ r n k e ~ 0There,

considering whether the incidents of a Christian marriage were applicable to a

customary marriage,js declared in most unenviable terms:
In my opinion, the use of the word "rnarriage" to describe the relationship entered into by an
Afncan native with a woman of his tribe according to tribal custom is a misnomer which has
led in the past to a considerable conbion of ideas. 1 know of no word that correctiy describes
it; 'Wife-purchase" is not ahogether satisfactory, but it comes much nearer to the idea than that

of "marriage" as generally understood among civilised peoples.
The elements of a so-called marriage by native custom differ so materially fiom the ordinarily
accepted idea of what constitutes a civilised f o m of marriage that it is difficult to compare the
MO.
In the first place the woman is not a free contracting agent but is regarded rather in the nature
of a chattel, for the purchase of which a bargain is entered into between the intending husband
and the father or nearest male relatives of the woman. In the second place there is no lirnit to
the number of women that may be so purchased by one man, and fially the man retains a
disposing power over the woman he has purchased.
Women so obtained by a native man are comrnonly spoken of, for want of a more precise term
as '%ives" and as "married won!en," but having regard to the vital difference in the
relationship of the parties to a union by native custom, fiom that of the parties to a legal
marriage, 1 do not think that it can be said that the native custom approxirnates in any way to
the legal idea of mamage.

About forty-five years later, the above dictum was approved by Sir Ronald Sinclair in
the case of Abdul Rahman Bin Moharned and Another v. R.?

....the mariage appears to have al1 the elernents of "wife purchase," the description given to
an Afncan customary marriage in Amkeyo S case. There was no religious ceremony or indeed
any cerernony at all. The first appellant merely paid Shs. 200 for her which money was paid
through her father to her former husband to release her, Either p q could buy his or her
release at any time.
No doubt, customary marriage in the above cases was assessed against the
background of Christian marriage under English law. Accordingly, whether a
customary union is entitled to the description of a marriage depends on its
.-

n
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approximation or confomiity with a Christian or foreign judge's idea of mamage.
Does the payment of bride wealth really convert an African marriage ceremony to a
wife-purchase? Does it not signiQ the love and cornmitment of the husband just like
the rnarriage vow, or even pre-nuptial contract, in an English marriage ceremony?

Does the participation of the families of the bride and bndegroom not signifj the bond
the union creates and the senousness it imports? Is there evidence that a husband or
wife of an Afncan marriage is less loving or devoted to his or her partner than the
spouse of Christian marriage? Therefore, to descnbe an Afncan marriage cerernony as
a "wife-purchase" is not only an abuse of language but smacks of the provincialism

and bigotry. worse still ignorance, roundly condemned by Cardozo, J. in Loucks et al.
v. Standard OiI ofNew y o d 7 :
Our own scheme of legislation may be different, We may even have no legislation on the
subject. That is not enough to show that pubtic policy forbids us to enforce the foreign right. A
right of action is property. If a foreign statute gives the right, the mere fact that we do not give
a like right is no reason for refusing to help the plaintiff in getting what belongs to him. We are

not so provincial as to say that every solution of a problem is wrong because we deal with it
otherwise[than] at homemew York State].

In the same vein, James, L.J. in In Re Goodman 's T ~ ~ condernned
( s I ~ a veiled
contempt for the application of foreign law:
And why should we on principIe think it right to lay down a rule leading to such results? 1
protest that 1 can see no principle, no reason, no ground for bis, except an insular vanity,
inducing us ro think that our law is so good and so right, and every other system of law is
naught, that we should reject every recognition of it a s an unclean thing.J9

The point being made is that, in striking down customary law under the triple
formula (naniral justice. equity, and good conscience), an English sense of justice was
used as the standard and the judges, especially the colonial judps, proceeded fiom a

-
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Western superiority complex and self-proclaimed cleansing mission.60 The proclivity
to reject custornary law, on the bais of the above mental attitude, for being contrary to
naturai justice. equity, and good conscience was fostered by the elliptical nature of the
triple formula which deprived it of any objective critenon and analysis.6'
For instance, many people are likely to diser on what amounts to good conscience.

The result has been a huge field of judicial discretion in which the judge's idea of
civilisation becomes the litmus test by which a custornary law m u t adjudged valid
and acceptable. As G. F. A. Sawyerr noted, %O matter how well-established a custom

was. its application in any particular case depended on the discretion of the judge
before whom the issue arase.'"'
However, with the independence of Nigeria in 1960 and the appointment of more
Uidigenous judges. a more Nigenan sense of justice and values have corne to be the
standard of natural justice. equity and good conscience. Thus in Ejamike v.
~jiarnike.6~
the plaintiff was the Okpala (head) of his father's household at Onitsha

and the defendants were members of the household. The plaintiff s case was that the
defendants who were jointly managing the property of their late father, in disregard of
his right as the Okpala were letting out some of the houses to tenants and collecting
rents therefiorn. The plaintiff tendered evidence and called many witnesses to
establish his right to manage the said property as the OkpaIa according to Onitsha
custom. The defendants did not cross-examine the witnesses nor object to the
AS the judge said in Ashogbon v. Oduntan (1935) 12 Nigerian Law Repom 7 at 10: "1 regard this
court in its equity jurisdiction as in some rneasure by virtue of the jurisdiction sections of the Supreme
Court Ordinance "the keeper of the conscience"of native communities in regard to the absolute
enforcement of aileged native customs."
T. O. Elias said: "Ir m u t nevertheless be said that in so many of the cases decide on this principle, no
consistent principle is discernïble and that some of the decisions are hard to justify. This is probably an
area in which the court has not made a very notable contribution:" The Judiciai Process in
Commonwealth AEca (Ghana: University of Ghana, 1977), p. 53.
" Sawyerr, SUE- note 48, p. 134.
63
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customary law relied on. They claimed that the customary law relied on by the
plaintiff was repugnant to natural justice, equity, and good conscience. The judge held
that this was not sufficient for the defendants, because they had to show how it was so

repugnant :
1s there a universal standard of natural justice, equity and good conscience? Or should the test
be subjective and related to the conscience and moral susceptibilities of a given comrnunity at
a given period of develùpment? It is my view that in this case the onus is on the defendants to
establish that the custom relied on by the plaintiffwas repugnant to good conscience of the
iiveragt Onitsha man in i 972.

What of the cases where the repugnancy doctrine has been successfûlly applied?
, ~ plaintiff had paid the dowry for a woman and married her. She
In Edet v. ~ s s i e nthe

later left him and entered into a new mamage with another man, by whom she
subsequently had two children. The plaintiff then alleged that, under a d e of native
law and custom. he was entitled to the custody of these children, since his dowry had

not been repaid to him. It was held that such a nile of customary law was repugnant to
naturai justice. equity, and good conscience. In Mariyamo v. Sadiku Ejo6', the court
held that a custom which entitled a man to a child bom by his former wife ten months
after the mamage was repugnant to natural justice, equity, and good conscience.

In Okonkwo v. 0kagbue,6~one Nnayelugo Nnebue Okonkwo of Ogbotu village
died in 193 1 and was swived by five sons. The plaintiff was one of the five sons.

Okonkwo also left behind two sisters who were the 1st and 2nd defendants. Though

married,both were childless and claimed to have separated fiom their respective
husbands and retumed to the family home at Ogbotu village. About 1961, thirty years
after the death of Okonkwo, the 1st and 2nd defendants, acting under Onitsha
customary law, married the 3rd defendant for their deceased brother Okonkwo, with
a (1932) 1 1 Nigeria Law Reports 47.

(1961) Northem Region of Nigeria Law Reports 8 1 .

consent of the elders of Ogbotu village and the Okonkwo family, as well as its head.
Since that said marriage the 3rd defendant had given birth to six sons, who answered
Okonkwo's narne. The plaintiff and his own brothen refked to acknowledge the 3rd
defendant's children as their brother.The plaintiff acting on behaif of hirnself and his
brothen brought a representative action against the defendants claiming (a) a
declaration that, by Onitsha native law and custom, the I st and 2nd defendants by
themselves cannot many the 3rd defendant for their late brother, Okonkwo. and that
the alleged marriage was nul1 and void; (b) that the 3rd defendant was not the wife of

the late Okonkwo; (c) an order of court that ail the children of the 3rd defendant were
not the issues of late Okonkwo; and, (d) a declaration that the children of the 3rd
defendant could not inherit both the real and personal property of late Okonkwo.
Both the High Court and the Court of Appeal held that the aileged Onitsha
custoinary law. which allowed mamage to a deceased person was valid in view of the
consents of the family and the village before the marriage. On appeal the Supreme
Court held that the Onitsha native law and custom applicable to the mariage between

the 3rd defendant and the Iate Okonkwo was not only repugnant to n a d justice,
equity and good conscience but aiso contrary to public policy. n i e purported maniage
was declared nul1 and void. The Supreme Court observed:
A conduct that might be acceptable a hundred years ago may be heresy these days and vice
versa. The notion of public policy ought to reflect the change. That a local custom is connary
to public policy and repugnant to natural justice, equity and good conscience necessarily
involves a value judgnent by the court. But this mus objectively relate to contemporary
mores, aspirations, expectations and sensitivities of the people of this country and to consensus
vaiues in the civilised international community which we share. We must not forget that we are
a part of that community and cannot isolate ourselves fiom its values. Full cognisance ought to
be taken of the current social conditions, experiences and perceptions of the people. After all,
custorn is not -tic.

(1994) 9 Nigerian Weekiy Law Reports (Part368) 301.
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Agreement by parties to exclude custornarv law.
Where custornary law wodd have been applicable but the parties agreed, expressly
or impliedly, that the transaction would be regulated by another system of law, the
a 'native took from Chief
court will give effect to their intention. In Griffin v. ~ a l a b i , ~
Oloto. in comection with a sale of land, a document couched in English law form. It
was in fact a receipt which had the effect of alienating the land under English law. It
was subsequently contended that since both parties were natives, customary law

should apply. If customary law had applied, the sale transaction in the English form
would have been held unknown to customary law and therefore set aside.
The West Afncan Court of Appeal rejjcccted this contention as both parties were

aware. at the outset, that English law was to govern the transaction. Also in Okolie v.
~ b othere
. ~ was
~ a dispute between two Ibos residing in Jos regarding the supply of

fuel. One of them was a transporter and the other operated a filling station. It was held
that the nature of their respective occupations. the transaction between them and the
commodity in which they dealt indicated that neither Islamic law, applicable in Jos,
nor Ibo customary law should apply. The parties were therefore held to have intended
the application of English law.

Transactions unknown to customary law.
We shdl illustrate the operation of this category with conflict between customary
and English laws of succession. The question here was whether a native who went

through a Christian marriage ceremony, Le.' monogarnous rnarriage, and died intestate
had by that uncustomary marriage excluded the application of the customary law of
succession to his estate? In other words, is a Christian maniage a transaction h o w n
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to customary law? The importance of these questions, and the answers thereto, cm
o d y be Fuliy appreciated when one understands the dflerences between customary
and English laws of succession. Ten of them exi~t:~'

1. Under customary law, a wife has no succession nghts beyond that of actuai abode
in her late husband's house; but English law gives her well defined succession

rights.
2. The succession rights of daughtes under English law are much ampler, and better

defmed. than under Ibo customary law.
3. Under customary law, the children and wife of a deceased, in matdineal societies,

have no rights of succession to the deceased's estate; but English law gives hem
full nghts of succession.
4. Under Boki (in eastem Nigena) custornary law, o d y the father, eldest brother or

uncle of the deceased. to the exclusion of the children and wife, have nghts of
succession; but with application of the English law of succession. the children and
wife of the deceased would be entitled to succession rights.

5. Among the Kalabari and Nembe (in south-eastem Nigeria), children of an igwa
marriage belong to and have succession rights in their mother's family; but the

application of the English law of succession entitles such children to succession
rights in their father's estate.
6. Under customary law, a husband's succession rights to the wife's estate are
infenor to and subjected to the succession rights of the children; however, English
law gives a husband defined rights in his wife's estate.

Dr. Nwakanma Okoro. "Integraiion of the Custornary and the Generai (English) Laws of Succession
in Eastern Nigeria," University of Ife, Faculty of Law,ed., Intemation of Customary and Modem Leml
Svstems (A conference held at Ibadan, Nigeria, 24 th - 29 th August, 1964, published by the University
of Ife), pp. 24-25 1; Obi, S-N-C.,supra note 3, pp. 22 1-222.
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Customary Iaw of succession recognises group succession under which children of
a deceased become entitled to undivided shares in his m l property; such property
becomes family property; and the practical effect of the English rule of
prirnogeniture is a virtual destruction of the concept of family property.
While succession under English law is beneficial and not onerous, it is both under

custornary law. A successor under English law succeeds only to assets; but under
customary law, he succeeds to both assets and liabilities of the deceased, for
instance, he could be liable for the deceased's personal debts.
While the Crown has a nght of succession under Engiish law, e.g., bona vacantia

and nght of escheat. no such rights are recognised under customary law.
10. Customary law recognises oral death-bed declarations, i.e., a nuncupative will, by

which a man may distribute his assets; however, English law does not recognise
this method of testate distribution except by way of donatio mortis causa.
These differences show the importance and implication of a determination of the
question: which law of succession, English or customary, govems the estate of a
Nigerian native who went through a Christian f o m of marriage and died intestate?
A decision that it is English law totally obviates the application of customary law,

with dl its consequences as evidenced in the ten differences highlighted above. The

Nipnan courts have grappled with this problem over the years. The decisions show a
cleavage of approaches. One view maintains that, since the incidents of a Christian
marriage are unknown to customary law, it is the Engiish law of succession that
applies to the estate of persons who married thereunder and died intestate. In other
words, a Christian marnage transaction is lmknown to customary law, the application

of which should therefore be excluded. The contrary view rejects any notion that
Christian marriage has such a talismanic and automatic effect on the Iaw of

succession. It holds that the applicable law depends on the facts and circumstances of
each case. We shall now look at some of the cases on the topic, starhg with those
that support the fint view.

Cole v. ~ o l e "seems to be the h

t case. There the deceased,

John William Cole,

had contracted a Christian marriage in Sierra Leone in 1874. He died intestate in

Lagos and was survived by his wife, a brother, and a lunatic son. The brother sought a
declaration that he was the customary heir of the deceased and as such should succeed
to the property and be declared tnistee for the son. The widow, however, claimed that
since the deceased had contmcted a Christian marriage, the English law of intestate
succession. not the customary law, should govern, and that the son was therefore the
lawful heir. The lower court gave judgment for the brother. but on appeal the Full

Court. formerly the Supreme Court, held that English law should govem succession to
the deceased's estate. Brandford Griffith, J., elaborated:
Let us compare the position of the parties respectively in native and Christian maniages....By
native law a man can rnany as many wives as he can afford to pay for. The wife does not take
the husband's narne, nor do the husband and wife become one person, but the wife rernains a
member of her famity and often continues to live in her own house apart From the husband. The
wife's property remains her own. By strict native law when a man dies his eldest brother on his
mother's side akes his widow as his wife - that is the native method of providing for the
widow. It is a consequence of the loose tie of the native marriage that by strict native law a
man's eldest brother on his rnother's side inherits. The brother is part of the man's farnily. The
wife and her children are part of the wife's h i l y ,
The position of a man and a woman who marry according to Christian rites is entirely different.
Christian mamiage imposes on the husband duties and obligations not recognised by native
law. The wife throws in her lot with the husband. She enters his h i l y , her property becomes
his. In fact, a Christian marriage ciothes the parties to such marriage and their offspring with a
status unknown to native law.
In such circumstances can it be contended that the question of Meritance to the deceased in
the present case should be decided in accordance with the phciples of native law and custorn?
I th* net.''

The Leamed judge therefore held English law to be applicable by vimie of the
Christian marriage, without factually ascertainhg the We-çtyle of the deceased, Cole,
70
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during his life tirne. Did the deceased live and conduct himself like a monogamously

married Englishman? Could the deceased, a Nigerian native rnarried in 1874,
according to the report, be said to have been aware of and intended the application to
his estate of the English law of intestate succession? Was it not obvious injustice to
apply to a man's estate a law with which he, the deceased, had no connection other

than regulating the celebration of his marriage?

The above questions depict the gaps in the ratio of Cole v. Cole. The case was
nevertheless followed by rnany other cases. In Coker v. C'oker7*,Brookes, J., restated
the rule in Cole S case. The headnote of this case States: "....the intestate estate of a

native who contracts a Christian or civil marriage is removed fiom the operation of
native law of succession and brought under the common law of England." in Adegbola
v. ~olaranrni'~.
the deceased, a native of Oyo (western Nigeria), had contracted a

customary mamage in his youth, and the plaintiff was the oniy child of that union.
Thereafter. the deceased was taken as a slave to the West Indies. where. during a stay
of forty years. he converted to Christianity and married a woman in the Roman
Cadiolic faith. Returning with his second wife to Nigeria, he purchased land, built a
house, and took up residence in Lagos. in 1900, he died intestate. His wife by the

Christian marriage continued to occupy the house and property until her own death in
1918. She left a will devising the Lagos property to the defendant. The plaintiff sought

recovery of the house, claiming that since she was the deceased's oniy child she was
entitled to the property according to native law and custom. The defendant, however,
contended that since the deceased had contracted a Christian mamage, the English law

of intestate succession should govem; therefore, since the plaintiffwas not the issue of
Ibid., p. 22.

"(1 943) 17 Nigerian Law Repom 55.

a Chnstian mariage, she had no right to share in the estate. The court, relying on

Cole S case gave judgment for the defendant.
An automatic application of the principle in Cole 's case is manifest in Gooding v.

Martins7'. Here the deceased had £ k t contracted a Chnstian marriage under which the

plaintiff was bom. After the death of his first wife, he martied under native law and
custom. The defendants were the children of the customary marriage. The issue before
the court was whether the defendants were to have any share in the deceased's estate.
Again, the court relied on Cole '.Y case, that the defendants had no c l a h to their

father's estate?
However. the contrary view looks at the facts and circumstances of each case and is
decided just
equally supported by a good nurnber of cases. in Asiafa v. ~oncallo,7~
two years after Cole S case. the deceased, a Yoruba, had been seized as a slave in his
youth and taken to Brazil where he married the same woman twice: first according to

Islamic rites and then according to Christian rites. During his stay in Brazil, two
daughters were born. When he returned to Nigeria with his wife. he mmied a second
woman under Islamic law. Upon the deceased's death intestate, the plaintiff. the only

child of the second marriage. brought an action claiming a share of the estate. The
Divisional Court applied English law and rejected the claim on the ground that the
plaintiff was illegitimate. The Full Court, however, held that the second rnarriage was
vaiid and applied Islamic law, thereby givhg the plaintiff a share of the estate.

- ( 1921) 3 Nigerian Law Reports 89.
" ( 1942) 8 West African Court of Appeal Judgment 108.
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" The same result was reached in, The Adminisnazor-General v. O m o Egbunu (1945) 18 Nigerian

Law Reports 1 ;and Huasmp v. Coker (1927) 8 Nigerian Law Reports 68 at 7 1, where Petrides, J. held,
"1 have no hesitation in deciding that it is not in Fdct necessary to prove that the deceased was a
professing Christian when he marrieci, as the law wiii presume that the parties, by gohg through a
marriage according to Christian rites, intended to be bound by its consequences d e s s there was
evidence to the contrary, of which there was none."
76
( 1900) 1 Nigerian Law Reports, p. 4 1.

However, the above conclusion was not easy to reach. The judges in that case were
confronted with the obstructive precedent of Cole 's case. As it were, frantic efforts
were made to distinguish Cole. Speed A.C.J., opined: "1 do not admit that the parties
in this case contracted a Christian marriage at dl. They were Mohammedans and they
merely for local reasons went through the marriage ceremony in Christian forni.""
Justice Speed's unwillingness to admit the existence of the Chnstian mamage did not
derogate fiom the legal existence of that marriage. If there was no Christian marriage
why was the reference to Cole necessary? Justice Speed's line of distinction was
tenuous indeed. In fact, in the same case. Griffith, J., stated: "there can be no doubt
that the Christian marriage was legal.'"8 He, however, stated that the distinction lay in
the fact that while Coie dealt with the application of intestacy law. Asiata was
concemed with the validity of the second customary marriage. This is an obvious
avoidance of Cole S case. for the issue of the validity of the second customary

maniage was oniy incidental to the main issue which was the application of the
intestacy law. However, Griffith, J., adopted the right approach by considering the
peculiar facts and circumstances of the case before him, i.e., the deceased's manner of

life, He observed:
But it may fairIy be argued that assuming the mariageto be legal, still it would be conaary to
justice that. Selia (the fint wife) having impliedly contracted by her Christian marriage for
monogamy, her offspring should suffer by breach of that contract by their M e r . But the
contract which a Christian marriage wouId ordinarily imply was clearly not implied Ui the
present case as Selia not only went through a Moharnmedan ceremony of marriage but does not
appear to have raised the slightest objection to her husband's subsequent mam'ages and
~ives.~~

Therefore, the court without expressly ovemilhg Cole set up an approach and solution
manifestly distinct f?om and contrary to Cole 'S.

* Ibid., p. 44.
Ï8

Ibid., p. 43.

79 Ibid.

The approach in Asiata was foliowed by Smith v.

mi th" There, the deceased

contracted a Christian marriage in Sierra Leone in 1876. He later purchased a property

and took up residence in Lagos. After his death intestate, his widow and chikiren
continued to occupy the deceased's property. Later, the daughters, basing their daim
on customary law, brought an action for partition. The defendant, the deceased's eldest

male child, opposed the action on the ground that he was the deceased's heir at Law
and was therefore solely entitled to the property. He relied upon Cole v. Cole and
argued that since his parents had contracted a Christian marriage, Eaglish law must
govem intestate succession. In giving judgrnent for the plaintiffs and rejecting the
defendant's contention. Van Der Meulen, J.. expatiated:
Counsel appearing for the defendant has based his daim solely upon the decision in the case of
Cole v. Cole and has contended that the elTect of that decision is to lay it down as a binding
rule that when parties have been married according to the rites of the Church of England their
propeny must devolve according to the English law and not according to native law and
custom.
1 have very carefully pemed that decision and 1 am unable to find that any such general mie is
laid down thereby; I do not consider that the case goes m e r than to decide that in such cases
it might be inequitable for the native law and custorn as to succession to property to be applied.
It would be quite incorrect to say that ail the persons who embrace the Christian hith, or who
are manied in accordance with its tenets, have in other respects attained that state of culture
and development as to make it just or reasonable to suppose that their whole Iives should be
regulated in accordance with EngIish Iaws and standards. Any such general proposition would
in my opinion be no less unjust in its operation and effects than the converse proposition - with
which 1 think the court must have been concerned in the case of Cale v. Cole that because a
man is a native the devolution of his property must be regulated in accordance with native law
and custom, irrespective of his education and general position in life?'

The completeness of the above needs no gloss Save to Say that, instead of an automatic
application of English law where a native went through a Christian form of mariage,
each case depends on its peculiar facts, circumstances, manner of life of the deceased,
and the need to achieve a just result.

80
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( 1924) 5 Nigerian Law Reports 105.

Ibid., p. 107.

Again, in Onwudinjoh v. ~mvudinjoh,~~
there was evidence of a Christian rnarriage

between the deceased and a woman called Agnes, but only a customary relationship
between him and another woman called Chinelo; the question amse as to the nghts of
their children to the deceased's estate. Sir Louis Mbanefo, C.J., stated:
Were I to follow the long line of cases based upon the decision in Cole v. Cole, there would be
little difficulty. The Full Court in Cole's case laid d o m the proposition that a Christian
mamage, to quote the words of Sir Brandford Griffith, 'clothes the parties to such marriage
and their offspring with a statu unknown to native law.' Native law and custom does not then
apply to such marriages, and succession to the parties to such marn'ages is therefore to be
govemed by English law. That resurné of the decision erred on the side of simplicity, but the
propositions stated 1 think are propositions which had been repeatedly extracted corn the case
and followed by the courts in this country.

in Ajayi v.

the deceased had been the widow of Reverend James White,

whom she had m h e d according to the provisions of the Mmiage Ordinance. She
had severai chikiren, of whom one was the defendant in the case. Her other children
miimed under native Iaw and custom. The plaintiffs were the deceased's
grandchildren by those customary marriages. Upon the deceased's death intestate. the
plaintiffs brought an action for partition of the property in their grandmother's estate.
basing their daim upon customary law and invoked the application of Smith's case.
The court dismissed the defendant's contention that, because of the Christian
marriage, English law m u t be applied to the estate. It was held that while a Christian
marriage was strong evidence that succession should be regulated by English law, it

was not conclusive of the question. It merely created a rebuttable presumption.
Accordingly, Baker. A.C.J., held: "The onpinal owner was no doubt the wife of an
educated man but it is very doubtfhi whether she was Iiterate or knew anything about

"

(1957) Eastern Region of Nigeria Law Reports 1.
a ( 1946) 18 Nigerian Law Repom 4 1.

the English law of succession; if she had done so it is more than likely that she would

have left a w W ' ~
So, why was Cole v. Cole not expressly o v e d e d in Asiata 's line of cases? The
reason is that, on its facts, Cole's case was, and still is, a just decision. A contrary
view in that case would have had the unsavoury effect of disinheriting a man's son in
favour of a third party, i.e., the man's brother. That was why Asiuta 's line of cases
Iimited Cole S case to its peculiar facts. There is no doubt that Asiafa S line of cases is
much preferable to the suggested mechanical approach in Cole's case, i x . , an
unquestioning application of English law just because of the presence of a Christian
marriage. Asiala s appmach admirably seeks to apply the law of succession that is best

in accord with the presumed intention of the deceased. To the extent that Cole v. Cole
laid down a general proposition, it is unlikely that Nigerian courts will follow it in
fiiture. moreso as it inexorably impinges on the customary law of succession.

Therefore. following Asiata 's line of cases, whether a Christian mamage amounts to a
transaction unknown to customary law depends on the circurnstances of each case and
the deceased's manner of life and habits.

CONCLUSION:

The meaning of customary Iaw emphasises the difference berneen a custom and
customary law. The characteristics of customary law and the evidentiary problem of
customary Iaw were analysed to suggest that the best way of ascertaining customary
la&-in court is by proving it as a fact. This method of proof allows customary law to

retain its pristine characteristics, alongside the three critena by which an otherwise
applicable customary law will be excluded.

CHAPTER SIX

THE PROBLEM OF CONFLICT OF LAWS ïN NIGERIA: PERSONAL LAW

IN A LEGALLY PLURALISTIC SYSTEM.

6.1 INTRODUCTION:

If the infusion of needless confusion and uncertainty in the area of family relations is
to be avoided. then it is of utmost importance that the law defining and regulating

these relations should be the same wherever the issue &ses. It does not augur well for
societai equilibrium and comity of nations that a peson's statu, for instance. as a
legitimate child. a manied or single penon. an adult or a minor. changes with his or

her relocation to another legal temtory. The inconvenience of such a situation was
vividly descnbed by James, L.J.. in In re Goodman 's ~ m s t:'
But would it not be shocking if such a man, seeking a home in this country with his fmily of
Iegitimated children. shou1d fmd that the English hospitality was as bad as the worst f o m of
the persecution fiom which he had escape& by destroying his family ties, by declaring that the
relation of father and child no longer existed, that his rights and duties and powers as a father
had ceased. that the chiid of his parental affection and fond pride whom he had taught to love,
honour. and obey him. for whom he had toiled and saved, was to be thenceforth, in
contemplation of the law of his new country, a fatherless bastard?.,..Can it be possible that a
Dutch father, stepping on board a steamer at Rotterdam with his dear and lawfiil chil& should
on his arriva1 at the port of London find that the child had become a stranger in blood and in
law, a bastar&/ilius nuh.s?'

In mitigation of the above circumstances, moa legai systems have accepted the
concept of personal law as the sole determinant of a person's status and family
relations? It is this pesonai law that applies to a person, wherever he may be, in

determining his family relations.
1

( 1881) 17 Law Reports Chancery Division 366.

'Ibid.. pp. 297-298.

In Le Mmrier v. Le Mesurier (1895) Law Reports Appeal Cases 5 17 at 540-1. Lord Watson
observed: "according to international law, the domicil for the t h e being of the married pair affords the
only tme test of jurisdiction to dissolve their maniage....[I]t is the strong inclination of my own opinion

But what does penonal Iaw mean and how is it determined? 1s there any
unWersally acceptable test. in other words, can the test used to determine the personal
law of an Englishman domiciled in Englaad, and a Canadian domiciled in Manitoba,
be equally used to determine the personal laws of a Nigerian, Chinese, or Hindu
indian. domiciled in Lagos, China and India, respectively? What is the impact of legal
pluralism on the criterion for the determination of penonal law?

Legal pluralism means the simuitaneous operation of more than one system of law
in a given legal territory Ln Nigeria, it is undentood in the context of the received
English law and the local customary law. It has an historical ongin and denves fiom
the paralle1 legal structure established by the erstwhile British colonial govemment,
whereby different courts were established separately to administer customary and
English laws. The courts that administered English law exercised jurisdiction over
English subjects and other foreigners; and the customary law courts exercised
jurisdiction over Nigerian natives. NohKithstanding post-independence attempts at
legal unification. Iegal pluralism still exists. though in attenuated form." Legal
pluralism in Nigeria poses this question: which system of law constinites a Nigerian's
penonal law? Is it the received English law or customary law?
Graveson, in a searching and critical discussion. analysed a similar problem in what
he called a non-unified system, which he defined as "a single national state which
possesses more than one legal system, or what Professor Cavers cailed the Plurilegic
that the on1y fair and satisfactorymie to adopt on this matter of jurisdiction is to insist upon the parties
in ali cases referring their matrimonial differences to the courts of the country in which they are
domiciled. Different comrnunities have different views and Iaws respecthg matrimonial obligations, and
a different estirnate of the causes which shouId justiQ divorce. It is both just and reasonable, therefore,
that the differences of married people shouid be adjusted in accordance with the Iaws of the community
to which they belong, and dealt with by the tribunais which aIone can administer those laws. An honest
adherence to this principle, moreover, wiIl preclude the scandai which arises when a man and woman
are heId to be man and wife in one country and sirangers in another,"
The High Court which in the colonial penod administered only English law now equally administem
customary Iaw: Section 26(1) High Court L m , Cap. 60, Laws of Lagos State, 1994.

state."' There is no doubt he had legal pluraiism in mind. However, he concentrated
on the Amencan and English types of legal pluralism which, in the case of Amenca, is
a corollary of its federal constituîionai structure and composite legal system. Any
discussion of personal law must concentrate on those non-unified systems which have
an interplay of customary or religious laws wïth the general law, as in Nigeria or india.

6.2 lMEANING AND PROVINCE OF PERSONAL LAW.

What then is personal law? It is the Iaw of that temtory or tnbe or race with which
a person is pennanently connected and which determines his status or family
relations! That law follows hirn wherever he goes. The concept of personal law is
ancient and htrinsically a creation of historical conditions. In the Roman Empire, the
insularity of thejus civile. which applied only to Roman citizens, was meant to be
short-lived, because it could not withstand the inexorable intercourse between Romans
and foreignen. This led to the appointment of the praetor peregrinus to administer

some system of law. other than thejus civile, in cases between foreignen and Romans
and between foreigners. Thus, the principle of personal law was not applied.

The end of the Roman Empire created a dilernma by the CO-existenceof the Roman
law and barbarian tribal laws. Which law. for instance, applied to a dispute between a
Roman and a Frank? Was it the Roman law or Salic law? The logical solution adopted
in the circumstances was to allow each penon. Roman or barbarian. the application of

R W. Graveson. Com~arativeConflict of Laws (Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Co.. 1977,
vol. 1), p. 305.
6
E. Rabel, The Conflict of Laws: A Com~arativeStudv (Am k b o r The University of Michigan Press,
1950.2' ed.. vol. 1). p. 109: Arthur ~ussbaumdefmed persona1 law as, I h e system determinhg the
statu and other lasting relations of a person," Princioles of Private International Law (London: Oxford
University Press, I943), p. 140.

his personal ~ a wPersonal
.~
law declined with the emergence of feuddism about the
eleventh century, which allowed the unmitigated application of the temtorial Iaw
which did not countenance the prospect of personality in a law which did not respect
geographicai limitations. But the principle of personality was to emerge again in the

wake of the colonial expansionist policy of some Western countries, especially

Britain. 'This, as already noted. conditioned legal p l d i s m and the persondity of law
in Nigeria.

The province or scope of penonal law is as wide as the importance of its
ascertainment for any individual. Pesonal law covers most matters of status which
may vary from country to country. Some of the situations subjected to personal law
c m be gleaned fiom the Agreement of 11 Suly 1928 between the United States and

Whereas Persian nationals in the United States of Amerïca enjoy most-fkvored-nation
treaûnent in the matter of personal status,. ..non-Modem nationals of the United States in
Persia shall be subject to their national laws in the said matter of penonal status. that is, with
regard to a11 questions conceming marriage and conjugal cornmunity rights, divorce, judicial
separation, dowry, patemity, affiliation, adoption, capacity of persons, major@, guardianship,
trusteeship. and interdiction: in regard to movable property, the right of succession by will or
ab intesratio, distribution and sertlement; and, in general, family law.

Having ascertained the meaning and scope of penonal law, what factors locate and fcx

a person's personal law. especially in a Nigerian type legal system?

7

According to S. L. Guteman, "Bath in France and M y as well as in Spain, where the process of
fiision was accelerated, foundations were thus laid for a dual strem of legd activity and an
intermingling of IegaI institutions and ideas on terms of equaiity. Without these conditions it wouId have
been impossible for the developments that we associate with the persondity of law to have taken place.
The Germanic people senIed in the midst of a larger Roman population and fkced with a superior
system of jurisprudence had little alternative but to recognize existing le@ conditions. This did not
mean that the invaders were prepared to accept the Roman law for thernselves, for potent influences
orîginating in racial and m'bal mernories perpetuated differences between the races that long sunrived
the invasions ": "The Principle of the Personality of Law in the Early Middle Ages: A Chapter in the
EvoIution of Westem LegaI Institutions and Ideas," ( 1966) 2 1 U. Miami L. Rev. 259,at pp. 468-269.

6.3 DETERMINANTS OF PERSONAL LAW
6.3.1 DOMICILE

Domicile and nationality have been the traditional deterrninants of personal law in
most Western courîû-ies. Formerly, domicile was the sole test until Mancini's famous
lecture at the University of Turin in 1851, in which he espoused the principle of
nationality as the critenon of personal lawa9Canada, Amenca, England and most
common law countries continue with the principle of domicile as a test of personal
law. while civil law countries, like France, Italy, Belgiurn, and The Netherlands
continue with the principle of nationality. Since domicile and nationality play such a
fundamental role in the life of every individual. it becomes essential that their meaning
and ascertainment should not be left to arbitrary legai standards. Lord Watson.

de!ivering the judgment of the Privy Council in Abd-uZ-Messih v. ~arra"opined:
ft is a settled rule of English law that civil stsitus, with its attendants and disabilities depends,
not upon nationality but upon domicil alone; and, consequently, that the law of the testator's
domicil must govern in al1 questions arising as to his testacy or intestacy, or as to the rights of
persoas who c l a h his succession ab intestaro."

Therefore, domicile is the correlation between a person and a particular temtory.
As Lord Westbury classically stated in Bell v. ~ e n n e d y ' ~ :

Residence and domicile are two perfectly distinct things. It is necessary in the determination of
the law that the idea of domicile should exist, and thar the fact of domicile should be
ascertained, in order to determine which of two municipal laws may be invoked for the purpose
of regulating the rights of parties. We know very well that succession and distniution depend
upon the law of the domicil, Domicil therefore is an idea of law. It is the relation which the law
mates between an individual and a particulat locality or country.

8

United States Department of States: Executive Aaeement Series No,20 (Washington: United States
Govenunent Printing Office, 1929 46).
9
Dicey & Morris, The Conflict of Laws (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1993,12' ed., vol. 1), p. 164;
Rabel, supra note 6, p. 121.
10
( 1 888) 13 Law Reports Appeai Cases 43 1.
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Ibid.. p. 437.

" (1 868) Law

Reports I Scotch & Divorce Appeals 320.

To constitute common law domicile, a person must be physically resident in a
particular temtory with the intention of making there his or her permanent home, or at
least to live there indef~tely.The two factors of residence and intention are
indispensable cornpanions of domicile. Lord Lindley in Wimns v. ~ t t o r n e ~ - ~ e n e r a l ' ~
O bserved:

Further, 1 take it to be clearly settled that no person who is suijurïs can change his domicil
without a physical chmge of place, coupIed with an intention to adopt the place !O which he
goes as his home or fixed abode or permanent residence, whichever expression may be
preferred. If a change of residence is proved the intention necessary to establish a change of

domicil is an intention to adopt the second residence as home. or, in other words, an intention
to remain without any intention of f i e r change except possibly for a temporary purpose."

Therefore. mere residence. however long, cannot create a domicile as the two concepts
are not ~~nonyrnous.'~
Again. where the two factors of residence and the relevant intention are present,

domicile emerges and no M e r factors or tests are generally required; this is the
position in most Western legal systems. In other words, where a penon has established
his or her permanent home in a place, it is not necessary for the acquisition of domicile

that he or she must adopt the manner of life and habits of the people of the new

In Casdagli v. ~asdiz~li.'~
part of the argument before the House of Lords was that,
before a British subject codd acquire a domicile of choice in an Eastern country. apart

ftom satisfjing the two requirements already discussed, he or she must adopt the
manner of life of the people in the new temtory and identiQ himseifor herself with
their customs. Lord Atkinson, denouncing such extraneous requirements, observed:
The voluntay residence there (i-e., in an Eastern country), the intention to make a home there,
are apparently not enough. The British subject must adopt the rnanner of life there, make
'j

(1904) Law Reports Appeal Cases 287 at 299.

'" Also. Lord Cranworth in Moorhouse v. Lord (1863) IO House of Lords Cases 272 at 285-286.
l5
l6

Lord Carson in Gout v. Cimifian(1922) 1 Law Reports Appeal Cases 1O3 at 1 10.
(1 9 19) Law Repom Appeal Cases 145.

himself a member of the civil society of that country- He must identiQ himself with its
customs, he must rnerge in the general life of the inhabitants; but upon what rational principle?
These are conditions which could not be fblfilled by a Hindu Brahrnan, faithfùl to his religion
and bound by al1 the rigid niles of his caste, coming to reside in London. And cornpliance with
them would not be possible in British India, where the population is not homogeneous but
composed of different races living side by side, mingIing littIe together and professing different
religions, observing different customs, obeying different laws. For instance, is the English
resident in India to obey the Iaws binding on a Hindu and regulating the enjoyrnent and descent
of his properq or the laws touching these matters observed by the Mahometans?.,.How is it
possible for a British subject "to adopt the manner of life of a population" where caste holds
the majority of that population in its iron and unchanging grasp?"

Again, because of the irnponance of actuai residencr as a constituent of domiciié,

residence cannot be inferred. For instance, residence in Nigeria by a Canadian, as a
member of British society in Nigeria, cannot raise the presumption of residence in
England and, afortiori. cannot give rise to an English domicile. The concept of
domicile without residence does not exist. That point was senled by Lord Watson in
-4bd-ul-Messih v. ~arral': T h e idea of a dornicil. independent of locality. and arising

simply fiom membenhip of a privileged society, is not reconcilable with any of the
numerous definitions of domicil to be found in the

book^."'^

The comrnon law constituents of domicile make it very difficult to establish a
change of domicile in most cases. The requirernent of intention often requires

evidence of a person's persona1 life. habits and motives which are dificuit to
establish. Consequently. most federal systems like Canada and U.S have relaxed the

common requirements for the establishment of domicile. especially for the purposes of
interprovincial or interstate conflict of laws. For instance, because of the great
mobility of the Amencan and Canadian population, minimal evidence is required to
establish change of domicile fiom one province or state to another. However, Nigeria,

"

[M.,
p. 179.

18

Supra note IO, p. 339.
The same view was held by Chitty, J., in Re Tootal 's T m ,23 Law Reports Chancery Division 532.
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despite its federal constitution, still follows the strict common law conception of
domicile.
Finally, domicile locates a penon in a legal temtory and jurisdiction, i.e., a place
subject to a unitary system of law. It is such a place that constitutes a country in the
contemplation of confiict of laws. Consequently, in a federation like Nigeria, each of
the constituent states is a country and can constitute a person's domicile. As the
authon of the Halsbury 's Laws of Australia stated:
A Iaw area is a temtory which has a unitary system of law. A unitary system of law is a system

in which the substantive mle or d e s applicable to determine the lawfùlness and the legal
consequences or attributes of conduct, property or status at a particular time in a particular part
of the national territory will be the same regardless of where in the territory questions
conceming those matten or their consequences may arise.IO

However, Graveson cautioned:

...the traditionat view of domicile as having teference to the temtory over which a single
system of Iaw operates is inconsistent with the situation in non-unified states such as
federations. It ignores the fact that the states of a federation are subject to two concurrent legal
systems. those of the state and those of the federation. The inhabitant of such a state is thus
subject to two systems of Iaw, and it is misleading and inaccurate to describe him as subject to
only one."
We do not agree with Graveson that the application of the traditional view of domicile

in federations creates any inconsistency. When a citizen in a federation is said to be
domiciled in a particular -te

in that federation and therefore subject to that state's

law as the law of his domicile, it does aot mean that the federal law is thereby
excluded or that the citizen is subject to two systems of law in that state. The state's
legal system to which that citizen is subject also includes al1 the federal laws
applicable to that state, which thereby become part of the single body of the state's

law. To that extent you can say that a state in a federation is subject only to one system

O
'

Vol. 4, para 85-10, p. 155,035.
345.

'' Graveson, supra note 5, p.

of law which applies to its citizen. So, the location of domicile in a state of a
federation does not cany the implication that the federai law is thereby excluded.
Consequentiy, there does not seem to be anythmg in law like a Nigerian, Canadian
or United Kingdom or American domicile. A citizen of any of the above countries
must be domiciled in a particular part of the temtoryX 'Nigerian domicile' is
therefore a legal aberration. A federal or Nigerian domicile can only be created by
legislation; for instance. Section 2(3) of the Matrimonial Causes Act, Laws ofNigeria
1990. which holds a penon domiciled in any part of Nigeria to be domiciled in
Nigeria for the sole purpose of exercising divorce jwisdiction. It is therefore surprising
that some writers in Nigeria have continued the erroneous use of the phrase 'Nigerian
domicile' or 'domiciled in Nigeria.' For instance, F.N. Ekwere, while discussing the
doctrine of characterisation. submitted:
Under the Nigerian confiict of laws, domicile foms the basis for the ascertainment and
application of persona1 law, while the continental countries use nationality. Domicil is also
used in America to ascertain persona1 law but the meaning and niles of domicil differ in both
countries. A problern might arise in a Nigen'an court as to whether a Nigen'an who was
formerty domiciled there has lost his ,Vigerian$sic] domici!e to hat of say an American
dorni~ile.~
[ltalics added]

As already said. a Nigerian or Amencan domicile makes no sense to a conflict of laws

" In A. G.Alberta

Y. Cook ( 1 926) Law Reports Appeal Cases 444 at 450, the Rivy Council on appeal
fiom Canada stated: "..,unity of Iaw in respect of the matters which depend on domicil does not at
present extend to the Dominion. The rights of the respective spouses in this litigation, therefore, cannot
be dealt with on the footing that they have a common domicil in Canada, but m u t be determined upon
the footing of the rights of the parties and the rernedies available to them under the municipal Iaws of
one or the other of the Provinces." For a similar concIusion: Breavingîon v. GodIenran and Ors. (198990) 169 Commonwealth Law Reports 4 1 at L60,
F. N. Ekwere, "Docûine of Characterisarion: Fact or Fictioc (1992/93) Nigerian Current Law
Review 63 at 69. As the editors of Cheshire and North submitted: "In the case of a federation, where the
legislative authority is distrtiuted between the state and federal legislatures, this law disîrict is genedly
represented by the particular state in which the propositus has established his home. A resident in the
USA, for instance, is not normally dorniciled in the USA as such, but in one of its States." Private
International Law (London: Buttenvorh, 1992.12' ed., by P.M.Norrh and IJ. Fawcen).

"

6.3.2 NATIONALITY.

What about the principle of nationality? How do the two, domicile and nationality,
fit into the Nigerian type legal system?
Nationdity imports the reciprocal obligations of allegiance and protection. A
person is the national of a country to whose sovereign he owes allegiance, in retum for
The aiiegiance here is a permanent
the protection which that sovereign accords hi~n.'~
one and distinct fiom the temporary allegiance which a visitor owes to a foreign
sovereign in r e m for his protection during the period of his visit. It was Mancini
who. in his famous Turin lecture in 1851, first postulated, or at l e s t popuiarised. the
notion that an individual's persona1 law should be deterrnined by his political
allegiance, i.e.. his nationality. Since nationality is rnainly a question of birth (natio) in
a particular country or descent fiom parents of a panicular country, it is reiatively

easier to ascertain than domicile. But this does not, by any means, make it a better or
preferable test to domicile. It has its own achilles heel. A reference to Nigerian law as
a Nigerian's national law is meaningless. 1s it the federai law, state law or custornary
law? Nigeria's constitution allows double nationality? Where a Nigerian becomes a

national of two countries. which of them qualifies as the country of nationality? The
answers to these questions26are less urgent than the application of the critena of
domicile and nationality to the Nigerian situation.

The question becomes: c m domicile, afortiori nationality, be used to determine
the personal law of a Nigenan subject or person domiciled in a state in Nigeria? When
a court, e.g., in Canada is referred by its conflict of laws d e to the Nigerian law as

'' United States v. Wong Kim Ark, (1 898) 169 United States S u p ~ m Court
e
Repom 649.

" Section 28(1) of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria (Lagos: Federal Govemment Press).
''See suggestions in that regard in Chapter One.

the law of the propositus'27domicile, is that reference complete or does it need
qualification? And if so, what is the nature of the qualification? 1s it the Islamic law,
customary law, received English law, state legislation, or federal legislation, al1 of
which are applicable in Nigeria, that is contained in the reference? The confusion is
M e r confounded by the fact that Nigeria does not just have a single and uniform

system of customary law but as many systems of customary law as its three hundred
distinct tribe~.~'
Probably the late John Westlake had the above problem in mind when
he observed:
Domicile. being necessan'ly connected either with law or with jurisdiction or with both, m u t
always be in a territory, though it need not be at any particular spot in the temtory. If it be in

India, where there are different cornmunities or societies living under different laws, the
domicile is not cornpieteIy stated unless the statement of it includes that of the cornmunity or
society to which the person belongs. Thus it may be described as the indian domicile of a
Hindu or Mussulrnan. Where a British subject is domiciled in an Eastern non-British country,
then the description of such a domicile may be stated as AngIo-Egyptian, Anglo-Chinese, or as
the case may be."

When a foreign court. by its own confiict of laws rules, is referred to the Nigerian
law as the law of the domicile or nationdity of the propositus, an additional
connecting factor is required to consumate the reference and make it meaningful. In
the Nigerian contea. and similar systems like india and China, the additional

connecting factors should be race. tribe or ethnicity, and religion. as determinants of

personal law.

--

person from whom a line of descent is traced; used as an example of a proposed person.
1968), p. 145.
John Westlake: A Treatise on Private International Law (London: Sweet & Maxwell. 1925, 7" ed, by
Norman Benmich). p. 343: however, Chitty, i., in Tootai's T m r , 23 Law Repom Chancery Division
532 at 542, declared that, 'rhere is no such thhg known to the law as an Anglo-Chinese domicil." Rabel
similariy submitted: "Such diversity of persond law is a part of the substantive Iaw of the country
concerned. When a conflict rule refers to the "Iaw" of such a country, eiîher because it is the law of the
domicil of an individual or because it is his national law, no uniform law being in force in any part of
"ï h e

'yC.
K. Meek, Law and Custom in the Colonies (London: Frank Cass & Co. Ltd.,

6.4 Race. Tnbe or Ethnic Group as Deterrninants of Personal Law.

When, therefore, Nigerian law is chosen as the law of domicile or nationaiity of the
propositus, the judge is to m e r ascertain the tribe or ethnic group to which the
propositus belongs. Nigeria has no less than three hundred tribes but the three major
tribes are: Hausa/Fulani in the northem part of Nigeria, Ibo and Yoruba in the eastem
and westem parts of Nigeria, respectively. Also, the three major systems of customary
law are Islamic law, Ibo customary law and Yoruba customary law in the northem,
eastem and western pans of Nigeria, respectively. Ibo customary law, for instance,
applies only to members of that ethnic group. A reference to the law of domicile of an
Ibo man, who for instance is domiciled in Imo State of Nigeria, is therefore a reference
to his custornary law. because that is the law with which he is permanently comected.
This should be the basic proposition which is denved from the analysis above. Even in
Imo State. the received English Iaw, the State's local legislation, and some federai
laws are applicable as part of that State's laws. alongside its Ibo customary law. These
need not worry us because once Ibo customary law is accepted as the personal law,
then it couid be modified or supplemrnted by the other aspects of the State's laws just
mentioned, and as provided by the High Court Law. The Ibo customary law will
therefore apply as the personal l a d o excePt where its application is repumant to
naturai justice. equity. and good conscience or incompatible either directiy or by
implication with any law for the tirne being in force.31

Membenhip of an ethnic or tribal group, which entitles one to the application of its

customary law. is not a matter of choice but of descent. It anses kom one's biah to
-

the country, the reference c m only be to the particular set of rules that governs the group of persons to
which the individual belongs," supra note 6, p. 135.
'O *'Afkicancustomary laws are i
n ongin mial laws, and a member of a mie wodd take hi mial law
around with him; the description of such trial laws as "personai Iaw" was therefore apc" A. Allott,
New Essavs in Afncan Law (London: Butterworths. 1970), p. 112.

parents who are members of a particular ethnic group, or whose father at least is a
member of that ethnic group. Membership attaches to a person from the moment of
birth, just like the domicile of o r i g d 2 Therefore, no one becomes, for instance, a
member of the Ibo ethnic group by any voluntary act. No length of residence in an Ibo
temtory, e.g., h o State. by a foreigner can npen into Ibo membership. even with the
clearest intention to reside there pemanently. The d e thus becomes, no birth no
membership. And without membenhip Ibo custornary law cannot attach as the

personal

la^.^-' Consequently, a foreigner. Le., a non-Nigerian or a Nigerian from

another ethnic group. cannot acquire the ibo customary law as his personal law. On
this contention. the Supreme Court of Nigeria erred in law when it held the contmry in
OIolvu v. 02owu.~' We shall corne back to this case.

6.5 Religion as the Determinant of Personal Law.
The religious factor as a cnterion of penonal law is important in the northem part
of Nigeria where inhabitants are mainly Moslems and personal law depends on
adherence to the Islamic faith. Unlike the ethnic or tribal factor. adherence to the

Islamic faith does not usually depend on birth. It involves the voluntary submission
and deliberate acts of acceptance. Therefore. reference to the persona1 law of a
Nigerian Moslem domiciled, for instance in Kaduna State, rneans a reference to

'' Section 26 of the Lagos Stcite High Court Law, Cap. 60. 1994.
'' With regards to the Frankish Empire established &er the end of the Roman Empire, Professor
Guterman observed: "The personal law was acquired principally through birth which also determined
tribal or national membership. No one renounced this subjective right "without abandoning a linle of
hirnself. " Guterman, suDra note 7, p. 296.
" Holland pmbably envisaged this situation when he stated: ''There is a stage of civilisation at which
law is addressed, not to the inhabitants of a country, but to the members of a tribe, or the followers of a
reIigious system, irrespectively of the 1ocaIity in which they may happen to be. This is the 'personai"
stage in the development of the law." T. E. Holland, The Elernents of lurîs~nidence(Oxford: at The
Clarendon Press, I9OO79' ed.), p. 389.
" (1 985) 3 Nigenan Weekly Law Reports 378.

Islamic law. Apart fiom northern Nigeria's well-dehed system of religious law, a
system of religious law does not obtain in any other part of Nigeria
Religion as a connecting factor to personal law may be illustrated with the case of

Parnpano v. IYappaz,." related to the inhentance of one Peppo Happaz, who died on

the 4" of June 1889. He had formaily married his widow, after she bore four children
for him, in accordance with the rights of the Latin church in Cyprus. The
plaintiffs/respondents were collateral relatives of Peppo. They admitted that the widow
was entitIed to a one-third dower of the estate, but claimed the other two-thirds for

themselves on the ground that the children were pre-nuptially illegitimate. The
plaintiffdrespondents alleged that Mohammedan law did not recognise legitirnation by
subsequent marriage. Peppo was. and his relatives were, Christians and members of
the Roman Catholic church. The defendants/appellants, Peppo's widow and children.
claimed the whole estate. The District Court dismissed the suit. The Supreme Court on

appeal decreed the plaintiffs' claim. On M e r appeal to the Judicial Cornmittee of the
Privy Council, Lord Hobhouse observed:
If legitimacy is proved, the nght to succession folIows. By what law, then, is the legitimacy of
a Christian Ottoman subject in Cyprus to be ascertained?.. ..Their Lordships will now assign
their reasons for thinking that the Christian law applies.. ..#en the Turks conquered Cypnrs,
that Island had been for nearly four centuries in the hands of adherents of the Latin church. The
conquerors did not enforce al1 Mahomedan usages on their Christian subjects, but they allowed
non-Mussulman sects to be governed by their own laws in diverse rnatters comected with
religion and domestic life. Arnong such rnatten are mam'age, divorce, alimony, and dower.
Now, if the status of husband and wife among Christians is determined by reference to
Christian law, it is not difficuk to suppose that the status of their children as regards legitimacy
rnay be determined by the same Iaw.. ..The concIusion is that the succession in this case is
governed by the canon law, under which the infant defendants are clearly 1egitimate.f6

Reports Appeal Cases 165.
Ibid., pp. 169, 175,

" ( 1894) Law
56

6.6 Acquisition and Change of Personal Law in Nigeria: Case of a Foreimer.

In view of the composite legal structure in Nigeria, with the peculiar application of
the systems of customary law and the insufficiency of the traditional concepts of
domicile and nationaiity as touchstones of personai law in Nigeria, can a foreigner,

e.g.. a Canadian citizen, attract Nigenan law as his personal law by his acquisition of a
domicile of choice in Lagos State? If the answer is yes, then would he be subject to the
application of Yoruba customary law which is in force in Lagos State?
Current law suggests that a foreigner resident in Lagos State who establishes his
permanent home there acquires a domicile of choice. Generally, he becomes affixed
with the laws of Lagos State as his persona1 law. However, because he is not a Yoruba

man by birth, he does not become subject to Yoruba customary law which is part of
the legal system in Lagos State. He would only be subject to the received English law,

as applicable in Lagos State, laws made by the Lagos State legislature, and federal
enactments as applicable to Lagos State.

Ln Casdugli v. ~ a s d a ~ lthe
i ~ respondent
'
presented a petition for dissolution of her
marriage with her husband, the appellant. The latter, a British subject bom in England,
prayed that the petition be dismissed on the ground that he was domiciled in Egypt.

and that consequently the Hi& Court in England had no jwisdiction to entertain a suit

for dissolution of the marriage. The respondent answered that the appellant had never
abandoned his English domicile. Her counsel subrnitted:
If a man carries with him into the country where he intends to reside part of the laws of his
own country. and enjoys irnmunity fiom the Iaws of the new country. he cannot, by permanent
residence, acquire a domicil of choice in that country. It follows that a British subject cannot
acquire a domicil in Egypt so as to determine his domicil of ongin.''

Lord Finlay, in a lucid and scholarly ruling, rejected this argument:

" ( 19 19)
j8

Law Reports Appeal Cases 145.
Ibid., p. 15 1.

The present case, therefore, depends upon the question whether the husband has an Egyptian or

an English domicil. Upon the evidence, and according to the findings of the courts below, the
husband has done everything possible to acquire an Egyptian domicil, and this he had acquired
unless, as a maner of Iaw, it be impossible for a British subject in his position to acquire such a
domiciLj9

It has often been pointed out that there is a presurnption agahst the acquisition by a British
subject of a domicil in such countries as China and the Ottoman dominions, owing to the
difference of law, usages, and manners. Before special provision was made in the case of
foreigners resident in such cowitries for the application to their property of their own law of
succession, for their trial on criminal charges by courts which will command their confidence,
and for the sealement of disputes between them and others of the same nationality by such
courts, the presumption against the acquisition of a domicil in such a country might be
regarded as overwhelming unless under very special cùcumstances. But since special provision
for the protection of foreigners in such countiies has been made, the strength of the
presumption against the acquisition of a domicil rhere is very diminished.'&

The situation in Lagos State is much more conducive to the acquisition of a
domicile of choice by a foreigner than in Egypt, as poctmyed in the facts of Casdagli 's
case. This is because. instead of special provision for the protection of foreigners,
Lagos State has elaborate system of received English law in addition to state and
federal enactments which reflect modem civilisation and can apply to foreigners
without much dificulty. Casdagli 's case also shows that a foreigner c m acquire a

domicile of choice in a state inNigeria notwithstanding the prevalence of the
customary law system fiom which he will be excluded.
Similady, in Rex v. Hammersmith Superintendent Registrar of Marriages. ex parte
Mir-~nwarziddin,"L
Dr. Mir-Anwaruddin sought by means of a mandamus application
to compel the superintendent registrar of mariages to issue him a certificate and

licence to marry one Vyolet Louise. Dr Mir-Anwaniddin, a Mohammedan domiciled
j9

Ibid., p. 156.

"Ibid., pp. 156-157; sirnilarly, in Mtzther v. Cunningham, 105 Maine 326; 74 Atlantic Rep. 809, the
deceased had made his home and carried on his business at Shanghai, whiIe his domicile of ongin was
Wafdo County, Maine. The question for determination was whether ao Amen'çan can as a matter of law
acquire a domicile in the province of Shanghai where, by treaty, American law was substituted for the
Chinese local Iaws. It was heId that the deceased, at the t h e of his death, had abandoned his domicile
of origin in Waldo County, and had acquired a domicile of choice in Shanghai.

in India was previously married to one Ruby Hudd, a dorniciled Engiishwoman, in
accordance with Christian rites. Dr Mir-Anwamddin, while in uidia, purportedly
dissolved his previous marriage with Ruby Hudd by a writing of divorce in accordance
with his religious personal law, Mohammedan law. Though the case tunied on the

recognition of that form of religious divorce, Viscount Reading, C.J., at the lower
court, cornmented on the acquisition of Indian domicile by Ruby Hudd:
The law of his religion is the applicant's persona1 law; it is not the general Iaw applicable ro ail
who are domiciled in India. It is not a law peculiar to India, but to Mohamrnedans wherever
they may be domiciled....An Englishwoman or a womm domiciled in England who marries in
England a person domiciied in Scotland, Ireland, or India, or elsewhere out of the realm of
England, acquires by the status of mamage the domicil of the husband and is subject to the law
of that domicil. but she does not acquire his religion or become subject to the Iaws of his
religion except in so far as they are the law of his domicil, and then to that extent only."

The proposition, that a foreigner can acquire a domicile in Lagos State and become
subject to the general law in that state other than the Yoruba customary Iaw as his
personal law. is M e r supported by the case of Smtoge v. ~ a c f o ~ .Here,
"
M. was

bom in Freetown. Sierra Leone and was not a Nigenan native. He purported to marry

41

( 1917) 1 Law Repom King's Bench 634.
p. 643: the final decision in this case cannot pass without criticism. The decision, which was

" Ibid..

upheld by the Court of Appeal (Swinfen Eady, LJ., Bankes, L.J., and Lawrence, J.), was that the writing
of divorce, though in accordance with Mohammedan law, was unknown to English law and could not
therefore dissolve the English marriage; also that since it was not a decree proceeding fiom the court of
domicile, i.e., India, it was not recognisable in England and not effective to dissolve the previous
marriage with Ruby Hudd. By this decision the court erroneously allowed English law, which was not
Dr. Mir-Anwaruddin's personal law, to determine his status, i-e., whether at the time of the application
for second maniage, Dr. Mir-Anwamddin was a manied or single person. This was a question which
ought fiifly to have been regulated by his reiigious personai law: Mohammedan Iaw. And since the
writing of divorce was done in accordance with that law it ought to have been recognised with the result
that Dr. Mir-Anwaniddin ought to have been held a single person at the t h e of his application for a
second rnan'age. Though Bankes, L.J., agreed with the finid decision not to recognise the wrÎting of
divorce in that case, his approach in treating the matter as an evidential issue attracts Iess criticism. He
held at page 661 that, ''the appellant on August 27, 1915, claimed to dissolve it (Le., the first marriage)
by a writing of divorce, and he claimed to dissolve it because he was a Mussuiman, and he claimed that
upon his mariage his wife acquired his status, and that therefore his law as a Mussuiman appIied to her,
and that law included his right to put her away by a writing of divorce. Now, of course, that Iaw, if it
exists, must be proved by evidence, and the evidence which has been brought f o m d on afidavit, in
my opinion, indicates something very different." However, this case was decided in 1917. It does not
appear, for reasons aiready stated, that it will be foltowed in firture cases. In fact, similar religious
divorce was recognised by later cases: Schebel v. Unger (1964) 42 Dominion Law Reports (2d) 622;
Hur-Shefi v. Har-Shefi ( 1953) 2 Al1 England Law Reports 373(1909) Renner's Reports (Ghana) 504.

"

S., a native of Nigeria, by customary law. S. sued for a declaration that she aud her
children by M. were entitled to M's intestate estate as against the brothers and sisters
of M. The issue before the court was the validity of the union between M. and S.
Osborne, C.J.,observed:
The mere fact of Macfoy having made Lagos his domicile of choice would not necessarily
make him subject to or given the benefit of native law and custorn, and his ordinary relations
would be governed by English and not native Iaw. 1 do not go so far as to Say that the court
ought not to apply native law in some transactions between Sierra Leone and colonial natives
where injustice would be caused by strict adherence to English law, but 1 cannot hold that that
applies to a contract of polygamous union when expressly repugnant to the English law.
Marriage is something more than a mere contract, and creates a defkite status. Unions
involving polygamy are prohibited by English law on gromds of public policy, and though an
exception is made by the local law in favow of polygarnous unions where both parties are
natives of the colony or protectorate, the application of that local law must be strictly confined
to the persons for whom it was intended, and no effect will be given in this court, whatever
views native tribunats may take in such rnatters, to a polygamous union which would not be
recognised as valid by the laws of the domicile of origin of either party.

Thus, though M. was domiciled in Lagos. he was not subject to customary law and
could not enjoy the benefits thereof, i.e.. custornary mamage.

In Brown v. M i l ~ e rthe
. ~ defendant was a West Indian resident in the Gold Coast
(now Ghana) for the previous 62 years. She was a spinster and had acquired land from

a native chief in Accra. She was sued in a Ga Native Tribunal regarding title to certain
land. The tribunal assumed that she was a native and hence subject to the Ga law of
property. She claimed that she was not a native under the Native Jurisdiction

Ordinance. 1883. S.2, which defined it thus: "any person who is under Native
Customary law or under any Ordinance a member of a Native cornmunity of the

colony. Ashanti or the Northern Temtories." In upholding her objection to the
jurisdiction of the court, Crampton Srnyly, C.J.,observed:

...mere tesidence alone on the GoId Coast, even if prolonged, or even if she should purchase
A c m land, does not make a stmger coming to the colony a Native so as to bchg her within

the jurisdiction of the Native Tribunals as established under the Native lurisdiction Ordinance
1882[sic], as amended?
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(1921) Selected Judgments of the Full Court of the Gold Coast (Ghana) Colony (F. Ct,20-21) 48.
Ibid., p. 49.

Wilkinson, J., in his own contribution opined:
If there were a Native customary law according to which strangers to this country (let alone to
West Affica) couId become for the purposes under reference members of a native comrnunity
without any exercise of conscious volition on their part, and by mere length of residence or by
mere holding of property, or merely by being domiciled here, or merely by marriage, I do not
think that wouId be a IEWor custom which this court would be bound to enforce under section
19 of Ordinance No. 4 of I876.*

His Lordship then concluded:
In my view. before a stranger cari for the purposes of section 2 of Ordinance No. 5 of 1883 be
held to be a n a h e it mut be clearly shown that he has by definite and unmistakabte signs and
acts comrnitted himself to the adoption of membership of the native cornrnwiity which claims
him ar. one of its body?'

To the extent that Wilkinson, J., purportedly held that a foreigner can attract the

application of customary law to himself by his own voluntary acts or, as he put it? by
"exercise of conscious volition," the learned judge was, with respect, wrong. As we
have relentlessly maintained. customary law has a single touchstone and c o ~ e c t i n g

factor. which is one's birth into a particular tribal group or one's membership of a

particular religion.
However, where a foreigner, who has acquired a domicile of choice in a part of
Nigeria was previously subject to a religious law as his penonai law, it seems that he

will continue to be subject to that religious law as his penond law provided that a
similar religious law obtains in that part of Nigeria where he is now domiciled. For
instance. Mr. X. a Moslem originally domiciled in Saudi Arabia, acquires a domicile

of choice in Kaduna State, i.e., in Nigeria, where Moslem law obtains alongside the
received English law. It seems that Mr. X will continue to be subject to Moslem law in

Kaduna State since that religious Iaw is apparentiy the same both in Saudi Arabia and
Nigeria.

An illustration is the case of Tan Ma Shawe Zin v. Khoo Soo ~ h o nthe
~ ~ ~ :

plaintifWrespondent claimed that as nephew he was the sole heir to the estate of his
uncle, Khoo Boon Th,and his uncle's widow, Tan Ma Thin, both Chinese Buddhists
who had been domiciled and died in Burma, on the ground that Chinese customary
law govemed inheritance and succession of Chinese Buddhists in Bumia. The
defendantdappellants were the sisters and brother of the widow Tan Ma Thin. The
question in the appeal before the Privy Council was: what law applied by the High
Court at Rangoon, should detennine the person or penons entitled to succeed to the
property in Burma of a Chinese Buddhist who was domiciled in Burrna at the date of
his death? The trial judge and, on appeal, the Divisional Bench, held that Chinese
customary Iaw governed the case and that the plaintiff was entitled to the inheritance.

The Privy Council reversed the decisions of the lower courts.
Though this case largely tumed on the construction of Section 13 of the Buma
Laws Act, 1898, which provided for laws applicable to the various religious sects, e-g.,
Buddhist law for Buddhists, Hindu law for Hindus. the conclusion reached by the

Privy Council would still be the same by the application of our analysis above. Sir
George Rankin, in delivering the judgment of the Privy Council, observed:
The matter must now be determined upon the words of S. 13 as a question of construction. Their
Lordships are in agreement with Page, C.J., that a Chinaman who is a Buddhist cornes within
the term "Buddhists" in cl. (a) of sub-S.1 of S. 13. and cannot be excluded therefiom either on
the ground that he is not a Burmese Buddhist or because the Iaw which governs him in China is
not a specifically Buddhist or even a religious law....There would be Iittle difficuky, were it
shown that different schools of Buddhist law obtained in different places or among different
peoples, in applying to Buddhist law the principle that in each case the appropriate school of
Iaw is that to which the proposinis or the persons concerned owed ailegiance. As regards Hindu
law. indeed, this principle has never been in doubt?
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(1939) Law Reports Appeal Cases 527.

Later, His Lordship stated:

...it (Burma L m s Act, 1898) does not admit of being interpreted in such a sense that Buddhist
law is only to be applied to Buddhists if it be the law prevailing in the country of their origin.
The historical considerations to which their Lordships have alluded do not suggest that the
intention of the sub-section is to prescribe for each Buddhist whatever law is found to govem
him, but rather that ail Buddhists shall be governed by a religious law which is deemed to be
theirs as ~uddhists?'
Thus, the Privy Council applied to a Chinaman (foreigner) domiciled in Buma a
rdigious law, i r., BuddGst law.

tr,

which he was subjact as his personai iaw in C'hka

by virtue of his religion and which was also obtainable in B m a , his domicile of
c hoice.

6.7 Acquisition and Change of Personal Law in Nigeria: Case of a Nieerian.

Here. we shall examine two situations: a Nigenan changing his peeonal law fiom a
system of customary law to, for instance, Canadian, English or Amencan law; and a
Nigerian changing his personai law from one system of Nigenan customary law to
another.
It is legally possible for a Nigenan to acquire a foreign law as his personal law in

place of his customary law. Al1 he needs to do is to acquire a domicile of choice in that
foreign country. i-e.. making his permanent home there. Therefore, an Ibo man in
Nigeria. subject to Ibo customary law, who cornes to Manitoba in Canada and makes a
permanent home there has acquired the laws of that province as his persona1 law?

But when we corne to a change of personal law fiom one Nigerian system of

19

Ibid., p. 537.
Ibid.. p. 540.
IL Rofessor A. Allott submitîed: &Weare leR with the case of the Afiican who claims to be exempt
generally fiom the custornaxy law. He may become so exempt by change of domicile. Thus an Afncan
fiom Say, Ghana or Kenya who makes England his permanent home would lose his Ghanaian or Kenya
domicile and acquire an English one. On a return visit to Ghana or Kenya respectively the niles of
private international law would operate so as to make his persona1 law the law of England." Swra note
30. p. 193.

'O

customary law to another, we are presented with an arduous legai scenario. Going in
the teeth of the Supreme Court of Nigeria decision in Olowu v. O Z O W U ~change
~
of
personal law fiom one systern of Nigerian customary law to another seems beyond the

realm of Iegai possibility. As explained above, the acquisition of customary personal
law does not depend merely on domicile but on birth and religion. The concem here is
acquisition of penonal law that attaches through birth into an ethnic group, not
penonal law that attaches by using religion as a connecting factor. In other words, an
Ibo Nigerian subject to Ibo customary law as his penonai law can change it to Islamic
law by joining the Islamic faith. That is not the concem here.
The question is: can an Ibo Nigerian. with Ibo customary law as his personal law
acquire Yoruba customary law as his new personal law, by acculturation or by living
permanently in Yorubaland, adopting the Yoruba manner of life and identimng with
Yoruba customs? Ln Olo~vu's case. the Supreme Court wrongly and without discussion
of the conflict of laws questions involved answered the above question in the
affirmative.

h Olowu v. Olowu, the appellants were the children of one Adeyinka Ayinde
Olowu whose intestate estate was the subject matter of the action. The deceased was a
Yoruba of Ijesha ongin. He lived fiom childhood to his death in Benin City, married

Benin women and acquired substantial immovable property in Benin City. During his
life he applied to the Oba of Benin to be "naturaiised" a Benin indigene and the
request was granted. The court found that it was by vimie of the "naturalisation" that
he was able at that time to acquire immovables in Benin City. His entire estate,

movable and immovable, was distributed in accordance with Benin custornary d e s of
succession. The appellants, some of the deceased's children, were dissatisfied and
I

(1985) 3 Nigerian Weekly Law Reports 378.
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thereupon brought an action giving rise to this case at the Benin High Court,
contending that Yoruba customary law was the applicable law since their father was of
Yoruba ongin. The respondents, also children of the deceased, contended that Benin
customary law was applicable because their father became a "naturalised" Benin

indigene. The High Court found in favour of the respondents and the judgment was
upheld by the Court of Appeal. The Supreme Court, in a unanimous judgment, upheld
the decisions of the Iower courts and dismissed the appeal.

If the Supreme Court had appreciated the analogous conflict of laws questions
involved in the case, its decision might have been different. First, how have the courts

treated the important question of buden of proof? The High Court held, and the Court

of Appeal and the Supreme Court affirmed, that the deceased was originally a Yoruba

man: "1 have no hesitation in holding that the late A.A. Olowu is of Yoruba extraction
- an Ijesha man." This means that al1 the courts agreed that onginally, at least. the
deceasrd was subject to Yoruba customary law as his personal law, which was the law
that attached to him from the moment of birth into a Yoruba family and ethnic group.

In the language of English law. the deceased had a domicile of origin in Ijesha i.e., a
Yoruba town, or was a national of 1jeshaS3

Consequently, in contlict of laws, it was the clear burden of the respondents, who
contended that the deceased had abandoned his Ijesha nationality, domicile of ongin

or Ijesha customary law, to prove the same with convincing evidence. In this
comectio- Lord Lindley unequivocally stated in Winans v. ~ t t o r n e ~ - ~ e n e r a l ~ ~ :

Similarly, in I n re Sapara (19 1 1) Renner's Reports (Ghana) 605, Sapara's hther, an Ijeshaman, had
been sold into slavery in Sierra Leone, where Sapara had been born. But Sapara had lived in Lagos for
the greater part of his life. On these tacts, the then Supreme Court of Southern Nigeria heid: "But one's
place of birth may be a mere accident, and the tactthat his fkther was an Ijesha, forcïbly removed firom
his domicile of origin. is in my judgment sufficient to stamp Dr. Sapara with the nationality of an
Ijesh%"p. 606.
(1904) Law Reports Appeal Cases 287 at 299.
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"

". ..the burden of proof in al1 inquiries of this nature(i.e., as to domicile) lies upon
those who assert that a domicil of origin has been lost, and that some other domicil has
been acquired." But the Supreme Court of Nigeria placed this onus of proof on the
appellants instead of the respondents, who contended in favour of Ijesha customary
law. Coker, J.S.C. obsemed:
1 have already considered and given reason why the burden of adducing evidence lay on the
plaintiffs !i.e.. appellants) to prove why the purported distribution under Benin customary law
should be nullified, and why the Yoruba customary law should be applied, particularly when
the court found that the deceased at the tirne of his death was in the eye of the law a Benin
indigene.

Thus. the court proceeded on the presumption that the deceased was already a
"naturalised"Benin man and the burden of proving the contrary lay on the appellants.
As Winans ' case shows, the only presumption which the law ailows in the

circumstances is that the deceased was an Ijesha man who continued to be subject to
Ijesha customary law as the law of his birth or of his domicile of ongin; and the
burden of proof is on the person who asserts the contrary. So, on the burden of proof
alone. the Supreme Court decision, with respect, is not justifiable.
Then. on the question whether a Nigerian can change his personai law attached by

birth. to another system of customary law by his own voluntary acts, Bello, J.S.C.,(as
he then was), opined:
The word "naturalisation" which takes place when a person becomes the subject of a state to
which he was before an alien, is a legai term with precise meaning. Its concept and content in
domestic and internationa1 Iaw have been well defined, To extend its scope so as to inchde a
change of status which takw place under native law and custom, when a person becomes a
member of a cornrnunity to which he was before a stranger, may create confusion. 1 wouId
prefer to describe a change of status under customary law as culturalization. I may add that
cuIturalization with its resultant change of persona1 law may take place by assimilation or by
choice. StnctIy speaking, this case on appeal is not a case of a change of personal law by
assimilation."
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Su~ranote 52, p. 389.

His Lordship then concluded: "The case in hand is concemed with culturaliration by
choice which axiomatically led to a change of personal law by ~hoice."'~
With respect, Justice Bello a priori held that change fiom one system of customary
law to another is possible by the propositus' voluntary acts. Unfominately, this a
priori approach did not give countenance to or &ord any room for consideration of

the question: Whether personal law derivable and acnially derived fiom birth can be
substituted with a sirnilar personal Iaw? A little consideration of this conflict of laws
question involved would have revealed the dangers lurking on the path of his
Lordship's reasoning. The counsel that argued this case did not canvass the above
point and therefore made the present Supreme Court decision inexorable. The central
proposition we have aggressively maintained in this paper is that such a change of
personal law is not possible. It attaches by birth, and birth done. But even assuming
what we cannot assume, that such a change of persona1 law is possible, a heavy burden

of proof is on the person who aileges the change. Ln the present case, since the
deceased was not bom a Benin man,and it was not naturaily possible for him to
reverse his birth and ethnic identity: he codd not have become a Benin man by choice

so as to attract the application of Benin customary law to his intestate estate.
There was a mental deception that lurked in the word "haturalisation" referred to by
Justice Bello. That is a familiar word in public international law and constitutional
law. It is the means of acquisition of another state's citizenship?' Though Bello.

J.S.C.. preferred "culnualisation" to 'haturalisation," he apparently regarded
*'culniralisation" as having the same effect as '"naturalisation," i.e., change of
nationality and therefore personal law. With this, there was no room lefi to consider

whether change, in the first instance, was possible. It s a c e s to Say that change of
customary personal law, i. e., birth law, is not possible even by the medium of
"c~lturalisation.~~
Uwais, J.S.C., as he then was, in his contribution adopted a misleadhg approach to

the important but improperly h e d question before the court.59In treating the
question before the court as one of fact instead of law, he concluded:
On the evidence before it the High Court found that the deceased before his death changed his
stanis fiom that of Yoruba to that of Benin. It followed therefore that the Benin customary law
of inheritance would apply to the distribution of the estate since he died intestate. f think this
finding of the trial coun is unassailable.@

This factual approach is sirnply wrong because the question of whether a birth law,
i.e., personai law, c m be substituted for another birth law is clearly a question of law

and not of tàct. Either the law. forum's law, allows it or not. If the law does not allow

such replacement, that is the end of the matter. However, it is possible that the forum's

law may allow such a change and then state the conditions precedent to an effective
change of birth law. It is only then that considerations of the facts will be necessary to
ascertain whether the conditions have been met!
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What apparently happened in this

Justice Gray in United States v. Wong Kim Ark (1898) 169 United States Supreme Court Reports

649.
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"The question of a free choice of law to which we now nirn, for a long time aroused controversy. The
right of an individual to change his birth law at wili was suggested by Montesquieu, who made it the
basis of an elaborate theory for the disappemce of the Roman law in northern France. According to
Montesquieu, the reason the Roman law did not survive in the so-called country of customary law, or
pays de &oit coutumier, was that the Franks allowed the conquered population to embrace the Salic
law. Furthemore, the SaIic law offered an incentive to Romans to accept it because of the higher
composition allowed to Franks. This fiee choice of law was based on a nurnber of arguments which do
not bear up well under examination.,.. In principle, a fiee choice of law was certainly not penniaed, In
practice, the Çee choice might be achieved in legitimate ways. In theory, the average person accepted
his law with the same good grace with which he accepted membership in his national group or his
church." Guterman, s u m note 7, pp. 303,306.
It seems that the court treated the question as being: whether the deceased haci, as a fàct, become a
Benin man by acculturation rather than, whether the deceased, a Yoruba man by origin and mie, can in
law become a Benin man so as to be subject to Benin customary law?
* Suura note 52, p. 400.
6' For instance. the question whether the law allows change of domicile is a question of Iaw, but
satisfaction of conditions for the acquisition of a new domicile is a question of hct. It is now notorious
that the Iaw allows the acquisition of a new domicile of choice provided that the conditions of actual

case was that the court proceeded to determine whether the factual conditions for
change of birth law had been met, without first determining the initiai question of law
involved: whether such change was legaily feasible?
Much more interesting, in tems of understanding the misconception of conflict of
law issues involved in this case, is the judgment of Oputa, LS.C., (as he then was).

The leamed Justice of the Supreme Court decided to treat a fundamentai question of
contlict of laws, i.e.. status, as a question of estoppel:
I will go fiirther and say that the appellants, the respondents and in fact al1 the eleven children
of the late A.A. Olowu who are now his successors in title in respect of those properties are
also estopped from denying that their late father acquired the status of a Benin man which
status enabled hirn to acquire those properties. All the children of the late A.A Olowu are
estopped corn denying that their father though of Yoruba extraction lived and died a Benin
man. They are required to abide by that assumption because it fonned the conventional basis
upon which the late Adeyinka Ayinde Olowu acquired his propeny in en in.^'

But status is not a function of estoppel. Status cannot be acquired or l o s by the
operation of estoppel. which is yet to fmd a respectable place in the determination of a

man's farnily relations. A man's statu is a function of his domicile or nationality.
These tests. as aiready noted. are consummated in Nigeria by the factors of religion,

birth or ethnic group. As C. M. Schmitthoff observed: "...On principle, relationships
of domestic status should be govemed by the personal Law of the de cuius which, in
English and Amencm law, is the law of the d ~ m i c i l . "Similarly,
~~
Brett, L.J., stated in

The statu of an individual, used as a legal tem, means the legal position of the individual in or
with regard to the rest of a comrnunity.. ..As that relation and status are imposed by law, the
onfy law which c m impose or define such a relation or status so as to bind an individual, is the
law to which such individual is subject.

residence and the relevant intention are satisfied. The question of the satisfiction of these conditions,
according to Lord Finlay in Casdagli v. Cardagii (19 19) Law Reports AppeaI Cases 145 at 157, "is one
to be tried on the ordinary principles applicable to such questions of hct."
Suera note 52, p. 405.
" C. M. Schrnitihoff, A Teabook of the Enelish Conflict of Law (London: Isaac Pitman & Som, Ltd.,
1949, p. 271.
65 (1 878) Law Reports 4 Probate & Divorce Cases 1 at 1 1.

"

To hject the concept of estoppel, as done by Justice Oputa, into this relatively
settled area of the law, Le., the ascertaiment of status, is nothùig but an invitation to
confusion. 1s a man estopped f?om challenging his statu of a rnarried man because he
bought property on that understanding, filled and filed relevant forms on that basis,
and got people to know and address him as a manied man? Will the court not only

concem itself with the sole legal issue of the validity of the man's marriage, by
reference to the law of the place where it was celebrated, in case of forma1 validity, or
by reference to the man's penonal law, in case of intrinsic vaiidity?
What has estoppel to do with the above questions? 1s a person, on account of his
conduct. estopped from contending that he is not illegitimate? Will the question of his
legitimacy or illegitimacy not be referred to the penonal law? As in this case, ought
the questions of the deceased's status, i.e., whether he was a Yoruba or Benin man,
and therefore the persona1 law applicable to him. to have been determined by estoppel

based on the facts of the case or by reference to the deceased's birth law and rules of
conflict of laws of the forum? These rhetorical questions exemplifi the inopportune
use of estoppel in this case. There is no doubt that the Supreme Court of Nigeria will
have a re-think when similar facts are presented to it again.

CONCLUSION:
Because codict of laws ultimately rests on the locational identities of the parties,
this chapter has examined the need for a single legal system that determines ail
questions relating to a person's status, wherever he or she may be. The answer is in the
concept of personal law. The concepts of domicile and nationality as cnteria of
pesonal law suggest the need for qualification by the factors of tribe, ethnic group or
religion, in their application in Nigeria. Personal law cm be acquired and lost in

Nigeria, by both a Nigerian and a foreigner: a foreigner cm acquire a domicile of
choice in Nigeria without being subject to custornary law; a Nigerian cm acquire a
domicile of choice outside Nigeria and thereby cease to be subject to customary law;

and a Nigerian native, subject to a system of customary law in Nigeria, cannot by his
voluntary acts or assimilation change it to another system of customary law in Nigeria.

SUGGESTION
There is no doubt that conflict of laws is still in its infancy in Nigeria. The legal
histoncaf reconstruction undertaken in the previous chapters shows that most of its
common law pnnciples and concepts are yet to be judicially tested in the Nigenan

courts. This contrasts with the position in Amenca and Canada where the traditional
concepts of conflict of laws have heen subjected to incisive judicial and scholarly

criticism, which in most cases has led to abandonment of the classical English law
approaches. Again, in these jurisdictions, statutes have been employed to change or
cl&@ the law in most areas of conflict of laws.
Manitoba statutonlyl dealt with the various problems emanating fiom the cornmon
law concept of domicile. In the United States, the cases show a marked departure f?om
the cornmon law concept of domicile. as in other areas of conflict of laws. For

instance. the doctrine of revival o f domicile of origin is not accepted in ~merica.'
Even in England, the confushg interpretations of the rule in Phillips v. ~ ~ r in
e 'the

case of Chaplin v. goy.? attracted Iegislative intervention.'
The point is that legislative intervention. in most cases. is apt when it is preceded
by enormous judicial activity and scholarly criticism in a particular area of law. It is
then that the particular problem can be adequately covered by a statute enacted for that

purpose. It is in this context that the above statutory interventions are germane.
Consequently. it is suggested that Nigeria should not be in a hurry to follow the
statutory examples in other jurisdictions. The ferment that led to the legislative
intervention in other jurisdictions is yet to be manifest in Nigeria By the time we

1

Domicile and Habitual Raidence Act. RS.M. 1987, c. 0-96.

Re Jones' Estate (l92l)192 Iowa 78.182 N.W. 227.

'( 1870) Law Reports 6 Queens Bench 1.

'(1971)Law Repom Appeal Cases 356.
Sections 10, 1 1 and 12 of Private International (Miscellaneous Proyisiorzs) Act, 1995. c. 42.

experience abundant judicial activity in the area of conflict of laws in Nigeria, it might
well nim out that the judicial and statutory solutions in other jurisdictions are
completely inappropriate when applied to the Nigerian situation. This is not
unespected knowing that different jurisdictions have different problems. For instance,
the presence of custornary law in Nigeria may pose a conflict of laws problem of a

nature not witnessed in other jurisdictions.
At this early penod in the development of the subject in Nigeria, Nigerian judges,

and not the legislature, shouid be allowed to ded with the emerging problems of

application and adaptation of cornmon law c o d i c t of laws rules by a process of
judicial interpretation. In this process, the Supreme Court of Canada c m offer
guidance.
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